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Hifh Sckool Enrollment

OTTAWA GROUP
RESCUED FROM
WRECKED BOAT

at Zeeland Totals

When Scout Leaders Conferred on Program

273

for

HeaYy Cage

Ottawa-AUegan Area

Grand Haven and

Spring Lake Gain

Land

Zeeland, Sept. 11— Local public
schools opened Monday with an
enrollment of 273 in high school.
All vacancies are filled except

it but he could not obtain release from his former contract.
Two buses are running to the
country. This is the first year that
buses are being used to transport
high school students.

COUNTY

Charlevoix coast guard sta-

has reported the safety of
eight Grand Haven and Spring
Lake yachtsmen who were under
tion

.

The party

left

Housekeeper States She
Drove Schreiber to
Ottawa Farm
ConflictinfStatements

Heard

WINS CLUB TRIP

Art

u Case Before, -

G.H. Court

SEAWAY PLAN
Grand Haven. Sept. 11 (Spedal)

TO WASHINGTON

—Miss Myrtle Bills, 17, again on

Jonkman Urged by Local

treatmentfor exposure after their
rescue by coast guard crew who Others, Including Zeeland
took them from their wrecked
Group, Are Victors at
auxiliary schooner Sea Girl where
they spent the night in its cabin.

MAN

BARN AFIRE

SET

C OF C BACKS

Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special)

—The

TESTIFIES

SHE AIDED

21 years, suffered a painful injury
here when a cage used in transporting the canned fruit from the
retorts slipped off the track and
struck his left foot. The cage
weighed several hundred pounds.
The big toe on the left foot was
broken. His foot and lower leg was
placed in a cast.

Seas, Hits Rocks While
Seeking Shore

GIRL

—

that of Coach Leon KLeis.
Raymond Lokers was to have fill-

GIRL OF

Cannery

Fennville,Sept. 11 (Special)
Floyd Arnold, 58, superintendent
of the shipping department of the
Michigan Fruit Canners, Inc., for

at Charlevoix
Craft Is Crippled hy High

at

Breaks Worker’s Tec

ed
JLifht of

Um

State Fair

Friday from

Grand Haven for a week's cruise
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 — Otthat was to take them to Charle- tawa county's 4-H contestants at
voix, across the lake to Green Bay, the Michigan state fair ranked
south to Milwaukee and return. high in the many contests. CounAlmost upon their departure, a ty Agent L. R. Arnold said this
small craft warning was posted at weekthe coast guard station and the
Final results show Charlotte
Sea Girl, a 30-ycar-oldcraft, Baehre, 17-year-oldChester townpounded through fresh seas, ac- ship girl, winning a trip to Washcording to Warren Bolling, mem- ington. D. C., as victor in the
ber of the crew who telephoned booth contest.
his father, Baltzer Bolling,Grand
A food preparationteam will
Haven and Spring Lake manufac- be sent to the 4-H congress in
turer.
Chicago, one girl was selected for
The Sea Girl commenced taking the Michigan team in clothing
water through strained seams Sun- judging, one boy was placed on
day and the crew, unable to work the state team in crops judging
the pumps after a time, used and one boy was selected as a

Orfinintion

When H.

Stephan Mead anq Earl Mead,
both of ‘Grand Haven; L. J. Harris,
Holland; Arthur Kachlae,John
Beckers, Judge Irving Tucker, all
of Allegan; Henry Winter and
Scout Executive M. P. Russell,
scout program, the photographer both of Holland; seated (moving
IN C.C.
caught the above picture following clockwise from left to right), Jack
a dinner in the Warm Friend tav- Spangler, Jr., Grand Haven; Carl
ern. Those in the picture are* (left Lind and Baltzer Bolling, Jacob
General Election Is Set (or to right) Standing, John V’an Tat* Braak, all of Spring Lake; Mr.
enhove and Albert Van Zoeren, Johnson; Dr. A. Leenhouts,Holboth of Holland; Orville Soren* land; Mr. Shaver; John De Wilde,
Tuesday to Choose
F. Johnson, Jr., president of a Racine. WLs., wax company, and W. W. Shaver, deputy regional executive of Chicago, visited Holland recently to meet with
area scout officials to discuss its

NAME TWELVE

PRIMARY

:

sen, Racine. WLs., Samuel Curtil Holland; David Cline, Spring Lake;
Johnson, Mr. Johnson's son; Jack Ed Beer, Grand Haven; Prof.
Barrett, young Johason's compans Clarence Kleis. Holland and
Results of the primary election ion; Lee Lillie of Coopersville; 1 George Wright. Saugatuck.
to nominate 12 nominees for six
directors' posts of the Holland
Chamber of Commerce were announced yesterday.
The six returing directors were
renominatedfor another two-year
term. They are ClarenceJalving,

Vote

to

for Project

50 OF

OTTAWA

For a second time, the board of
directorsof the Holland Chamber
of Commerce unanimously approved the Great Lakos-St. Lawrence Seaway project at Its final
meeting of the current fiscal year

MADE CITIZENS
Many of County
of

Tuesday night In the Warm
Friend tavern.
Secretary-ManagerE. P. Stephan was Instructedto write Cong.
Bartel Jonkman of Grand Rapids,

Are

Netherlands;Three

the witness stand this forenoon
Henry Schreiber, 49. of Grand Rapids, former
West Olive farmer, testified that
he said the barn "had a good
start" when he returned to the
car in which she had driven him
from Grand Rapids.
Schreiber 4s charged with setting fire to the barn the night of
last June 29 to collect insurance.
On the witness stand Wednesday, Miss Bills, who was employed as housekeeperfor the Schreibers, said she had driven him to
the barn when he arranged to "get
in the arson trial of

rid of it.”
On cross examinationby ‘Charfifth district representative, Informing him of the board’s sen- les E. Misner, one of the defense
Grand Haven. Sept. 11 (Special) timents and urging him to sup- attorneys, Miss Bills was subject

Six Directors

Change Names

port the project.
to severe examination during
The board was informed that which she denied and contradicted
zens of tb° United States at cere- Mr. Jonkman had previouslymade many statements and answer*
monies held on Monday in Ot- a statementin which he express- made at the preliminary examinatawa circuit court.
ed a desire to hear from his con- tion held July 23. She also stated
Sixteen others receivedtheir stituents as to their attitude she had no knowledge of what
Is
buckets to bail out the boat while member of the state poultry team.
papers Monday afternoon.
towards the proposed project.
Schreiber did while he was gone
Skipper Charles Jacobson headed No report has been received on the president.Andrew Klomparens,
As the meeting was the last of from the car for the 15 minutes
It was one of the largest classFrank M. Uevense, William J.
her for the nearest shore. This results of the dairy contests.
es ever to receive their citizen- the fiscal year, the directors did testified to on direct examination
Brouwer, Henry Wilson and Wil- Four Christian Concepts was introduced as the guest of ship papers.
proved to be the Grand Traverse
not take up any new business, Wednesday and that she didn’t
Possiblythe most outstanding
State Rep. Nelson A. Miles. Clarlight port near Northportand the honor was won by Miss Baehre, liam C. Vandenberg.
Dr. Edwin Boldrey of the Grand leaving that to the consideration know the bam burned until MonPointed Out in Talk
The other nominees are H. S.
ence Jalving made several an- Haven Methodist church spoke to of the new board.
schooner piled up on the rocky who placed her achievementbooth
day evening when she found a
Covell,
Charles
R.
Sligh,
Jr..
P.
nouncements regarding the con- the new citizens.Twenty-six of
Mr. Stephan submitted his note which had been left at the
bottom, one mile from the light. exhibit at the state fair. This
by Dr. Wichers
cert to be given by Rubinoff. fa- the group were natives of The annual report to the directors, Schreiber home.
After spending the night aboard. booth depicted her past eight T. Cheff. C. C. Wood, Carl Harmous violinist, on Oct. 2 in Hope Netherlands, two were from Italy covering activities of the ChamBolling and another member of years of 4-H work. She displayed rington and Henry Oostmg.
Other state witnesses were PeV»
Dr. Wynand Wichers,president
Ballots, bearing the names of
Memorial chapel. Proceeds of the and one each was from Germany, ber of Commerce for the past er Kelaba, Jr., Florence, Evelyn
the party whose name was not a fine wool tailored suit, canned
of
Hope
college,
speaking
dn
concert will go to the Exchange Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Ireland, year. It was accepted.
learned made the perilous trip goods, a scrap book telling of the 12 nominees, are being mailed
and Frank Kelaba, Magdalena
"Faith and Freedom" before memGood Fellows fund.
ashore in the schooner s dinghy to events in which she had parti- out today to all Chamber of
Poland and England.
Kelaba, wife of Frank, Gerrit
bers
of
the
Exchange
club
in
tic
Secretary John Swets announcnotify those at the lighthouse of cipated, pictures and other items. Commerce members for the elecThree of the group also had
Yntema and Edward Gould, agents
first
fall
meeting
of
the
season
jin
tion to be held next Tuesday.
ed that the name of Rhine Vander their names changed.The list of
their plight.
for insurance companies by which
On the wall of the booth she disthe Warm Friend tavern Mondiy
Polls
will
close
at
5
p.m.
after
Meulen had been approved as a new citizensfollows:
The Charlevoix coast guard re- played the framed Michigan State
he was insured, and Detective Sgt
noon, stated that "if we are ho
prospective member of the club,
sponded in their boat and by 10 college scholarship she won last which a tabulation of the ballots
Cornelius Jack Donze, route 2,
Quentin
Dean.
will bo made by the organiza- maintain our freedom, then ttie and the auditor's report was re- Kryn Dykstra, 128 West 15th St..
a m. today they had been removed year.
The state rested its case at 11:15
elements
of
that
freedom
must
tion’s special election committee.
ceived and distributed.
to the station.
Grietje Evink, 204 East 14th St..
a.m. Harvey L. Scholten of the deCharlotte has had eight years in
The six nominees receiving the come out of our faith and reli- In a customary ceremonial. Mr. Julia Bliss, 31 East 26th St., John
Those in the party besides Bol- clothing and four years each in
fense counsel made the opening
gion.”
highest
number
of
votes
will
be
ling and Jacobson, were A. J. canning and food preparation.
Jalving was presented with a past De Vries, 130 East 14th St., John
statementto the jury.
There
are
four
elements
that
president'spin by A. E. Lampen, Liddane, changed to John Layden,
Jacobson, Jr., Bill De Witt, David During the past two years she al- declared elected to the board.
should come out of religion*' he
Hamilton,Sept. 11 (Special)— Marion Miller, a filling station
new club president. Mr. Jalving 333 Washington Blvd., Stanley
Jacobson, Bob Van Hoef, Ben so has served as a leader. Her
owner at Walker, was the first desaid. First, an appreciationfor
Elizabeth Weaselink, 9, died WedHouser of St. Louis. Mo., and Jack fine work has placed her on the
responded briefly and apprecia- Kalman. 64 Madison place, JantJe
the sanctity of human life. Secnesday
in
the
home
of
her
par- fense witness. testifiedthat
tively.
Hoonan of Detroit. They were honor roll every year she has
Kolk Hoekstra. 134 Fairbanks
Schrleb*,it.opped>il.his place of
ond must come the realizationtrnft
youths.
George A. Pelgrim and Jacob Ave., Gerrit Willem Veneberg, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wes- business shortly before 8:90 p.m.
been enrolled. She enters Michimen
belong to a common family.
Relink, after a short Illness. SurThe Sea Girl purchased two gan State college this fall, using
Fris are representingthe local route 2, Gezina Dykens. 172 East
He said he hoped that "war will do
viving besides the parents are a on June 29 and left at 9 p.m. for
years ago by its present owner, her scholarship to help defray exclub at the national Exchange con- 13th St., and Gerrit Ten Brinks,
much
to widen the Influence of
sister, Gertrude; a grandfather, Grand Rapids. This contradicted
James Van Zylen, who did not penses.
vention being held in Richmond, 152 Central Ave., all of Holland.
love and destroy cast "
Peter Wessejink,and
great a statement made by Miss Bills in
make the trip, was 51 ^ feet long
Va.
Katie Wabeke, route 1. Klaas
The ' food preparation team
her testimonyWednesday.
grandmother,
Mrs.
Ben
Weasellnk.
Thirdly, he said, a better steand had a 90-horsepower auxiliary. whkh will be sent to Chicago
Join Schaap, changed to Clarence
Lawrence Lemmep of NoordeThe
latter two are of Diamond
wardship
of
material
goods
must
According to information Bolling comes from Zeeland.This team
Julius Schaap. 234 Michigan Ave.,
loos who was with the Kelaba girls
Springs.
JOHN
K0K,
72,
OF
gave his father, the yachts bot-jwas trained by Miss Myrtle Ten Midwest Conference Will be employed, because economic
Anna Van Den Bosch, 155 South
Private services will be held also testified, as did Mrs. Peter
imperialism is still the bane of the
tom is badly gouged and may be a Have. Elaine Meeuwsen and BarChurch St., Gerben Romke Schaap, Saturday at 1:30 p.m. from the Kelaba, Sr. Stella Bodko, girl
IS
Be
Held
in
Chicago
world.
There
is
still
too
much
of
a
total lass. It was understood ii bara Zeerp constitute the team.
changed to Gerrit Romke Schaap, home and public rites will be at friend of Myrtle, said she and
gulf between those who have and
was insured for the trip.
234 Michigan Ave., Janet Damon Friday
They demonstratedthe making of
Zeeland, Sept. 11 (Special)
2 p.m. from the First Reformed Myrtle and their boy friends went
those who have not. Taking away
stra, 142 South State St., Ben
Norwegian crown cookies. Elaine
John
Kok,
72,
residing
two
miles
church with the Rev. N. Roze* directly to the Bodko residence in
a man's property does not necesSteenwyk. 18 North Centennial,
Mayor Henry Geerlings said
has had five and Barbara has had
Grand Rapids and did not return
IS HELD
sarily make him free, the speaker southwestof Drenthe, died Tues- Effie Vander Ploeg, 51 West Cen- boom officiating. The body will be
today he plans to go to Chicago
four years in 4-H work.
to the Schrieber home, also conday
night
in
his
home
after
a
removed
from
the
Ten
Brink
tral Ave.. Scbie Wiersma, 9 West
Hilda Bosker, Allendale, a Friday to attend the midwest con- explained.
tradictingher testimony that they
INDECENCY
In the fourth place, in matters short illness. He Is survived by Main St.. Peter Tjepkema, route 2, funeral home Friday noon to the
fourth year work in clothing,was ference on unemployment caused
the widow; five daughters,Mrs.
residence where friends may call. did return to this home.
concerning governmental control,
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special)
Steven
Loedman
of Oakland, Mrs. all of Zeeland.
Burial will be In Riverside cemBernard George Raterink. 20, 9 selected as a winner in clothing by priorities.
no man has an inherent right to
Emilie Schneider.Matthew etery in Hamilton.
Mayor's, labor leaders and man—Following failure during the
John Huizen of Drenthe, Mrs.
West Ninth St., Ls being held in judging. She is one of a team of
rule over another, he said. "We
George Kososondi, Micheli Cull
morning to obtain a jury, the
jail default of $5,000 bond until his two which will be sent to Chicago. ufacturers.city managers and othacknowledgeGod as absolute sov- Harman Walters of Kalamazoo. and Antonino Fricano, all of Grand
In the boys’ division. Stanley er officials, together with U. S.
necessary 12 persons were selectMrs. Richard Dryer of Hardewyk
examination next Tuesday at 10
ereign and God has entrusted powed at 2:15 p.m. Wednesday to
and Mrs. Albert Lemmen of Hol- Haven: Cornelius Peter Bcste- HOLLAND GROUP
a m. before Municipal Judge Ray- Kurek. Sand Creek, judged w'ell senators and congressmenfrom 11
ers to men and we as men delehear the case of Henry Schreiber,
mond L. Smith on a charge of enough in poultry to be placed on midwest stales will attend the gate this authority to others. This land; three sons, Peter at home, man. Walter Van Der Veen. JenLEAGUE
the
state
team.
In
crops,
Man-in
conference
in
Hotel
Morrison.
49, of Grand Rapids, the former
John of Zeeland and Herman of nie Morsink, Neeltje Dieleman,
taking indecentlibertieswith a
,
,
Vanden Bosch Zeeland did equally William H. Dress, mayor of Evans- power must noi be abused. It must Holland; 14 grandchildren;one William Grasman, all of HudsonWest Olive farmer who is 'chargfive-year-oldgirl.
be the reasoned1conviction of the
Bos. Margaret , sfvoral c"y offflcials of Hol- ed with burning his bam last
ville.Ind., will be chairman of the
great grandchild; two sisters, villc; John
Arraigned Wednesday in mu- well.
citizenry, so that power in the List
and 'Vl'n! 10 Travcn* 9[y
"The 4-H leaders throughout meeting.
June 29.
Misses Mary and Minnie Kok of Modal and Daniel Burnside, all of to
nicipal court, Raterinkdemanded
attend sessions of the Munianalysis belongs to the individual.
"Practically every city in the
West Drenthe; and two brothers, Spring Lake; Sadie Wind of cipal league which began a three- The jury Is composed of Walexamination. The contplaint the county feci that our boys and
In
conclusion Dr. Wichers adPeter of Holland and Albert of Georgetowntownship and Gert day convention there Wednesday. ter Allen and Fred Heerspink
against him was sworn to by the girls did an excellent job at De- country is directly and seriouslyvised that “if these four Christian
Holtrop of Nunica.
troit," Mr. Arnold said. "Receiv- affected by prioritieswhich deWest Drtnthe.
girl’s mother.
The local delegationincluded of Holland, Abel Holtrop and
concepts can be written into our
An additional 16 persons reFuneral services will be held
He was arrested Tuesday by ing this Washington trip is re- prive or delay delivery of mater- thinking, then we can do much to
Aid. George Damson, Elmer Henry K. Bolthouse of FerrysSaturday at 12:30 p.m. in the ^ived their citizenshippapers and
burg, Miner Lawton of Spring
Parole Officer Clare Spears of garded as a national honor, and ials to non-defense industries."
keep alive the concept of freedom home and at 1 p.m. in Drenthe 22 persons were repatriatedin Schepers, Berta I Slagh, Bruce Lake and Edward P. Kinkema,
Muskegon as RaterinkLs on par- to be selected as a state delegate Mayor Dress said. 'This applies
Raymond
and
Bernard
Arendsto the national 4-H club congress as well to smaller factorieswhich and we will have a more harmon- ChristianReformed church. the|ot,awa circuit court Monday
Harry Walters, Lawrence Breiole from the state prison.
horst, City Attorney Clarence A.
ious civilization in which to liu- "
tels, Mrs. HenriettaKaatz, Mrs.
Rev. L. Veitkamp officiating. afternoon.
Records show that on Nov. 26, Ls something all members strive have not been given a share in deClosing with a quotation, Burial will be in West Drenthe Those who were repatriated Lokker, City Clerk Oscar Peter- C. O. Reed, Fred Palmer and
fense orders but could be convert3938, Raterink was sentenced to for."
son
and
Charles
Vas,
assistant
‘‘Faith," he said, "is the first cou- cemetery.
ed to defense operations.
Monday afternoonhad lost their public works superintendent.
John Roberts of Grand Haven.
serve from three years to four
sin to freedom, and freedom is the
"According
to
Washington
auThe first witness called for
Tlie family requests that flowers citizenship through marriage but
years in prison on a charge of larIncluded
among
the
meeting's
Charter Members of
regained it by taking the oath of
thorities at least 3,000,000workers glory of all people."
the
prosecution was William
be omitted.
ceny, resulting from the theft of
scheduled speakers were SecreDr. John R. Mulder opened the
allegiance
in
court.
are
threatened
with
unemployOsner,
surveyor for the Ottawa
$2 on Nov. 12 from a milk bottle
Church at Anniversary
tary of State Harry F. Kelly;
Monday afternoon’s classes inr
ment owing to this situation,and meeting with prayer. Lester WasUsed by the Holland Lions club to
Col. Harold D. Furlong, Mato “un,y road co,rnm|SSk'.,’u
senaar, new attorney in the city, Former Holland Man
eluded 10 from The Netherlands,
Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Klomparens, no less an authority than William
accept contributions for its blind
dofonao council chiet; and Mayor
and
one
each
from
Canada,
S.
Knudsen,
director
general,
of the buildings on the farm and
fund.
328 Washington Blvd., in comServing Jail Sentence
F. J. Conboy, Toronto, Ont.
Czechoslovakia,
Italy,
YugoslaOPM,
has
recently
pointed
out
the roads leading to the Schreiber
He was arrested earlierin 1938 pany with Prof. William Goulooze
Gov.
Murray
D.
Van
Wagoner
via, England and Germany. The
that it is of no value to national Dickinson, With Proper
for taking indecent liberties with a and Mrs. Goulooze, attended the
is to speak at the league's farm. The drawings were introGrand Haven, Sept. 11 Special)
new citizens are:
duced in evidence.
golden anniversary of the found- defense to have idle plants or emfour-year-old girl.
Aides, Would Seek Office —Edward Groters, 34, Muskegon,
annual banquet tonight.
Johanna Maria Pauline Weller,
Walter Bierman, who rents the
ing of Eighth Reformed church in ployes. This serious and immediformerly of Holland, was charged
172 East 16th., and Johanna
ate problem especially confronts
house on the Schreiber farm, was
Grind Rapids Tuesday night.
with
driving
a
car
while
his
Zeeland, Sept. 11 — Linen D
ON
the next witness. He told of havILLNESS IS
Mr. and Mrs. Klomparens, and many smaller industrial cities in Dickinson, former governor of operator’s license was revoked by Riphagen, 300 West 17th St., of FINE
Holland;
Clasina
Beverwyk,
241
the
midwest,
and
I
know
that
ing been out to the barn to feed
Mrs. John Rose of Grand Rapids
Michigan, "would gladly be a can- the sheriffs depart ment Monday. Woodward St.. Johanna Ten
SPEEDING
TO
CHILD are the only living charter mem- some of them arc taking steps to
his rabbits at 10:30 p.m. after
Arraigned Monday night before
didate" for the governorship again
which he returned to the house,
bers of this church .which was try to meet their local situation." if he could be assured of a slate of Justice George V. Hoffer, he Karmscl, 145 South Elm St.,
Arraigned Wednesday afternoon retired and was awakened about
Fanny Haak, 271 Maple St., and
Gretchen Mae Hegsted, 14- founded 50 years ago. They also
pleaded
guilty
anu
was
fined
$50
officials"who will take moral
Jean Graasmid, route 1, all of before Municipal Judge Raymond 12:05 a.m. when his bedroom bemonth-old daughter of Dr. and had the pleasure of listening to
questions into the state," and have j and costs of $4.70 and sentenced Zeeland.
Two-Months-Old Infant
L. Smith, John Grotenhuis,19, came “light as day.” He found
Mrs. Ralph B. Hegster, 14 West their son-in-law, the Rev. Gerrit
the courage to face moral Issues *0 serve five days in the county
Mathilda
Belch. Anthony Van- route 5, Holland,pleaded guilty that the roof of the barn was
^th St., died early Thursday Menning,pastor of Third ReformSuccumbs in Zeeland and "clean up the situation."
jail or 60
to two charges of speeding and aflame. He stated that the elecmorning at the home, after a ed church of Pella, la., give the
Dickinson, who spoke at a public
was
assessed a fine and casts of tric wiring in the barn was in
Zeeland.Sept. 11 (Special)
i«2Ln£nth8’ il,ness-Surviving main address,entitled“God’s Masmeeting in First Reformed church
$10 in each instance.
good condition.
Joann Schreur, two-month-oldhere Tuesday night, said following
hf?6
tt1PL parents are one bro- terpiece."
He paid the total of $20. Gro- The next witness was Frank
all of Grand Haven; Ljuba Bak!* r’ Ra,ph Henry Hegsted and
Rev. Menning served this same daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Theo- the meeting that he has not made pay the fine and
•
ala, Jean Boerscma and Henrietta tenhuls was arrested first by Voss, son-in-law of Schreiber, who
Hnn5a2rdfarenta- Mr‘ anfl Mrs. church eight years before going to dore Schreur residing two miles up his mind as to a possible reThe arrest resulted from an ac- Ribbens. all of West Olive; and Holland police for driving his car
had been engaged from 1936 to
east
of
Drenthe,
died
in
Zeejand
£^Iy^Hek?in’
1115 Cadillac Pella. Professor Goulooze was
cident which occurred on the Emily Short of Coopersville.
entry into politics.
50 miles per hour in a 25-mile 1939 in the dairy business with
drive, Grand Rapids
one of the speakeresof yester- hospital late Tuesday afternoon.
Lake
Shore
road
Aug.
30
when
1/2 told his audience that the
Those who regained their per hour speed zone on State Schreiber. He testified that he
J™6"11 servi<*s will be held day’s continued celebration of the Besides the parents, survivors in- people
are eager for undertanding a car, driven by Groters, struck citizenshipwere:
St. near 23rd St. Saturday night. had hauled tjiree small wagon
at 2:30 p.m. at the golden anniversary. He also was clude the grandparents, Mr. and and are showing a "willingnessto a tree. His car was completely
Sena Israels, 77 River Ave., Then the sheriff's department ar- loads of dry hay into the barn on
Mrs.
William
Nienhuis
of
Crisp
pastor
of
this
church
before
bedemolished. His license had been
chapel In Grand
unite for better.”
Minnie Gebben, 669 Columbia rested him early Sunday morning the Saturday before the fire. He
S’ u'Jrr' H' J‘ Kuiper and coming professorat Western Theo- and Mr. and Mrs. George Schreur
revoked in Muskegon county for Ave., Ora Frances Miller, 176 for driving 50 miles per hour in
said there also was some straw
of Overisel, and the great grandT* in°?8Stra officiating. logical seminar)'.
driving while intoxicated.
East* 10th St., Alice Van Dyke, a 30-mile per hour speed zone on in the barn. He also stated that
Interment will be at Woodlawn
father, Stephen Hiemstra 6f Two G.R. Men Bound
455 Central Ave., HenriettaVan East Eighth St., outside the city he had a fire in a boiler in the
Crisp.
Lbody wil1 repose Woman of Virfuia Park
Den Heuvel, 122 East 24th SL, limits.
dairy while it was operating the
at the Hekman home from Friday
Over to Circuit Court Ei|bt Petty Officers to
The funeral will be held Ffiday
The followingmotorists have Sunday in question and that at
Cornelia Pott, 226 West 20th St.,
morning until Saturday noon.
at
2
p.m.
from
the
home,
with
Alio Hat Moon Flowers
Receive G.H. Training and Pearl Eva Miller,route 4, all paid fines and costs for traffic 2 p.m. the fire was nearly out,
the Rev. L. Veitkamp officiating
Allegan, Sept. 11 — Charged with
violations:Kenneth Modders, 21, although later he testified that he
of
/ MOTORISTS^ElNtD
Mrs. CorneliusRosenberg, re- and burial in East Drenthe ceme- assault on complaintsof two 19Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special)
Martha Zylstra, 16 East Mc- 275 East 13th St., speeding, $5; left the farm at 11 a.m. and reThe followingmotorist* have siding in Virginia park, has a tery.
year-old Grand Rapids girls, Bern —Eight petty officers have been
Kinley St., Jennie Hirdes, route John Schutt, Holland,failing to turned at about 10 or 'll p.m.
paid fines and costs to Municipal large vine of white moon flowers
Beaver and Russell Pennell, both assigned to the coast guard station
2, and Gertrude Klinge, route 1, stop at. scene of accident, $5;
He said he had not been in Hie
of "Grand Rapids, were bound over at Grand Haven for training un????ond ,L' Sml*h for similar to the variety owned by
ull of Zeeland: Winifred Buwalda, Clarence D. Cbok, 20, 16 West barn and that there was no fire
traffic violations:John J. Huyser Mrs. Anna Slagh, 345 College New Baltimore Plant
to Allegan circuit court Wednes- dei* Chief Boatswain’sMate Carl
Sophia Josephine Molenkamp, 16th St., speeding, $4.
around the barn while he was
140 South Park St./ Zeeland Ave., and Mrs. Theodore Friegel,
Annual Dahlia Show day upon their appearance before E. Howell, officer in charge at the Frances Karwacki and Anna Dethere. He testified he first heard
speeding, $5; William Emerick 19 328 Washington Blvd.
Justice Guy Teed.
station.
TO ATTEND MEET
Heer, all of Grand Haven; Minnie
about the fire about 1 a.m.
route 5, Holland, falling to stop
Mrs. Rosenberg’s vine has been
New Baltimore. Sept. 11 — The • 'Bond was set for $1,000 for each
This makes 11 men on duty at Rillema of Jenison; Sophia Clare
Simon Borr of Holland, chair- June 30 through a telephone
for stop street, $3; Max lowing blooming for the past two weeks annual Michigan Dahlia show will
of the men but was not furnished. the station. The length of their
Hragyil and Wilhelmina Van DLs man of the Ottawa county defend and immediately left, his
21, Hudsonville, failing to yield and still is full of buds. Yester- be held here Sept. 13 and 14, the They- will appear before Judge
stay is undetermined. They will be of Spring Lake; Jessie House of council, has said he plans to which Is about 7§ miles fn
right of way. $3; Jake Kievit, day there were nine blooms. The Chamber of Commerce, through its
Fred T* Miles in a jury case be- availablefor duty in case of emer- Marne; Fanny Busman and Kath- attend a regionalconference which
Schreiber farm. Mrs.
route 2, Holland, no ‘operator’s moon fknvers, which resemble secretary, F. J. Smith, announced fore the October term of court.
gency.
erine Busman of Coopersville; will be held Friday, Sept. 19, in was at the feu
Hcense, $3; Elsie L. Martin, route morning glories although much today. The show will be under
Previouslythe men had pleaded
t East Saugatuck, illegal park- larger, bloom only one night and Rponsorship of the Michigan Dah not guilty when arraigned in jus- A* soon as this group leaves, Gertrude Vanden Berge of Nun- Lansing.Purpose of the confer- in-law, Mrs.
another is expected to take its ica, and Bertha Meyer, West ence is to speed up organization of
ing, $L
are dead the next day.
lia society.'
'tice
place.
Olive.
county councils. v
-Thirty-fourpersons became

citi-
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G.H. Draft Bonrd Gets
Tentative October Quota
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special)
warning call has been received by the local selective service board for 56 men for the
October quota. No date for the
departure has been given. It is
expected some of the selectees
for this quota will include those

SPEAK AT MEET —A
OF IOOFJN CITY

Other Events Arranged by who
Ledge

registered

of Holland (or

being

reclassified into
active or deferred list.

September
Holland city lodge, No. 192 of
the International Order of Odd
Fellows has arranged an extensive

program for
September, It

in the

second

draft in July. Men who are 28
years or over as of July 1 are

the remainder of
was announced to-

day.

G.H.

an

in-

MOVES TO

BACK SEAWAY

A number of

E
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Trinity Church Is Scene
of

1941

tawt Cottage

is

Improved

ALLEGAN

Impressive Wedding

Wearing a gpwn of Ivory velvet
and a long veil of silk net and
Chantilly lace held in place with
a lace cap, Miss Gertrude Catherine Visschcr,daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Rein Visscher of 220 West
16th St., became the bride of
Paul Julian Vanderhill,son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Vanderhill of 223
West 20th St., at 8 o'clock Tuesday evening In the auditoriumof
Trinity Reformed church.
Dr. H. D. Terkeurst, pastor of
the church, read the single ring
service in the presence of several
hundred guests. Preceding the

AGED RESIDENT OF
IS

BURIED

11

Allegan, September
Mr*.
Lucy Hampton, 99, life long resident of this section and widow of
the Civil war veteran, George
Hampton, died here Friday night,
33 days before her 100th an

CERTIFICATES ARE
GIVEN BOY SCOUTS

SEVEN VETS TO
B01STER DUTCH
GRIDIRON DRIVE

niveraary.
Mrs.

J.

E. Holmes, executive *ec-

She was the daughter of Christopher and Mariah Flaher, pioneers
of Calhoun county, where she was

retiry of the Ottawa county Red

born.

Cross chapter, reported today that

26 Boy scouts had received Red
Cross chapter, has reportedthat
junior life saving certificate*at
Camp Ottawa near Newaygo dur>
ing the summer camping season.

\

Pint Scrinuntfe It Dm
Tkii Week u OpeMr

Survivors include a daughter,
in G.R. Neart
Mn. Edna Knowton, Allegan; two
sons, Fred Hampton, Ganges, and
Willis Hampton, Kalamazoo;
Hope college’s 1941 football
lister, Mrs. Dora Jeffers, and
team which plays' its first game
three generations of grandchildren
of the new season Friday night,
Sept. 19, against Grand Rapids
Junior college on Houseman field
at Grand Rapids will Include
seven lettermenfrom last year’s
squad, Coach M. L. (Bud) Hinga

L. A. Youngman of Enid, OUa.
served as the water safety inceremony, Mrs. Harold Beemink structor.There were five classes
presented a recital of appropriate in all beginning June 29 and endorgan selections. Jack Bos as ing. Aug. 15. The list follows:
soloist sang “Sunshine of Your
Beginners — Kent Hopkins, .871
Smile," Ray, and "Still As the Michigan Ave., Alvin Dozeman,

applications for
new members have been received
and it is reported that prospects
Grand Haven, Sept. 11— A comare good for a large increase in mittee to weld community support Night,”

,

•

DEA1H CLAUS

.

Bohm. The traditional 659 Michigan Ave., and David
wedding
marches
by Wagner and Karsten, 210 West 11th' St., all of
for the St. Lawrence waterway
reported today.
HolUnd.
project and to represent Grand Mendelssohnwere played.
These veterans are Bill Tappan
Bridal attendants were Dorothy
Swimmers— Bill Zonnebelt, 42
Haven at a conference on the watVisschcr, maid of honor; Kathryn East 21st St., Bill Ridenour,5iL9
of Holland,center; Bill Hakken,
erway in Grand Rapids Sept. 18.
Mrs. Grace Vos, 69, of 32 Wsst Gi;and Rapids, guard; Harvey
was appointed by Mayor James Visscher, couslfi of the bride, and State St., and Bob Brink, 116
17th St., died at 10 p.m. Tuesday Koop, Holland, tackle; George
Eleanor Dalraan, senior brides- East 23rd St., all of Holland.
Van Wessem as the result of a
in her home after an Illness of Vander Hill, * Holland, tackle;
maids; Alma Vanderhill, sister of
Junior Lifesaving
Ernest
meeting of representativesof varifive weeks. Surviving are four Marty Bekken, Holland, shifted
bridegroom,and Betty Visscher, Post, 78 East 23rd St., Don Ladeous civic interestsMonday in the
daughters,Mrs. John Hulst of from tackle to end; Don De
sister of bride, junior brides- wig, 118 East 21st St.. Jim Shracity hall.
HoUand, Mrs. William Van He- Fouw, Grand Rapids, fullback;
maids; George Vanderhill, brother mek. 668 State St., Kenneth WellThe committee is composed of
mert of Fremont, Mrs. Andrew and Art Timmcr, Grandville,halfof bridegroom, best man; and er, 28 East 23rd St., Bob Po*t,
Fred Keller, chamber of commerce
Boes of Holland and Mrs. Leonard back.
Robert Marcus, Julius Karsten, 204 West 12th St., all of Holland;
president;A. F. Gieseking, KiwnnDekker of Grand Rapids; a son,
Adrian Slikkers and Don Scheor- Roger Whitman. CoopcrsviUe, Don
From the various candidates
is president; F. E. Mason, RoJohn of Grand Rapids, and 12 who have reported for pre-season
horn, ushers.
Van Hovcn, 283 Maple St., and
tary president; Louie Anderson,
grandchildren.
Trellisesintertwined with glad- Charles Vaughan, 130 South
practices, Jack Yeomans, Holpresident of the Central Labor
Other surviving are the follow- land, guard, and Roy Davis,
iolus blooms, two evergreentrees Church St., both of Zeeland (all
Council; Capt. William Ver Duin
ing brothers and sisters, Rev. Grand Rapids, quarterbatk,are
and a profusion of gladioli formed renewals);Peter Van Domelen,
of the harbor commission;A. W.
Nicholas Ortman of Harvey, 111., showing up good, Coach Hinga
the background for the nuptials. route 1, Alfred Kane. 331 West
These two pictures show the
McCall, newspaper editor, and the
Bouquets of fall flowers appeared 20th St., both of Holland; Elias ''before’’and “after"of the Colum- sort season, Mrs. Campbell, who is John Ortman of East Saugatuck, said.
mayor.
at the ends of the pews in the Vander Kooi. 214 Central St.. Zee- bia cottage on Michigan walk in now president of the Macatawa Herman Ortman of Kalamazoo, However, the coach expects adPark Cottagers association,had Mrs. Charles Davis of Marion,
The meeting Monday was ad- bride's aisle.
ditional promising candidatesto
land; Bob Pierce. Johnny Davis, Macatawa park owned by Mrs. teamsters haul away the sand. She
dressed by Allen Dean, secretary
Ind.. Gerrit and Herman Ortman
All attendants with the excep- James Fairfield, all of Allegan;
show up with the opening of the
Fred
G.
Campbell
of
Chicago.
The
of the Detroit committee appoint- tion of the bride who was eshad the place repaired and redec- of East Saugatuck,Mrs. Andrew fall term at the college.
John
Huls,
Henry
Casmer,
Jr,, lower picture shows the cottage a
ed by Mayor Jeffries, to promote corted by her father approached
orated in patriotic colors. Today Baker of Zeeland,Mrs. Edward
"Then the battle for various
Ronald Pool and Bob Ver Mur- year ago when the large summer the summer home attracts much Condon of East Saugatuck, Mrs.
the St. Lawrence project.He out- the altar singly, the bridemaids
positions on the team will really
len, all of Grand Haven; Bob Larr, home was partly buried by beach
attention.Michigan walk ruas be- George Baas of Grand. Rapids and
lined the project, told of the pre- and ushers using both center
get under way,” Coach Hinga
Or. Phillip A. Callahan
Hopkins, and Mac Wells, Plain- sand. Shortly after the active re- tween the hotel and the lake.
vious defeats it had suffered and aisles.A symmetricaleffect was
Mrs. Benjamin Poll of Holland. said Tuesday afternoon as he
well.
Funeral services will be held watched the squad of 26 players 0
The Initiation degree staff, un- predicted a stiff congressional bat- obtained in the final assembly
Friday at 1:30 p.m. from the go through their setting up exerder the directionof the staff cap- tle this time with the result hing- with each bridesmaid standing
home, private,and at 2 p.m. from cises under supervision of Jack
tain, Russell S. Haight, is plan- ing on the sentimentvarious or- next to an usher..
Ninth Steet Christian Reformed Schouten.
The bride's dress was fashioned
ning the first work on Thursday, ganizations in the areas affected,
church. The Rev. George Gritter
Sept 18. There will be staff prac- could bring to bear on their con- on simple fitted lines with a deep
Tuesday afternoon’srain chased
will
officiate.Burial will be in the squad into Carnegie gymnagressmen
and
senators.
V
neckline
and
long
tight
fitting
tice in the initiatory degree.
East Saugatuckcemetery. The sium for the remainder of the
Action by the community as a sleeves.Her skirt which extended
Thursday, Sept. 11, and it is exbody will be taken from the practice which included a drill on
(Continued from page one.)
pected that a full team will be unit wid by the individualgroups into a train was slightly gathered
A number of local Reformed
Langeland funeral home tonight the plays to be used in the openrepresenting manufacturers,civic at the torso-lengthwaistline.Her fied that he drove to Schreiber’s
out.
church
officialsare planning to and showed pictures and articles to the residencewhere friends
home in Grand Rapids and, as
ing game.
Other activities of a major nat- clubs and labor organizations,was bouquet consisted of lilies.
attend the Synodical Conference illustratingcustoms and dress of may view it Thursday from 3 to
Gowns of the bride's five at- Schreiber was not home, he left
The coach expects his hardest
ure for the near future will be a suggestedby Mr, Dean. William
program to be held in First Re- the inhabitants there. Refresh- 5 p.m. and from 7 to 9 p.m.
problem will be to fill the end
party at the I. 0. 0. F. hall Sept L. Shribley,chairman of the Grand tendants were similar, the printed a note in the door notifying him
formed church of Roselandin Chi- ments were served by members of
of the fire.
positions. With exception of Bek18, sponsored by the Odd Fellows, Haven harbor commission, presid- taffeta dresses being fashioned
cago on Sept 22 and 23. Ail past- the league.
ed
over
the
meeting.
Myrtle
Bills.
17.
of
Hesperia,
with very full skirts and moire
ken who has experienceas an
Rebekaha and Holland encampors, elders and deacons of ReformThe first meeting of the Girls' STEPHAN TO
taffeta fitted jackets in solid who was formerly employed in
offensive end from last year’s
ment. On this occasion Dr. Phillip
ed
churches
in
this
area
are
in- League for Service of Fourth
colors. The two junior brides- the Schreiber home to do housegames, there are no experienced
A. Callahan,former director of
STATE
vited.
church will be held Friday evenplayers this year for that posimaids had Jackets of pink, the work, was the prosecution’sprinsocial welfare for Michigan,and
Activities will begin on Sept. 22 ing in the home of Miss Jeanette
tion.
other bridesmaidsof pale blue cipal witness. She followed Voss
the present grand master of the
S.
P.
Stephan,
secretary-manaand the maid of honor of rose. on the stand. She stated she had at 7 p.m. with registrationfollow- Klungle, 372 West 17th St.
Hinga has arranged a series of
L 0. 0. F. Grand Lodge of Michi
ger of the Holland Chamber of
Recent visitors at the home of The younger bridesmaids wore worked for the Schreibers on ed by an inspirationalservice durgan, will be the principlespeaker.
Commerce, will spend Friday and "hard workouts” for his squad for
ing
which
Dr.
Paul
S.
Rees,
minDr. Callahan has spent a great Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tubergen pink flowers in their hair and the their farm at West Olive from ister of the Covenant Tabernacle
Group to Attend Saturday in Grand Haven attend- the remainderof the week and he
were Mrs. Dick Berghorst, Russell other three attendants, white September,1940, until April, 1941,
expects the first scrimmage will
deal of time during the summer at
ing the annual two-day convenand Nelson of North Blendon, Mr. flowers. All carried bouquets of when they moved to Grand Rap- church of Minneapolis, Minn., Regional Meeting
be given the boys before the
the Odd Fellow and Rebekah camp
tion
of
the
Michigan
Commercial
bringingthe message. He is known
at Big Star lake near Baldwin. and Mrs. George Tubergen and asters and snapdragons, some tied ids. She stated that on the morn- by several Reformed church minA regional meeting to be held Secretaries association.It is ex- week is over.
He has been spending much
During this time he has taken Mr. and Mrs. Henry Tubergen and with pink and some with white ing of June 29 she got up about isters and laymen who have heard Saturday at the Rowe hotel in pected about 70 secretariesof the
ribbon to correspond with the 9:30 a.m. and at 10:30 a.m.
time on De Fouw who is showing
nearly 1,000 feet of colored films children of Holland.
Grand
Rapids
is attracting the in- various Chambers of Commerce
Schreiberdrove her to her girl him at the Winona Bible conferSherbourne school opened on flowers in their coiffures.
much improvement this year over
and he will show these pictures.
terest of local members of the over the state will be there.
ence.
friend's house in Grand Rapids
Monday
morning.
John
Dysterslast year in punting and passing.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Marcus
American
Association of UniverMrs. Dora Haight of Holland,
Fred
Keller,
president
of
the
Tne next day's activitieswill
warden of the Rebekah Assembly house of Zeeland and Miss Ruth served as master and mistress of where the girls waited for their open at 9 aim with devotions in sity Women, many of whom plan Grand Haven chamber of com- Dick. Higgs of Cedar Springs,
Frisbey of S|anton are the teach- ceremonies. Mrs. Marcus wore a two boy friends and went to
halfback, and Bernard Rowan of
to attend the discussions. Mrs.
of Michigan, is the vice president
gown of blue moire with dubon- Saugatuck for a picnic. Returning cnarge of Dr. Simon Blocker of Ralph A. Sawyer of Ann Arbor, merce, will give the welcoming Holland, halfback,also are re•f *the board of control of .this ers. Miss Frisbey is staying at the
address. He went to Grand Rapto Grand Rapids about 7:30 p.m Holland, president of General Synceiving similar attention as these j
state A.A.U.W. president,will
camp. A number of children from home of Mr. and Mrs. M. Tuberg- net velvet trim and a dubonnet
she said she preparedsupper fori****w^? will use for his topic, "The preside over the meeting which ids today to bring T. S. McEwan, three likely will do most ot tb«T
gen.
jacket
with
lapel
corsage.
The
Holland and vicinity attended
manager
of
the
procurement
deSpim.-' At 9?45 a.m. Dr. A.
punting for the team.
The Rev. J. Oosterhofof Hol- bride's mother wore brown with Schreiber and then she
will begin at 10 a.m. and con- partment, OPM. Chicago, who will
this camp during the past season.
rust accessories while the bride- Schreiber went to a show. She Pieler* of Holland,, retired p^ofes- tinue until 4 in the afternoon.
land
conducted
services
at
the
ReAmong them were John Vander
fly from Chicago.
sor of Western Theological seminRound table and program plan- The ladies will be entertained at
Wege, Joyce Vining, Barbara formed church Sunday. He was a groom’s mother wore navy. Both testifled Schreiber said “we would ary, will bring a message on "The
go to the show and then go out
dinner guest at the home of Mr. had shoulder corsages.
ning discussions will be featured.
IMi Doris^^L Peggy Beagle and
A reception for 150 guests was to the barn and get rid of it." Sure Word of Prophecy." The Rev. Officers,chairmen and interested events arranged by the following
Mrs. Harm De Boer. On SunShe stated they left Grand Rap- H. Hoffs ol Grand Rapids also will members of branches from Grand committee: Mrs. Fred Keller,Mrs.
This camp ,1s composed of 20 day, Sept. 14, Rev. H. Hassevoort held in the church parlors where
William Stribley, Mrs. B. P. Sherof Prairieview, Kan*., will be In tables were decoratedwith bou- ids after the show and went to bring a message in the morning Rapids, Kalamazoo. Benton Har- wood, Jr.,, Mrs. Hubert Burnside,
acras of timbered land at Miller's
and
the
Rev.
John
Bovcnkerk
ot
the
Schreiber
farm
and
stopped
quets
of
fall
flowers
and
ivory
charge of the service*.
bor. Muskegon and Holland,are Mrs. F. E. Mason and Mrs. Glenn
point. Big Star lake, and has threeA congregational meeting will be tapers in crystal holders. A large opposite the barn. She said she Muskegon will conduct a forum.
invited to attend. Those who plan
quarters of a mile of shore line.
4
In the afternoon, Dr. John A.
tiered cake centered the bride’s drove the car. As a car passed,
to go are asked to call Mrs.
Charles Harris of Rockford is the held on Monday evening, Sept. 15.
On
Friday
afternoon the ladles
Dykstra
of
Grand
Rapids,
a
formshe
said,
she
started
the
car,
went
Deacons meeting will be held at table. Waitresses were Jean Snow,
James Brierley, local president, will be taken for a scenic drive to
praiident of the board of control
Young Republicansof Ottawa
Janet Snow, Kathryn Steketee, to the next corner, turned around er president of General Synod, will by Friday.
and directorof the camp. Mr. Har- the home of Mr. and Mrs. M. Tubend at Oval Inn where a tea will county, at a meeting Tuesday
and
went
back
to
the
bam.
pulled
give
a
message
on
"The
VictorErma
Koetsier,
Norma
Venhuizen,
First meeting -of the Holland be held. On Saturday morning they night in the office of Attorney
ris will accompany Dr. Callahan ergen on Tuesday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman Patty Eby, Jean Van Tatenhove off to the side of the road, turn- ious Church.” Dr. Blocker will give branch, A.A.U.W.,will be in the will enjoy a cruise on boats do- John R. Dethmers, selected Proson his visit here.
ed the lights off and left the a presentation of the denomina- form of a dinner in the Warm
and Alfred and Mr. and Mrs. G. and Vivian Steketee.
Among those present from motor running. Schreiber got out tional program and the Rev. Wil- Friend tavern, Thursday,Oct. 2. nated by A1 Miller and Edward ecuting Attorney Howard Fant of
Kuyers of Bofrculo called on ArBauman. They will attend the Grand Haven as the county’s
thur Bowman of Jamestown Sun- away were Mr. and Mrs. Notier and went to the bam, she said. liam Van't Hof, pastor of Third
luncheons on Friday and Saturday choice for the state board of conShe
said
Schreiber
wore
a
light
Reformed
church
of
Holland,
will
Vandermeulen and Mr. and Mrs.
day evening.
with the men and will also be trol, subject to his selection at
Thelma Fae, little daughter of George Howard of Lansing, shirt and she could see him go direct the forum. Dr. Rees will Shower Compliments
present at the banquet on Friday the fifth districtmeeting in
into the barn and remain about speak again at the inspirational
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Palmbos Mr. and Mrs. Minard De Jonge, re- Robert Marcus and Mr and Mrs.
Grand Rapids.
Miss
Hazel
Kamphais
night
at the Ferry hotel.
15
minutes.
meeting at night which will' contnd son of Grand Rapids were ceived the sacrament of baptism M. J. Schaus of Detroit.
Mr. Fant’s selectioncame after
Miss Hazel Kamphuls was guest
When
they
returned
to
Grand
clude
the
conference.
Both
the
bride
and
the
.brideSunday visitors of their parents. at the afternoon service Sunday.
Mr. Dethmers had informed the
of
honor
at
a
surprise
miscellanRapids,
she
testified.Schreiber
groom
were
born
in
Holland
and
Another synod meeting of inMr. and Mrs. John Palmbos.
Mr. and Mrs. John Poama and
young Republicanshe would not
told her to "keep
mouth terest to local persons is that of eous shower given Friday evening
Dr. and Mrs. William Reus and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Huizenga visited are graduates of Holland high
seek reelection to the state
by Mrs. Leo Colvin in her home.
school
and
Hope
college. Mr. Van- shut."
the
Episcopal
province
of
the
Midfamily spent a few days last week friends in Decatur Friday,
board. The district meeting will
Prior
to
the
fire,
she
claimed,
223
National
Ave.,
Grand
Rapids.
derhill Is employed by the Spring
west which will meet in Grace
in Chicago.
The Christian Endeavor society be held Friday at 7 p.m. in Civic
she
demanded
wages
due
her and Epscopal church in Grand Rapids Games were played and a twoAir
Co.
Jacob H. Tigelaar, R. Van
met Sunday evening with Miss auditorium, Grand Rapids.
Following the reception.Mr. Schreiber told her she would have Oct. 7, 8 and 9. The province in- course lunch was served.
Noord, Henry Visser and R. De
Fannie Bultman of Hamilton as
The Ottawa county delegation
Guests were Mrs. Cy Duisterand Mrs. Vanderhillleft on an to wait until he got th£ insurance cludes 13 dioceses in Michigan,
Young spent Saturday at Northleader.
has scheduleda caucus for 5:45
money.
winkle.
Mrs.
Raymond
Weener,
eastern
wedding
trip.
For
travelWisconsin, Indiana and Ohio. Beport trout fishing.
The Allegan Christian Endeavor p.m. Friday in the Pantlind hotel
ing, the bride wore a brown wool
sides the bishops there will be four Mrs. Frank Bishop, Mrs. Harvey
Rev. H. Dykhouse conducted
infant baptism was administerrally was held Monday evening at lobby after which they will have
clerical and four delegates from Kruithof, Mrs. Louis Bell, Mrs.
services at a Kalamazoo church ed to Joan, daughter of Mr. and suit with chart rease and beige MILLION IS LOST IN
the local church with the Rev. C. a group dinner before going to
accessories.They will make their
each diocese.Holland will have no Peter Bouman, Mrs. J. Koopman,
Sunday.
Mrs. Theodore Schreur Sunday.
A. Stoppels of Holland as speak- the rally.
home at 212 West 12th St.
Rehearsal of the chorus for the
BLAZE official delegate at the synod al- Mrs. Henry Nykamp, Mrs. Edwin er.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wolcott have
The fifth district, composed of
though a group of young people Kamphuls, Mrs. Frank Kamphuis.
Ottawa County Sunday School returned from a trip to Detroit
The Rev. A. Van Harn and Eld- Ottawa and Kent counties, is enMrs. Dick Hoffman and Miss Carol
conventionto be held here Oct. where they spent a few days with
Chicago, Sept. 11— A raging fire plkns to attend one of the meetings
er John Berens attended the classls titled to two men and two woLocal Teachers Hear
Duisterw inkle.
I, was held at the Reformed their brother and sister, Mr. and
Wednesday in a block-long ware- arranged for the youth.
meeting at the HudsonvilleRe- men on the state board. MuniciOn the same dates the women's
church Tuesday.
Mrs. Gerrit Veenboer.
Noted Professor
house destroyed stored merchanformed church on Tuesday.
pal Judge Raymond L. Smith was
Mr. and Mrs. John Datema of
A school bus of Zeeland high ' Dr. Douglas V. Sture. professor dise valued at more than $1,000,- auxiliaryof the province will meet Local Couple Married in
The Saturday catechismclasses named as chairman of the Ottawa
Grandville and Mr. and Mrs. school calls for local students of philosophy at Harvard college, 000. Fire CommissionerMichael J. in Grand Rapids with headquarters
will begin for the season this week. county delegation at the district
Hiram Slugter of Jenison visited who attend the Zeeland school. proved to be a magnetic speaker Corrigan said the fire was the in Grace church and business ses- Grand Rapids Church
The monthly evening service will rally.
B. Mensinga Thursday evening.
Raymond Lighthart, 171 Fair- be held Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
TTie Vredeveld family reunion at the Holland Teachers' club ban- "worst in downtown Chicago in sions in Central Church of Christ.
As the Young Republicans were
Rt. Rev. Campbell Gray of Mis- banks Ave., announces the marriJeanella Do Kleine, Marian was held In Community grove last quet held Monday night at Anchor more than ten years."
Mr. and Mrs. James Berens and uncertain as to who will attend
Reus and Margaret Struik started week.
hawaka, bishop of northernIndi- age of his daughter, Opal, to C. Ad- Mr. and Mrs. James Slager have the state sonvention in Detroit
Inn. He gave an inspiringaddress
Zeeland high school Monday.
ana, is president of the provincial rian Bort, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clif- returnedfrom their trip' to Chi- Sept 26, 27 and 28, selectionof
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence De Vries on his reactioas in a recent visit
Miss Lois Glerum of Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs. Klaas Boerman to Germany, Switzerland, Spain Coast Guard Has New
synod. A distinguishedvisitor will ford A. Bort of Cedar Rapids, la. cago and other points of interest. county delegates was delayed
who is teaching the primary room visited their mother and brother in and Finland.
be Rt. Rev. Henry St. George The marriage took place Tuesday
until Friday night's caucus.
District Commander Tucker, presiding bishop of the at 11 a.m. in the East Congrega- The Woman's Missionary society An attempt will be made to
this year is making her home Kalamazoo.
meeting was held Thursday afterDr. Sture emphasizedthat there
with the H. A. Bowman family.
Episcopal church, who will be the tional church of Grand Rapids. The noon.
have a large delegation from OtMr. and Mrs. John Jipping at- are many fine Christianpeople
Grand Haven. Sept. 11 (Special) speaker at the provincial dinner Rev. Charles Warren Helsley perLast Tuesday afternoonMisses tended church service and were
both Catholic and protestant in
Mr. and Mrs. James Brouwer of tawa county present at the dis—Capt. Thomas A. Shanley has as- in Pantlind hotel on Oct. 8.
Jennie and Nelly Vau, Lucy De entertained in the home of Edward
formed the marriageceremony.
Ionia spent Sunday with their par- trict rally.
Germany and other countries who
sumed command of the Chicago
Boer. Jennie Ilofman and Mrs.
Attendants were Miss Rosemary ents, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit BrouwVan Der Poppen Sunday evening. are being drawn closer together by
R. Krius motored to Grand RapLighthartand Donald Lighthart. er.
The Van Haitsma family re- their sacrifices for friends and district of the U. S. coast guard, Mission Societies Have
G.R. CUssis Churches
coming from Boston where he was
ids to the home of Mrs. Garret
Mr. and Mrs. Bort left immediunion was held in Gordon s park. Jewish sufferers.He told of the
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Berens
district commander for four years.
NageUcirkand spent an enjoyable
ately following the cereinonyon and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Berens of
Combined Meeting
Bert Ter Haar and R. E. Brede- present misery in Spam today and
Will Aid Hope Building
He succeeds Capt. Gordon T. Fintime there. Mrs. Nagclkirk weg
attended an elevator'smeet- prophesiedthat all Europe will
combined
meeting
of
the a short wedding trip and will be Fort Wayne, Ind., spent Sunday
•erved a lunch.
lay who assumed command of the
ing in Lansing last week.
suffer after the war as Spain is
Ladies Mission society and the home after Sept. 16 at 65 West with their parents.
Grand Rapids, Sept. 11 -- Dr.
Hawaii district sometime ago.
Mrs. N. De Groot U spending
Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence Velt- now doing.
Girls’ League for Service of Bethel 15th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grotenhuis Wynand Wichers, president of
‘Corndr. J. W. McLain has been
a lew days with her children. kamp of Dorr called on their parThe speaker appealed to the acting commander of the Chicago church was held Wednesday night.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Helder of Hope college, reported to the
Mr. and Mrs. H. De Vrtes at
ents, Rev. and Mrs. L. Vantkamp, teachers to create in boys and girls
Holland visited at the home of Grand Rapids classis of the ReMrs. C. Stopples, president of the Birthday Party Is Held
Wyoming park.
district and will resume his duties
last week.
a desire to do the right thing and
Women’s
society, presided.Mrs. L.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cook on Friday formed church at a session ih
as chief of staff.
Sunday evening Mr. and Mrs.
evening.
Sam Staal, Sr., has rented the urged the developmentof an inner Lieut Carl U. Peterson from Kuyper had charge of devotions. in Central Park Home
Ada Tuesday that churches of the
Burtus Hall entertained Mr. and
farm of Mrs. Ed Van Noord.
conscience to nurture in the inShe
chose for her worship theme,
classls. have contributednearly
Mrs.
Vernon
Van
Lente
ot
CenMi*. Lester Ritsema of Grand
headquartersat Washington will
dividual a real love for humanity.
$20,000 toward the new science
Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. J. Roelofs
become executive officer aboard "The Romance of Missions.’’Miss tral park was surprised Monday Freifkter Arrive.
Dr. Sture spoke at a public the U. S. coast guard cutter Esca- Inez Von Ins sang, "Remember evening by a group of friends and
biulding which is being built on
and Mr. Ed Nedeweld and Joyce
meeting in Cincinnati the fQllowthe college campus at Holland.
Ml*. Cornelius Nederveld went
naba Sept. 16. He will succeed Now Thy Creator," with Miss Aly- neighbors who entertained with a
Anatker
Gemot
Carfo
ing day and will soon be heard by
da Schuitema accompanying her party on the occasion of her 32nd
It was reported by representato St. Mary’s hospital Monday
Lieut. E. E. Comstock who will atthe Sunday Evening club in Chiat the piano.
tives of the Neverly church, that
birthday anniversary. An informafternoon planning to undergo an
tend the supply school at Harvard
The Hudsonville fair which con- cago.
The
lake
freighter Daniel HeThe speaker for the evening was al social time was enjoyed and
that church, which has been reoperation for the removal of her cluded last Saturday is regarded
university.
Cool paid its second visit of the
Miss Martha Vanden Berg of refreshmentswere served.
ceiving financial aid from the
left eye which was injured some as a great success. The weather
week to Holland harbor when she
Chicago who .is home on her first
classls, now is assuming fuU selfThose present were Mrs. R.
time ago.
was favorable and a large at- Dr. Pietsch to Resume
arrived here st 7 a.m. yesterday support.
furlough from India where she is Bouwman, Mrs. R. Dirkse, Mrs.
Butcker Ii First to Get
Plan* are being made for the tendance was present on all three
with a cargo of cement for the Meteacher in the High School at W. Fisher, Mrs. H. Nickels, Mrs.
Among speakers at the meetOttawa County Sunday school con- days. It is estimatedthan 20,000 BiUe Classes Here
dusa Portland Cement Co. silos on
Out
of
Army
Due
to
Age
Chittoor,
Miss
Vanden
Berg
gradR.
Van
Dyke,
Mrs.
J.
Wienma
ing was the Rev. George Douma,
vention which will be held here persons attendedSaturday afterOn Friday at 7:30 pjn. Dr. W.
West Eighth St The boat was here
uated from Hope college in 1932 and Mrs. S. Yntema.
new regional director of dome*
Oet. L
noon and evening.
E. Pietsch of Grand Rapids will
last Saturday with a cargo of ceCamp
Callan,
Calif.,
Sept.
11
and
after
studying
at
the
Bible
tic missions for the Chieagb
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Grit visited
Mrs. Guy .Stratton of Otsego resume the Bible class at the City
ment from Manitowoc, Wis. The synod, who presenteda plan torr
)— W. Houston Wolfe, 34, Seminary in New York City, she
Gerrit Vande Bunte Sunday even- spent Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
Engagement of
Mission. For two years Dr. Pietsch
shipment included about 4,200 bartoday was en route Back to At- weht to India in 1934. She is supfurther developmentof the home
Charley Hardy of North Hudson- has been teaching a popular Bible
rels of qement.
more,
Ala., to reclaim the butcher ported by the Grandville Reform- Girl Is
mission field.
r
ville road.
class each Friday night and for the
shop he rented out when the ed church.
OOODBYI FOREVER
Mrs. Otto Zone of 124vEast 17th
Mr. and Mrs. George Howell past ten weeks has been on a misCRASH KILLS ON*
Jogtfim
army drafted him three months
JUiss Vanden Berg plans to leave
N*w York, Sept 11
St. announced the engagement of
have reutrned to their home in sionary tour through many states ago.
Ann Arbor, Sept
<
for Ann Arbor and attend the her daughter, Anna, to William
Donellan, 34, waved good- Georgetown after spending ten
and Alaska where the Evangelize
He was the first soldier to be University of Michigan where she Ruoss of Grand Rapids at din- Howard C HID, 28, Chicago, was
vigoroyily from his fourth- week* at Hughe* park west of
America associatfbnhas several releasedfrom the army under
Wiled yesterday when his car
hopes to get her doctor'sdegree in ner Sunday In the home of Mr. and
l**^io* departing friend Hudsonville.
stations and opened others. Plans new legislation permitting dissWdded on US-12 near Saline,
English
Literature
this
year.
The
he lost his ,b*lMrs. E. Ossewaarde, 409 Colum- crashed Into a car driven by Fred I
for fall and Winter classes will be charge of those more than
28 1 speaker also was dressed in the
ML He was killed.
bia Ave. No date has been set for Chumley, 26, Houston,. Tex., and
SUMCRIRE TO THE NEWS made at the meeting.
years old.
* costume of a native India woman
membership
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NOW ASSURED

Homes So Far

•I

applications for

permits to build new homes and a
Single 130.000

foundry

permit,

building activities in Holland during August proved to be the second largest month for the current
year, . according to an unofficial
tabulation of applications for
building permitsi on file in the
office of City Clerk Oscar Pet-

amount of money to be
expended in the 52 applicationsfor

PASTOR KILLED

840.

The large number of permits in
IN
August sent the total figure for
the first eight months of 1941
ahead of the total figure for all
12 month of 1940. To date, the
unofficial figure from Jan. 1 Son of Local Couple Victim
through Aug. 31 is $494,918.15
of Car Accident Near
while the amount for all 1940 was
but $450,208.
Butler, Ind.
With four months of the current
year, it becomes a question as to
Funeral services were held Sunhow much this year will exceed day in Morenci, Mich., for the Rev.
last year before this year ends.
Already 1941 is running ahead of John Vander Hcuvel, 39, Methodist minister of Newburg, who was
1940 by $4,710.15.
This year’s eight-monthtotal of killed almost instantlyat midnight
$494,918.15is $246,801.15ahead of
Thursday when his automobile
the 1940 total of $248,117 and
sideswiped a truck on highway 6,
$275,133.15 in excess of the 1939
three miles west of Butler, Ind.,
mark of $275,133.15.
Hi- wife, Gertrude, suffered laForty-five applications for

AUTO CRASH

building permits were filed in
August, 1940, thus placing the past
month’s figure ahead by seven.
The 13 applicationsfor permits
to build new homes is the largest
for any single month this year. It
brings the total number of new

cerationsand a fractured right leg.

She was taken to Souder hospital
in Auburn, Ind. The couple was returning from a vacation in the

west at the time of the accident.
Those surviving are the widow;
a son, John J. of Newburg; the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Vanhomes in Holland since Jan. 1,
der Heuvel of Holland; a brother,
1941, to 64.
Fred Vander Heuvel, Jr., of HolYet this year is trailing 1940
land, and four sisters, Mrs. C. Lay
In the number of new homes by
of Port Orchard,Wash., Mrs. H.
one. During August, 1940, 18 apKleeves and Mrs. H. Dekker of
plications for new homes were
Holland and Mrs. Ed Medendorp
filed, bringing that year’s total to
of Muskegon.
65.

Value of the 13 new homes of
the past month amounted to $55,950. Ten of the applicationsalso
provided for the construction of
garages at a total cost of $1,545.
u,r,The month’s largest single ap~ plicationfor a permit was that of
the Holland Furnace Co. to erect
a foundry building at a total cost

Insurance Firm Sued

Attorney John R. Dethmers

of

SHIP RETURNS
The S. S. North American

of

ter-

qp! Norma Vander Broek and Jimmie Vander Broek of Grand Rapids are spending the week with

I

........

FAIR EXHIBITS

Ann Poses

Mrs. Henrietta Dykhuizen, 18 East
16th St. Mrs. Dykhuizen recently
returned from a visit in Fremont
and Grand Rapids
• Mrs. Mary S. Stelle and daughter, Miss Virginia Stelle,of New
York city have been the guests of
Mrs. M. Everett Dick of West 11th

Mrs. Kathryn Yntema and
daughter,Elizabeth, who have
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MOON FLOWERS ARE
NOW BLOOMING HERE

Harvest Picturi

Two local amateur flower growers have been watching with interest the past few weeks the
blooming of their white moon
flowers which are regarded by one

•:.;L

local nurseryman as somewhat
of a rare flower.
These moon flowers, a
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ft » Robert Klomparens,son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. Klomparens,320 West
19th 9t, who enlistedwith -the U.

1

‘ and
of $25

1

a
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MARQUET

1

1 1
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Now Stationed at Norfolk

,

x

1

day, Sept. 15 between 8 a.m. and $4.30 to Justice George V. Hoffer
Bond approved and license
8 p.m.
Saturday upon his plea of guilty granted.
Clerk presented communication
to a charge of furnishing beer to
a minor.
from w. W. Richards, president of
Farmer, Residing Near
Charles Connor, 28, Grand Ha- Michigan MunicipalLeague, givGlenn, Is Badly Injured ven, pleaded guilty on Monday ing official notice of the annual
to a charge of drunk driving, filed meeting to be held in Traverse
against him Saturday night by City on Sept. 10, 11 and 12, 1941.
Fennville, Sept. 11 (Special)
local police. He was fined $50 and In addition to the letter from Mr.
Fred Sayles, 74. farmer residing
costs of $9.20 and sentenced to Richards, other letters were renear Glenn, was badly injured yesserve five days in the county jail ceived from the mayor and city
terday while leading a cow to
or serve 60 days if the total is clerk of TraverseCity calling atpasture. He was dragged and lanot paid.
tention to many important matter bumped against a tree by the
John Pryzsucha,17, of Grand ters of vital interest to municipalicow. He suffered a broken right
Haven, was taken to 'court on ties that will be discussed at these
arm, fractured wrist and dislocaMonday by state police after meetings and urging as many city
ted shoulder. His condition was refailing to appear in response to a officials to attend as can do so.
garded as seriousand he was taken
summons issued by the officers
As many aldermen and other
to Allegan Health center.
Aug. 23, in Spring Lake for fail- city officials as can get away auing to have a chauffeur’s license. thorized to attend as representaTo safeguardand preserve the He paid $10 fine and costs of tives of the city.
American way of life— buy de- $3.35.
Clerk presentedcommunication
fense savings bonds and stamps.
from Netherlands Pioneer and Historical Foundation invitingthe
mayor and council and other city
officials to participatein the pro-

Guardsman Klomparcns

;

I

THREE ARRAIGNED
JUSTICE COURT

Justin

De Haan of
1?lh 5t” and Mr. and Mrs.
Adrian De Groot of West 28th St
have returnedfrom a week's vacation motor trip around Lake
r • Michigan.They visited the Tahquamenon falls in the northern
peninsula and other points of in-

XCURSI

•4.00

s°n was bom Thursday in
Holland hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
John Fisher, 21 East 28th St.
Friday in Holland hos1?

FOR ACADEMY

CHICAGC

been visiting Mrs. Yntema’s mother, Mrs. J. A. Vander Veen, left
yesterday for their home in Winnetka, III John Yntema returned
to hU home last week after visiting his grandmother here.

i,

TWO

10W-C0ST WEEK

St.

Phil Harringtonis spending the
week-end in Detroit.

TO NAME

_ w

|

by Holland Attorney

the Georgian Bay line, having
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
concluded her summer cruises on
The Rev. and Mrs. Marion de the Great Lakes, arrived in HolVelder and children have returned land harbor about 6 p.m. Monday
from a vacation of two weeks in and was moored to the company's
Iowa. They visited Rev. de Velder’s dock at Montello park for the winparents in Orange City, and Mrs. ter.
de Velder’s people in Sioux Cen-

,

aye.

COMMON COUNCIL

Holland, as administrator of the
eAtate of the late Ruth Collins of
Holland, Monday filed a reply in
of $20,000.
federal district court, Grand RapThere were seven applications ids, to the answer made previouswhich providedfor the construc- ly by the New York Life Intion of new garages at a cost of surance Co. in a suit filed some$1,350 and two applicationsto re- time ago.
model garages at a cost of $195. The insurance company was
Eight applicationscalled for in- named defendant in a suit for
terior remodeling of homes to cost $7,500, interests and costs. The
$2,050 and seven of them also pro- sum is alleged due the estate of
vided for exterior repairsto homes Miss Collins on an insurance
policy.
at a cost of $1,095
Ten applicationsfor permits
The suit originallywas filed In
were for the reroofing of homes Ottawa circuit court at Grand
at a cost of $1,565. Another provid- Haven but the defendant comed for a new roof on a church to pany had it transfered to the fedcost $250.
eral court on the grounds that
There were two applicationsfor when a citizen of one state sues
new store fronts, costing $2,600 one of anoth<*r state, it must be
and a single applicationto build an filed in federal court.
addition to a store at a cost of
Mr. Dethmers has asked for a
$250.
jury trial when the case comes
up for hearing.

Personals

ENROLURENT IN

ft

erson.
• Total

permits reaches $86,850.April has
l>een the best month so far this
year with total building permits
of $151,877.75.
The past month’s permits are
$16,990 in excess of those for August, 1940, which totaled $69,860.
They also are $65,010 in excess of
those for the same month of two
years ago which amounted to $21,-

IN

35

Theiuand; Sixty-Four

Headed by 13

SUGHT DROP

LOCAL SCHOOLS

A«fitt Ptraiti Near 87

ble for each alderman in the near
future.
Adopted.
Claims and Accountscommittee
reported claims In the amount of
$4,893.91 and recommendedpayment thereof.
Allowed.
Street committee reported having received bids on a heating
plant for the city warehouse on
5th St. and recommended that the
contract for installing this heating
plant be given to Henry Kraker as
per his bid price of $1,095.84 which
covers one Kewanee Steam Boiler

or 90% co-insurance be placed on of the lots and lands comprising the
these buildings.
fecial assessments for the various
It was the recommendation of street improvement and sanitary
the committee, however, that the sewer districts and also G. 8. C. for
city continueto insure with the the payment of principal and
several local Insurancemen, the terest covering the installment
same as at present and also that payment due Feb. 1, 1942.
an amount of Insurance be placed Confirmed, all present voting
on each building which in their
.#1
judgment is adequate rather than
Pursuant to the provision* of
to carry co-insurance. /
section*10, 11 and 12 of title 27 of
Committee further reported that the city charter, clerk reported
many valuable suggestionswere
Oyer
Hundred Pupils
amounts to be tSNtMd
made in this report which, if folparticularpersons and
Listed in Public and
lowed, would lower our present in- propertie* with the next general
surance rates and recommended tax roll as follows:
Christian Units
with all the necessary fittings. that these suggestions be carried
Compulsory sewer connections
This is an oil-burning plant and out and the city clerk instructed assessment roll No. 24.
Enrollment figure* have been the price includes the installation to notify the various departments
Miscellaneous assessment rail
completed for public and Chris- with all automatic controls.
to make such corrections as were for 194L
Adopted.
recommended.
tian schools which opened in HolFiled in clerk’s office for public
Ordinance committee to whom
Committee further expreued it* Inspectionand clerk instructed to
land on Sept. 3. More than 3,500
had been referred the complaint appreciation to the Holland In- give public notice to the several
pupils are enrolled in the two in regard to an electric sign that
surance Agency for the valuable persons against whose properties
school systems, showing a slight was installedby the Voss Bicycle information that has been gained
said assessments are to be levied
Shop^n West 19th St., reported as a result of this analysis.
decrease from 1940.
that the Council and Board of Asfor Information of the Council that
Adopted.
The public school system has a
sessors will meet on Wednesday.
they have discussed this matter
Committee on Public Buildings Oct. 1, 1941 to hear objections Jf
total of 2,797 compared with the
1940 total of 2,831. HolUnd high with Mr. Voss and he has agreed also recommended that a lease be any be presented to said special as*
school has an enrollmentof 583 to contact the neighborsand is entered Into between the city and sessments.
compared with 600 in 1940; Jun- willing to do whatever he can to Drs. Clark and Hamelink on the
Motion and ItesoluttoM
city-owned house at the comer of
ior high has 733 compared with eliminate these complaints.
Ala. Raymond reported that upIt
was
further
reported
that
12th St. and River Ave. for a per757 last year and East Junior
on the suggestions of tho mayor
high has 199 compared with 191 this business is being carried on iod of 2 years at a price of $840.in a Residential district as a non- 00, which is at the rate of $35.00 and several of the aldermen he bdd
a year ago.
The five elementaryschools has conforming use and he has no right per month and is to be paid in ad- made a trip to Milwaukee and contacted Col. Taylor and also Mr.
an enrollment of 1,282, only one under the ordinance to expand vance.
Malla of the Great Lakes Harbors
to
such
an
extent
that
it
will
beThe Society of Dutch Scholere In North America ended Ita
less than last year's total. The
Adopted and mayor and clerk
association to see what Informathree-day convention here Saturday. Among those attending the
present enrollment compared with come a nuisance to the neighbors. Instructedto sign the lease on betion could be obtalned'inregard to
eesaiona are: Firet row, left to right— Dr. Marten Ten Hoor, dean
1940 figures includes: Washing- The committee suggested that the half of the city.
the city's application to have tbe
of arte and languages, Tulane university; Prof I. M. Kolthoff, ton— 343 and 336; Van Raalte— matter be referred to the aldermen
In this connection, the commit.U. S. government take over tbe
chemistry, Universityof Minnesota; Prof. A. J. Barnouw,philology,
258 and 272; Longfellow, 257 and of the 5th ward.
tee recommended that they be
maintenanceof the new channel.
Columbia university;Dr. A. H. Loudon, Netherlands minister; Dr.
Aid.
Damson
of
the
5tth
ward,
244; Lincoln,217 and 219; Froebel
authorized to receive bids on doing
Mr. Raymond stated that
.at he
he had
Wynand Wlchers, Hope college president; Prof. J. Schllt,, astron- 207 and 212.
however, reported that he too has a certain amount of decorating In
nched with Mr. Taylor
T
lunched
and Mr.
omy, Columbia university. Second row — Dr. H. E. Enthoven, New
Kindergartenenrollmentin- had complaints from the neighbors the interiorof this house.
Malla but that Mr. Taylor wetyd
York; Dr. G. P. Kuyper, Yerkes observatory; Dr. B. Vlekke, Har*
cludes 27 in Washington, 27 in and has talked with Mr. Voss
Adopted.
not commit himself in regaid to
vard universityhistorian;Prof. G. Ten Hopr, University of ChiVan Raalte, 28 in Longfellow, 32 about removing this sign which is
Communications from Boards
the i ositiontaken by their depart*
cage; Prof. N. Mogendorff, natural science, University of Toledo;
objectionable to the neighbors.
in Lincoln and 12 in Froebel.
and City Officers
ment. Mr. Taylor did state, how.
Prof. J. Luyten, astronomy, University of Minnesota; Prof J. Van
Committee on Public Buildings
The Christian school system has
The claims approved by the fol*
de Camp, astronomy, Swarthmore college. Back row— Dr. B. Landan enrollment of 736 in the three to whom was referred the matter lowing boards were certified to ever, that tbe hearing on this matter would be held in Cincinnati
__
_ on
heer, Library of Congress;Dr. S. M. Zwemer, professor emeritua
schools, just one under last of building an addition to Engine the Council for payment:
Nov. 30th and the dty of Holland
of Princeton seminary; Prof. S. A. Goudsmlt, physics, University
year's total. The elementary House No. 1, reported that their
Hospital board. $4,155.75; LU
of Michigan; Dr. Henry Rottschaefer,law, Universityof Mlnneeota;
school has enrolled 367 pupils committeerecognizes the advisabi- brary board, $303.47; Park and would receive a report on the reProf. H. S. Van Klooster,Van Rensselaer Institute of Technology,
compared with 372 last year. Jun- lity of a small addition; however, Cemetery board, $1,941.38; Police sult of this hearing about January
2,
1942.
Troy, N.Y., engineering.
ior high school, grades seven and it was the recommendationof the and Fire board, $2,359.65,and the
eight, has an enrollment of 119 committee that all of the bids re- Board of Public Works, $14,908.05. Adopted.
Adjourned.
compared with 113 last year and cently received be rejectedand the
Allowed. (Said claim* on file In
Oscar Peterson, City Oeifc
senior high school, grades nine matter referred back to their clerk’s office for public inspecthrough 12, has 25i0 pupils com- committee for further considera- tion.)
tion.
pared with 252 last year.
Board of Public Works reported
Adopted.
This year there are 26 pupils
the collectionof $30,133.97; City
enrolled in the freshman class
Public Buildings committee to Treasurer,' $24,255.38 for miscel
miscelwho arc outside of Holland. The whom was referred with power to laneoui items, and $9,688.39 for
sophomoreclass has five new act the problem of accommodating tax collections.
pupils and the junior class, four. the several organizations that deAccepted.
Allegan, Sept. 11— Allegan counGrand Rapids, Sept. 11— Rep. Last June, the high school grad- sire to occupy the former G.A.R.
Gerk reported bonds and inty 4-H clubs will bring to a climax
room, wish to report that the terest coupons due in the amount
Bartel J. Jonkman, of the fifth uated a record class of 68.
one of the most successful club
Draft board of their own accord of $2,090.00.
district, has announced here an
years when they make their exJUST A FALSE ALARM
vacated this room soon after the
Ordered paid.
hibits at the Allegan fair next examinationto be held Saturday,
Holland firemen were called to last Council meeting. In view of
Gerk presented report from
week. Well over 1,200 individual Oct. 4, at 8:30 a.m.. in the Poat 15th St. and Maple Ave. Mon- this fact, your committee recom- Gty Inspector Wlersema giving a
ROUND TRIP
exhibits of summer and winter Office building in Grand Rapids, day at 11:35 by a false alarm mends that the veterans organizsummary of his activitiesduring
I IN COACH It
members are expected to be on to enable him to fill two vacan- from Box 312. Local police re- tions and it auxiliariesbe per- August.
FROM
display in the 4-H club building cies for 1942 at the United States ported they were informed a boy, mitted to use this room for their
Accepted and filed.
with livestockhoused in two large Naval academy.
between five and six years old, meetings in accordancewith cerClerk reported that pursuant to
Bartaia coach fane every
Young men who are interested pulled the alarm box.
tents in the southwest corner of
tain regulations to be approvedby instructions, notice has been givWMk-cnd . . good oo any aftarin
taking
the
examination
are
Inoon or avcnlnf train Friday
the fairgrounds.
the Council. Your committee is of en of the proposed vacating of the
land nil train* Saturday. »
A. D. Morley, county agricultur- urged to write promptly to Rep.
the opinion that these organiza- alley between 23rd and 24th Sts.
al agent, superintendentof the Bartel J. Jonkman, House of
Returning, leave Chicago
tions should be permittedto use running from Van Raalte Ave.
lata aa U:M p.m. Sundaya.
4-H club department,will bo as- Representatives, Washington, D.- ••••••MM********••••••••••••••••••this room at the pleasure of the west approximately 392 feet Cleric
sisted by F. Earl Haas, district C., setting forth the date of their
Council.
Ride Para Marquette for real
further reported that this was tha
birth, the length of their resiHolland, Mich., Sept. 3, 1941.
comfort, safety and ‘ economy (
club agent, and Mary E. Buliis,
Adopted.
time for hearing (Ejections, if any,
dence
in
the
fifth
district
and
home extension agent.
The Common Council met in
Committee on Public Buildings to said proposed vacating. Gtric
For InformatloaCoaaaU Ticket
Livestock judging will take their scholasticstandings.All can- regular session and was called to and Property reported fpr informa- further reported that no objections
didates must have reached their
place Tuesday, Sept. 16. The chief
order by the Mayor.
tion of the Council tKat a very have been filed in his offioe and
17th birthday on April 1, but
livestockjudge will be Harold FasPresent: Mayor Geerlings, Aids. complete survey has been made of
presented affidavit of publication
must
not have reached their 21at
ter. county agricultural agent of
Arendshorst, Kleis, Steffens, Ketel, the fire insurancethat Is being of said notice.
birthday on March 31 of the year
Barry county.
Faasen, Slagh, Smith, Mooi, Dam- carried on city buildings.It was
Alley ordered vacated— all preof entrance.
Judges of he garden, crops, conson, Schepers, Menken, Raymond, reported that the survey suggested sent voting aye.
servation, clolhing.canning and
and the Clerk.
that all of this Insurance be placed
Board of Assessors submitted j
food preparation projects will be
Devotions led by Mayor Geer- under one head and also that 80 the severalspecial assessment rolls
P. G. Lundin, Miss Beatrice Boyle
lings.
IN
and Miss Lois 'Corbett, assistant
Minutes read and tpproved.
state club leaders, who will be here
Petitions and Accounts
on Wednesday,Sept. 17.
Clerk yi
presented
application ami
and
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special) v,icii\
cacmcu a^pucakiuu
All 4-H club entries are to be —Joe Straveler,21, Grand Haven, I bond of Van Dyke and Volkers for
f
n C (P
n .. -1 ^ _ A
_ t
t ft m r*
n 4 »•« t t
i r* rn A 4 A
acceptedat the fairground Mon- r\r»wl n fine
license
to contruct sidewalks, etc.
costs

Dutch Scholars End Sessions in Holland

RECORD YEAR IN

11, 1941

&

coast guards, is now stationed
at Norfolk, Va., after completing a
month’s training at New Orleans.

member

gram

of the Society of Dutch
Scholars in North America. The
meeting is to be held in this city
on Sept. 4, 5, and 6, 1941.
Accepted and filed.
Clerk presented applicationand
bond of Ben H. Lievense for license
to operate a bowling alley at 211
Central Ave.

of the family as the morning Referred to License committee
with power to act.
glory, is much larger than a mornClerk presented application of
ing glory although the two have
similar shapes. The flower is pure Ben H. Lievense for license to sell
white and blooms only one night, soft drinks at his bowling alley,
211 Central Ave.
dying the next day.
Referred to license committee
Several persons have seen the
moon flower in bloom at the home with power to act.
Clerk presented application for
of Mrs. Anna Slagh, 345 College
permit to construct a gasoline
Ave. Three moon flowers were in
bloom one night recently at the filling station on the southeast
home of Mrs. Theodore Fregel, comer of Pine Ave. and 8th St.
Granted subject to approvalof
328 Washington Blvd.
Both flowers still have several Appeal board and fire chief.
Clerk presentedcommunication
blossoms which are expected to
bloom later. The local nurseryman from the Draft board calling atclassed the white moon flower as tention to the fact that rather than
a "Calconyction Aculeatum’’or prolong the controversy over the
use of the former G.A.R. room,
‘Tpomaea Bonz-nox.”
they decided to vacate these quarter*. The board on behalf of the
September’* Rainfall
boy* who have gone to service and
those other registrants who are
Reaches 3.53 Inches subject to call, and also on behalf
of the physicians,dentistsand othA total of 2.71 inches of rain has er persons connected with the
fallen in Holland since Sunday Draft board, extend their thanks
night, accordingto recorded fig- to the Council for the privilegeof
ures at the Fifth St station.For using the room during the past 10
the 24 hours ending at 7 pun. months.
Tuesday,L09 inches fell while for
Accepted and filed.
a similar period ending Monday “‘Wte of Staailag Committee*
night 1.53 inches were recorded. Committee on Ways and Means
Since 7 pun. Tuesday until 11 a.m. report for information of the
Wednesday .09 inch fell
Council that they have received
An additional .82 inch rain last the report on the annual audit
week brings September’stotal to and that the auditors have found
3.53 inches.
everything in good order. Commit-

nils pnotographic study
_ ihocks pf cut grain. The Predictions called for cooler tee further reported that pamphHe Row
for 30 days on the 16-year-old Ann Paulus of Chi- young •‘model" is a daughter of
weather and frosts in north and lets containing the annual settlecoast guard cutter Bibb, sailing cago in a pensive mood as she
S. E. Paulus, manager of Waiika- central portions of lower Michifrom Norfolk Sept. 16.
ment are now in the hands of the
poses for a local photographer zoo
yr.
gan.* .
printer and copies will be availa-

t°
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After A Day Of Strenuoua Labor For

Hit Country and Family, A

Man

Deserves The Foods He Likes Best

And

His Favorite

.

.

M&!1

.

Condiment— Heinz

Tomato Ketchup.

X70U

couldn’t find an easier way to please

a

IIhungry

husband than to place a bottle of
Heinz Ibmato Ketchup alongside a juicy roast,
crusted a luscious, glowing brown
. For it
,

takes mighty

.

of this sauce to give old
of come-on/

little

“stand-bys” a lot

Heinz Ketchup

is

cooked patiently-sothat

all

the savor of ripe “aristocrat”tomatoes mingles
perfectly with Heinz Vintage Vinegar ’and fra-

grant spices. Use Heinz -the world’s largestsellingketchup -to lend your meals that real
home touch men cheer fori

Tomato

HEINZ KETCHUP
.

,

.

«

*

,

.

;

i
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•rare of 47 to 17.
At t special congregationalmatttag held at the Reformed church at
,
vrieslandthe followingtrio of
pastors was named: The Rev. J.
Hank amp of Hamilton; the Rev.
September 14, 1941
J. Wayer of Grand Rapids and the
Accounts have been received
/J Rev. G. J. Hekhuis of Overisel
The Eternal God, the Borneo
Miss Anna Kraght left today for here by Mr. and Mrs, Joseph C.
of Help
"How to protect the pupils in the Grand Rapids where she will apend Rhea, 78 East 12th St, giving
Ray B. Knooihuizenand wife to
Revelation 7:9-17
public schools against contagious a week with her sister and friends. details of the marriage of their
Humlred
Gerald
Vander Zwaag and wife. Upwards of
diseasesis a problem that must be
Believing that the annual Day daughter, Ellen Foster Rhea, to
SEt
SE4
Section
28-6-15
Township
By Beary GeerUnc*
looked into in Holland immediate- of Prayer for cropa in the spring William Stephenson of Honolulu,
and Fifty Prcstat at
ly," said a prominentbusiness man season is just as importantas the T.H., son of Mrs. William H.
In preparation of the national Olive.
Robert Bums, the great Scot- today, according to an articleapBetchwood
AlberdinaGeerling to Arthur
annual Thanksgivingday in No- Stephenson, which was a fashion- convention of the American Fedtish poet in one of his lettersre- pearing in the Friday, Feb. 16 issue
eration
of
Reformed
Young
Woable
event
in
that
city
on
Aug.
2.
Schaap
and
wife.
Lot
8
BHc.
A
vember the board of education of
Upwards of 250 teachers and
fers to the tenth chapter of Re- of the Holland Daily Sentinel pub- the public schools has concurred Ike bride left Holland the lat- men's soclties to be held in Hol- Cedar Flat* AdditionHolland.
New Hob# •( the
liolland CHj Newt
lished in 1912, "From now until in a resolution to make that day ter part of July for Honolulu for land in October, the Central Avevelation as his favorite chapter of
school officersof Ottawa county
John HeMer to David M. Cline.
Publlahed Every Tburesometime in April is the period of a holiday and close all achools.
her wedding. After a honeymoon nue Christian Reformed Girls’ soScripture. Like many other secday by the Sentinel
Pt.
Lot 3 Section 23-8-16 Town- were present at the county rural
danger and a little strenuousacCity Engineer Naberhuis has for on Oahu, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen- ciety held a "Little Convention"
PrintlineCo. Office 54-16
tions of this book, it has proved of
teachers’and school officers’ instition at this time may save many several days been busy circulating son are making their home at Monday evening in the church. Ap- ship Spring Lake.
Wert Eighth etreet, Holthe utmost value in comforting little lives." The businessman
land, Michigan.
proximately
55
members
and
tute
In Beechwood school fYiday.
a petition asking the property 2165 Atherton Rd., in Honolulu.
Fred Wolford et al to Omer E.
sorely distressedsouls throughout
then
unfolded his plan, \frhat he owners along Twelfth street as to
friends
were
present.
County
School CommissionerD.
Entered as second class matter at the age* of Christian history.For
Devenport and wife. SWi NEi
For her marriage in the Church
wants is the system followedin how they stand on the proposition
The convention theme, "Peace Section 32-9-13 and Pt SEt NW1 H. Vande Bunte presided over the
the port offloe at Holland,Mich..
of
the
Crossroads,
the
bride
wore
under the aet of Congress,March S, two thousandyears men and wo- the public schools In Chicago,
Amid Conflict,”was used through- Section 32-9-13. Lot 13 Blk. 2
institute which began at 9 a.m. and
1*79.
men have turned to these passages where a physicianis present in of paving the street next summer, a princess gown of traditional
out Monday night’smeeting. Dur- Village of Conklin.
began
an
article
In
the
Monday,
white
satin,
the
lines
of
the
gown
included an afternoonsession at
for solace and comfort in their each school building in the mornC. A. FRENCH, Editor and Manager
February 19 issue.
continuing in a circular train. The ing registrationat 7:30 paper flowGeorgie E. Miller to Rose Dun- 1:15 p.m.
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager hour of trial.
ing when the pupils come to school
Today Austin Harringtonrepre- draped bailee was detailed with a ers and programs were given to can Campbell.Lot 367 Macatawa The forenoonprogram opened
One of the interesttingstructur- and at noon when they again come
Telephone—News Items SIK
senting the Board of Trade, as its heart shaped neckline and leg ’o those present and an inspiration- Park and Lot 189 and Pt. 187 with devotions by the Rev. Wilal features of the Book of RevelaAdvertisingand Subscriptions, tin
to school. If a pupil has been ab- secretary, G. Van Schelven, John
mutton sleeves tapering in points al meeting with Miss Jo Last, Heneveld’s Resubdivision Maca- liam Van't Hoi, pastor of Third
tion is the use of numbers and esNational Advertising Representative pecially the number seven. 'Hiere sent for a half a day the doctor Weersing, representing the special over the wrists. Complementing president, presiding, was held at tawa Park.
Reformed church, Holland,folfinds out what the reason is. If it committee of the Board of Trade,
the gown was a full length ivory 7:30. During the mass meeting at
Samuel Falls and wife to August lowed by instrumentalmusic by
The publisher shall not be liable are seven churches, seven seals, is found that there is a disease
Chris Nibbelink, A. Van Putten, tinted illusionveil attached to a 8:15 a song service was in charge Vanderwagonand wife. Lot 124 John Swierenga,talks by Miss
for any error or emirs In printing seven trumpets, seven mystic figat home the school room is fum- G. W. Kooyers and other interany advertisinguni see a proof of
cap of rose point from the wed- of Miss Margie De Vries with Miss Ferry Heights Subdiviaion Town- Beth Marcus, Miss Jennie Kaufsuch advert lesenent shall have been ures, seven bowls, a sevenfold igated and the other pupils are ested partieswent to Grand Haven ding gown worn by her paternal Hazel Oelen at the piano. Miss
ship Spring Lake.
man, Misses Madge Bresnahan,
obtained by advertiser and returned Judgment, and a sevenfold triumph. given protection against the disto attend the meeting of the Ot- grandmother. She carried white Martha Bareman played "Largo"
b - him In time for correction with The lesson which we study today
Fred Brendel and wife to Jack Helen Clark, Mrs. Katherine Vanease. This system could be Install- tawa County Board of Supervisors cadena d’amour, orchids and car- as a piano solo. The Rev. D. H.
au h errors or corrections noted
Dykstra and wife. Lot 31 Steketee den Belt, Carl Horn, guidance diplainly thereon; and In such ease If is from chapter seven. Seven was ed in Holland from now till April
Walters gave a "miniature”ad- Bros. Addition Holland.
rector of the state departmentof
any error so noted la not corrected, the perfect number of the ancient at a cost of about $400 or $500. that opened a session in the court nations arranged in a spray.
house for the purpose of reconMiss Anna Maud Stephenson, dress on the convention theme and
publishers liability shall not exceed Pythagorians because it united the
ElizabethKiebach to Eugene public instruction,Stephen Mead,
After that the danger period is sidering the good roads plan.
such a proportion of the entire space
sister of the bridegroom, the Miss Ella Brink, the girls’ society Denning and wife. Lot 23 Nord- principalof the Grand Haven Junoccupied by the error bears to the first trinity of figures with the past because the windows will be
bride's only attendant, was gown- leader, closed the meeting.
The
Holland
Merchants
associaior high school, and Dr. A. J.
house AdditionGrand Haven.
whole space occupiedby such adver- first square. In the Jewish econoopen and the children will get all tion is represented this afternoon ed in delphinium blue marqulsRefreshments at 9 p.m.. were
tisement.
Able De Vries and wife to Henry Phillips, secretary of the Michigan
my it was especially sacred be- the fresh air they need.
at the meeting of the Board of etts with the bateau neckline served banquet style using the Costing and wife. Lot 20 Bolhuis Education association,and a vocal
cause it represented the Sabbath
TERM* OF •UBdCRirnOX
The
Hope
five
added
another
Supervisors by C. J. Lokker. outlined with a shirred band of theme, "The Wilderness Shall Everett Subdivision Holland.
solo by Mrs. Gladys De Pree.
One year $3.00; Six months fLS; of the Lord upon which He rested
scalp to its string of victorieslast George Huizenga,J. Lokker and matching material. The very full Blossom,"which also is the conThree months 75c; 1 month Xc; Single
John Baker and wife to Herman
Dr. Harvey L. Turner, coordinacopy 6c. Subscriptions payable In ad- after the work of creation.
night. The victims that time being Gerard Cook.
sleeves were gathered just below vention theme. The tables were Kuite and wife. Pt. Lot one Blk. 5 tor of the cooperative teacher eduIn the beginning of this chapter
venes and will be promptly disconthe fast Evanston Reds. The game
Miss Laura Rainy of Saugatuck the elbows and from the close decorated with crepe paper, bou Vlsschers Addition Holland
cation study, departmentof public
tinued If not renewed.
four angels of destruction stood
Subscribers will confer a favor by
ended 34 to 18.
and John Van Dragt of Olive were fitting bodice fell the bouffant quets of flowers and lighted canHerman
Kuite and wife to Bert instruction,delivered the main adon
the
border
separating
Rome
reportingpromptly any Irregularity
Next Thursday, Washington’s united in marriage yesterday fore- skirt over a tiered tulle skirt dles. Miss Elizabeth Bareman pre- Arendsen and wife. Pt. Lot 1 Blk. dress on "The Role of the Rural
L. delivery. Write or phone
from the rest of the world. TTiese
accented with bands of grosgrain sented marimba music and toasts 5 Visschers Addition Holland.
birthday,
all the public schools in noon by Justice Fred T. Miles.
Teacher in this National Emerforces of destruction are restrainNext Tuesday afternoon a trim. She wore a wide brimmed were given by the Misses Ardene Gerrit E. Klomp and wife to gency."
the city will observe the annivered
temporarilly
"till
we
have
sealDBUNKEN BICYCLE RIDES
Threshermen'sConventionwill be starched tulle hat in delphinium Koetsier and Aggie Baas.
Dr. Turner said schools have alJohn Gryzen Jr. and wife. Pt. N4
ed the servants of our God on their sary of the birth of the Father of
Committees in charge of theeve- SE1 NE1 Section 31-6-13 George- ways been “our first line of interIn another Michigantown a citiheld in the G. A. R. hall over the blue and carried yellow roses and
foreheads.”The seal was upon the His Country. In all the schools in
ing were decorations, Miss Hazel town.
zen has actually been arrested on 144,000 who were from the tribes the city appropriate exercises will postoffice. It is expected that blue forget me nets.
nal defense while our army and
Robert B. Griffith was best Oelen and Miss WilhelminaWittefrom
a
hundred
to
150
members
of
be
held
in
the
forenoon
and
the
from enemies j.
Lura Wilson to Arthur Brown navy defend
the charge of riding a bicycle while of Israel
the organization from all over the man, and ushers were Albert Kai, veen; program, Miss Jo Last and and wife. Lots 37 and 38 Mountain from without” He objected to theW
teachers
are
drilling
the
pupils
for
In additionto this number there
under the influenceof liquor. Had
state of Michiganwill be present. Harry Fernandes,Carl Hines and Miss Ella Brink; reception, Miss Beach Plat Section 16-6-16.
the event.
contention that rural schools have
he been an automobile driver his was also a great number which no
Geneva Scholtenand Miss ElizaThe College Y. M. C. A. cabinet Norman Olds.
James Ribbink and wife to Wil- been charged "with being behind
The fire boys of Engine House
man could number, and they were
For the 5:30 p.m. ceremony,the beth Bareman; refreshments, Miss
case would have received a line or
is investigatingthe advisabilityof
lamena Ribbink et al. Pt. Lot 8 the procession"and maintained
from all nations and countries and No. 1 last night enjoyed their anchurch was lighted by candles and Margie De Vries and Miss Mabel
establishing
Sunday
school
atGeltwo in the newspapers—there are people and tongues and they stood nual banquet in their new parlors
and 9 Blk. 1 Monroe and Harris that they have been a stabilizing
decoratedin white with ginger Bos. Waitresses were Misses Dean
derland.
influence in the education system,
Addition Grand Haven.
so many drunken drivers, and moat before the throne and the Lamb in their building.
Hcssel Yntema deliveredhis con- blossoms, gladioli and Madonna Bareman, Henrietta Bos and Jo
Wilbur
Martin
and
wife
to A. "just as rural life has been a
The meeting of Concordia conof them get off with such light clothed with white robes and
test oration before the members lilies. The Rev. J. Leslie Dunstan Slenk.
Frank Sherman and wife. Lots 134, stabilizinginfluence in our social
sentences, that they are ao longer palms in their hands. They were sUting of the pastors and their
of
the Cosmopolitansociety last performedthe ceremony, and the
135 and 136 Lugers Addition Hol- economicand political life."
news. But an arrest of a drunken Gentiles,to be added to the 144,- wives of the Classis of Zeeland of
I
bride was given in marriage by
night.
He pointed out that the present
land.
the Christian Reformed churches,
bicycle rider is almost a case of a 000.
Frank E. TTiompson,senior bus- City Mission League
Jurry J. A. Van Ark to Joe emergency has meant added probman biting a dog— which is the The Lamb is Christ. He is fre- met at the parsonage of the North JeanetteBalgooyen and Susan iness associate of the groom. The
Van Dort spent Sunday in Grand
lor Service Meets
Roerink and wife. Pt. SWJ SE* lems for the rural teacher,such as
classic journalistic definition of quently referred to as the Lamb of Street Christian Reformed church
traditional wedding marches were
Rapids.
Section
32-5-15 Holland and Pt. a shortage of teachers, and presnews.
The City Mission Women’s
God. He is the sacrifice offered for in Zeeland. The Rev. J. H. Mokma
Ben Nash and Bernie Rosendahl played by Walter Kau.
sures from various groups to teach
SWJ
SEi
Section 32-5-15.
League
for
Service
met
in
the
While the story is of course the redemption of mankind.It was of Overisel announced that he had
After the ceremony a reception
spent Sunday in Grand Rapids.
this or that or do this or that in
Frank
Duprey
to
Arthur
C.
declined
the
call
of
the
church
at
mission
building
Monday
evening
good for a number of wisecracks, He who broke the seals, for He
Art Sullivan and Jack Riemei^ was held at the home of Mr. and for its monthly gathering. Mrs. Grosscnbacherand wife. Pt. WJ the name of citizenshipand deand while it is not necessaryto only was worthy, having shed his Lucas, Mich., but that he had reMrs. Frank E. Thompson where
fense.
ceived a call from the church at sma were in Grand Rapids yester- the bride's table was arranged Margaret Markham, president, SW1 Section 9-8-15.
become too solemn ^bout it, there blood for the salvationof men.
day.
Yet, there are many challenges
Ralph J. Bredeweg and wife; to
Munster,
Ind.
presided. Devotions consisting of
is no reason why it should not be
Before the Lamb and the throne
with
low
bowls
of
vari
shaded
A very pretty wedding took Mr. and Mrs. J. Harmsen and lotus blooms. Hawaiian music was hymns, Bible reading and prayer Gerrit Oosterbroekand wife. Ei and opportunities for the teachtaken seriouslyand not merely as this multitude wore white robes
George and Aletia Harmsen will
were conducted by Mrs. H. H. W1 SE1 Section 4-5-13 Township ers, he said, as today's situation
the subject matter for jest. For a indicativeof purity, also the fact place yesterdayafternoon at the
played.
gives great opportunity for teachMerrymon.
Jamestown.
drunken bicycle rider could o: that they were cleansedby the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. apend a few days with relativesin
The
bride
was
graduated
from
Hamilton.
ing the values of our American
Annie
Cook
to
George
H.
Rooand
Mrs.
J.
Nykamp
at
East
HolA
report
of
the
sunshine
comcourse be the cause of accident blood of the Lamb. The palms were
The Rev. Gerrit D. Van Peur- the Universityof Michigan In mittee announced many calls and kus et al. Lot 18 Roosenraad's heritage, freedoms of the democland, when their daughter Alice
and death in these days of closely a symbol of victory.
June with high honors and the
sem, a graduate of Hope college
racy may now be appreciated.
calculated trafficlanes. Even at
This was a happy throng and was united in marriage to John and Princeton seminary,has an- groom received his A.B. degree cards for the sick and a report of Supr. Plat Number 3, Zeeland.
"Ours is the opportunity to
Gerrit Klomp and wife to Lambest, when the bicycle rider is in sang the song of salvation. The Naber also of East Holland.
from the University of Hawaii In the sewing committee showed
At the reception given in honor nounced his engagement to Miss 1935, and took his L.L.B. degree many garments made and dis- bert Gryzen and wife. Pt. Ni SE1 prove that our free schools of edufull possession of all his nonnal angels standing about, along with
J. E. Spaeth in Arabia, where they
NEi Section 31-6-13 Township cationalopportunities mean somefaculties, the bicycle is enough of the eiders and the four beasts, fell of Dr. Loudon, Ministerof the
from Michigan in 1938. He is an tributed to the needy.
have been engaged as missionaries
thing in times of crisis. We've enMembers responded to roll call Georgetown.
a hazard to the motorist, as every on their faces and worshipped God. Netherlands, at the home of Mr.
attorney with Frank E. Thompfor the Reformed church since
joyed
the American way in years
by
Bible
verses
on
faith.
Readings
Sena
Vrieling
to
Edward
Zuidand
Mrs.
D.
VanSytzama
in
Zeeson.
driver can tell you. The bicycle There were twenty four elders
1910.
were given by Mrs. Denny, Mrs. ema and wife. Pt. E4 SWi NEi past, let us prove that this opporrider has of course as much right The first beast was like a lion, land the other day a feature of
Friends of Dr. and Mrs. Edward
tunity has prepared us for the shaMarkham and Mrs. Merrymon. Section 21-5-15.
to use a highway as the motorist the second like a calf, the third the refreshments was "ArnhekmsJ.
Strick in this city have been Overisel Pastor and
The closing prayer was given by
Art D. Van Allsburg and wife to dows now covering the world," Drjf
has. But a zigiagging bicycle rid- had a face of a man, and the che Melsjes” and the Dutch "Bitappraised of their safe arrival in
Mrs. J. Vander Vliet. Refresh- Frank N. Gunneman and wife. Lot Turner urged.
er, who thinks that the central fourth was like a flying eagle, and ter Koekjes” which were presented
Amoy,
China, where they will Family Welcomed
Miss Jennie Kaufman, county
ments were served.
8 Blk. 4 Hosmer and Earl’s Addiby
several
of
the
society
ladies
traffic line is a writhingsnake, each beast had six wings and was
Members of the OveriselRework as medical missionaries for
of Zeeland.
tion Coopersville. Lot 33 Laug’s helping teacher, was chairman of
and who sees two telephone poles full of eyes within.
formed church gathered in the
the Reformed church.
Assessor’sPlat Number 2 Pt. SEi the afternoon program which opor two lamp posts when there is
Ike four beasts here mentioned The program committee of the
Will Have
L. S. Sprietsmaof Fort Dodge, church Friday evening to welcome Local
and Pt. WJ Section 23-8-14 Pt. Lot ened with instrumental music by
only one— and then aeet them in are the same four living creatures Board of Trade banquet has near
their pastor, the Rev. H. W. Pyle
and
34 Laug’s Assessor’s Plat Number I Edwin
t(3w*n Van
Van Harn.
Harn, trombone,
t
ly completed its labors and the Iowa Is visiting friendsin Holland. and his family, on their return First Meeting Friday
the wrong place— such a person of EsekieL These forms have
2
Jay
Weener,
violin.
may become a hazard to the un- symbolical significance. They were members are highly pleased with
The Woman’s Christian Temperfrom their annual vacation.
Dr. Turner was chairman of a
Antoinette Northuis Cook et al
wary automobile driver that may angelic intelligences, which repre- the success that has crowned their
Tan Chapter
Harry Lampen presided and ance union will meet Friday at
panel discussion, “What Should
to
Andrew
Johnson
and
wife.
Lot
mean death and maimed bodies. sented the courage of the lion, the efforts. The toastmaster of the
opened the meeting with signing. 2:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs. E.
39 Roosenraad’s Supr. Plat. Num- We Expect the Rural Elementary
That he should not merely be a strength of the ox, the intellect of evening will be Con De Free. The Has First Meeting
Devotionswere in charge of Ed J. Blekkink, 303 College Ave. This
School to Teach the Boys and
ber 1 Zeeland.
laughing matter but subject to man, and the swiftness of the first speaker of the evening will be
The first regular meeting
Folkert.
boys’ quartet com- will be the first meeting of the
Henry Kroll et al to Marvin Et- Girls," in which Adrian Van Koevserious arrest is entirely reason- eagle.
the Hon. John W. Stone, justice of the Gamma Tau chapter of Beta posed of Robert Nienhuis,Dale season.
ering, Carl Horn, Mrs. Janet Kirkable.
The 24 elders were not groupei the supreme court of Michigan and Sigma Phi was held Monday even- Voorhorst, Wayne Folkert and
A memorial service for departed terbeek and wife. Pt. SW1 SE1 by, the Rev. F. J. Van Dyk, MaySection
32-5-15
Holland.
In the primitivedays of the with the martyrs of the redeemed at one time the Ottawa-AUegan ing in the apartment of Ellen Harvard Hoekje, sang and Harris members will be in charge of Mrs.
Bruno Peter et al to Wm. A. nard Mohr, Charles Lowing, Raybicycle, back there in the nine- or the 144,000, nor with the multi- circuit. The next speaker will be Vander Meer on East 12th St. Schlpper played two trombone Margaret Markham. New officers
Van
Coevering. Lot 117 Sheldon mond Lamb and Albert Bradfield,
teenth century, society could af- tude, but with the angels and the Hon. G. J. Diekema. The third Mrs. William G. Winter, director, selections,'The Holy City" and will be installed. Special music will
Heights
AdditionGrand Haven. participated.
ford to look upon a tipsy bicycle cherubim about the throne of God. speaker will be the Hon. Philip T. met with the group for the first "Land of Hope and Glory."
be in charge of Mrs. Dick Vander
Communitysinging followed afAdam
Mergener and wife to
rider as something of a joke. If he They must have belonged to heav- Colgrove. He was at one time state time.
Martin Nienhuis addressed the Meer.
John Erkes and wife. Pt. Gov’t Lot ter which J. C. Hoekje, registrar
took a spill he merely bashed his enly intelligences,in the same senator. Gov. Osborn had promised . Plans for the coming season pastor and on behalf of the conof Western Michigan college, pre5 Section 14-8-16.*
own nose. At worst he might class as the cherubim and angels. to come and address the members were discussed with enthusiasm. gregationpresented him with a
sented a discussion on extension
Albert
Teunls
and
wife
to
Melcollide with the bike of a law- They were heavenly princes. There of the board but because the spe- Regular meetings will be held on check. The pastor responded exvin Pippel and wife. Pt. SW1 SE1 courses. Mr. Vande Bunte made
abiding citizen; or he might run were 24 courses of priestsengaged cial session of the legislaturecon- the second and fourth Monday of pressing his appreciation and givSection 3-8-16 Township Spring several announcements and gave
into a pedestrian. But whatever in the serviceof the temple and it vened on the 26th he found it im- each month. The next meeting of ing an interesting description of
various instructionsto the teachLake.
happened, the damage could not is quite probable that these twen possible to come. Hon. Frank P. the group will be held Sept. 22 the family’s trip through some of
Durwood B. Thompson and wife ers.
be very great Today people who ty four elders representthe 24 Sadler of Chicago will take his in the club room located on the the western states and especially
to Alfred Hossink and wife. Pt.
keep sober, at least in public, can’t courses of priests and were now place. This article appeared in the third floor of the People’s State the Dakota bad lands and YelWith the first hint of lall in the
bank building.
Lot 6 Blk. 41 Holland.
afford to be so lenient Even
Saturday, Friday, 17 issue.
lowstone park.
Announce Marriage
serving in the presence of God.
air In cooler nights and early morn*
Clara Springer to Rev. Nicholas
pedestrian who uses the highway
At the special meeting of the
The local chapter of Beta SigWhence are these in white
logs, the family’s appetites undoubtT. Kaizer and wife. Lot 40 Rut- of Local Couple
while under the influence of liq robes? And whence came they? common council held last night G. ma Phi was organized recently
edly will respond to more robust
gers Addition Township Park.
uor ought to be subject to sever- was asked by one of the elders. W. Kooyere was appointed to go by Mrs. Juanita Mitchell, field Federation Holds
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Groot
menus and to fooda which throughEdward Rycenga and wife to of 195 West 28th St. announce
er treatment than the drunk of the John could not answer, and the to Grand Haven next Monday to secretary of Kansas City, Mo.
Quarterly Meet
out the summer may hare been too
Gerrit D. Schouten and wife. Lot the marriage of their daughter,
pre-auto day who needed the whole elder replied. This was a destruc- attend the meeting of the Board
The quarterly business meeting rich for hot weather fare.
12 Pinehurst Addition Grand Hav- Margaret, to Timothy Kuiper of
highway in his attempts to walk tive tribulation. Many were faith- of Supervisors in the place of G.
Howerer, do not forget that many
of the Federation of Woman's
Camp Fire Executive
en.
in a straight line.
Holland. The wedding took place
ful in that tribulation. They were J. Van Duren, who is prevented
Bible classes of the city was held of the best liked of the fruits and
Henry J. Roossienand wife to Wednesday, Sept. 5, in Ludlow,
It is not a question of morals Christian,having accepted Christ by Illness from attending.
Board Has Meeting
vegetables
will
shorUy
disappear
Monday afternoon in the Ninth
George J. Fisher et al. Pt. Lot 11 Ky,. with the Rev. Arthur T. Tipat all but of public safety. In to- in the fullest sense, and they are
At a special meeting of the comThe
executiveboard of t... Street Christian Reformed church from market for many months and Blk. 9 and Pt. Lot 10 Blk. 9 Mun- ton- officiating. Mr. and Mrs^ff1
day’s congestedtraffic and rapid redeemed,and so today we come mon council of the city of Zeeland
one
ahould
take
advantage
of
them
local Camp Fire organization met with 19 present
roe and Harris Addition Grand Kuiper are making their home at
transit no hazards must be toler^ up out of tribulation,in spite of was willing to pay 25 per cent of
Mrs. R. Sprick of Bethel church, now while they are cheap and plenMonday afternoon in the home of
Haven.
262 West 23rd St.
ated that can be eliminated.A tribulation, and because of tribu- the cost of the improvements on
tiful.
Among
the
low
priced
and
president,
presided.
The
opening
its chairman, Mrs. Peter Van
Elm street.
James
Verhoeks
and
wife
to
drunken bicycle rider is definite- lation.
Domelen.
hymn, "Faith of Our Fathers," tempting frnlti and vegetables in
James Ribbink and wife. Lot 35 Entertains Friends
ly dangerous. The courts should
The consistory of the Reformed
Paul in his vision when caught
Committees for the year were and devotions were in charge of market this week are Greening apPinehurst Addition Grand Haven.
give him the works in a mood of to the third heaven said he saw church at Beaverdam received a
ples,
seedless
grapes,
honeydows,
read
discussed and will be appointed Mrs. Art Lappinga
Maud Chambers to Robert M. at Castle Park
complete seriousness.Unfortunate- things which he could not tell to letter from student Isaac Van
at the first regular meeting of Psalm 46. Mrs. Ray Nykamp oranges,plums, peaches, pears,
‘Thomas and wife. S^i Lot 16 Blk.
ly the chances are that, like the the world, but ever after that he Westenburg of Holland that he
Miss Margaret McLean enterprunes,
green
beans,
lima
beans,
offered
prayer.
Reports
were
given
the board of directors to be held
4 Borck’s Supr. Plat Number 1 tain 24 friends at an informal
average drunken auto driver, he had a desire to be absent from his has declined the call extendedby
Sept. 23 in the home of Mrs. E. by the secretary, Mrs. J. D. Van cabbage, carrots,celery, corn letTownship Grand Haven.
will be coddled and excused, and
party Monday night at the Castle.
body to be present with the Lord. that church. This is the third de- S. Johnson. This will be a lunch- Alsburg,and treasurer, Mrs. H. tuce, white onions, peppers, potaAugust
Kasten
and
wife
to Dew- Following a scavenger hunt on the
thus continue to be a menace to We desire to live as long as possi- clination they have received since
toes,
squash
and
tomatoes.
eon in charge of Mrs. Lloyd Plaggemars.
the lives of law-abiding citizens.
Meat prices remain little changed ey Vander Schaaf and wife. Lot 49 beach, a buffet supper was served
ble on the earth, but if we could the departure of the Rev. L. Van- Heasley.
The next public meeting will
from
last week with a slight ad- Edgewood SubdivisionTownship In the Castle. The evening was
see what Paul saw and understood der Meer who is now pastor in one
church Sept. 26. The name of the
Park.
spent informally.
THE CHURCH INVITES YOU this revelation to John, we, too,
the Reformed churches in
Magnesite, a mineral resembling )e held in Trinity Reformed vance here and there. Beefsteak,
August Kasten and wife to AugReverenceis the hjghest quality probably would desire to transfer Grand Rapids.
Miss McLean plans to leave next
chuck
steaks
and
pot
roasta
and
speaker
will
be
announced
later.
white marble, is used to line furof the human mind. It distinguish- our residence at once and leave
In a hard fast game last night naces. It is able to withstanda
The program included two lamb chucks and legs are the best ust Kasten Jr. and wife. Lot 36 week for Dana Hall at Wellesley,
Edgewood Subdivision Township Mass., where she will enter as a
es man from the animals. They the body and enter into the eter- the local high school team defeattemperature of more than 5,200 de- duets, "Angry Words” and "The buys. Poultry will also prove helpPark.
high school junior student.
share with him some of the nob- nal rest.
edthe Hastings high school by a
ful
in
keeping
the
budget
down,
Shepherd of Love,” by Mrs. Ray
Fahrenheit.
lest affections; courage, sympathy,
John Vandenberg and wife to
Nykamp and Mrs. Ruth Nonhof. fowls, broilers and fryers being
patience and love. But of all earthHarold F. Moore and wife. Lot
The meeting closed with a hymn, quite attractively priced.
ly beings,man alone is filled with INJURED G.H.
Marlon Rouse Budd, directorof J. C. Dunton AdditionTownship
‘Thou Art My Shepherd." The
awe in the presence of the starry
School
entertaining church served refesh the A A P Kitchen, has prepared Holland.
1
IS IN FAIR
heavens and in the contemplation
Andrew Vander Ploeg et al to
the followingmenns as suggestions
I
ments.
of life, desflny and God. Reverence
John F. Vander Ploeg and wife. Pt.
(or Sunday dinners:
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special)
is the essence of supreme good.
Lot 7 Village Cedar Swamp Pt.
' Low Cost Dinner
Fourth Teachers
NEI Section 28-5-15 Township
When it decays, character degen- —The conditionof George SteininStowod Chicken with Dumplings Holland.
erate*, for it is ihe tonic quality ger, 19, of Jlrand Haven, who sufQuarterly Meeting
fered face lacerations,a possible
Mashed Potatoes
of the soul.
Herman Sluyter and wife to "Nothingii more confidentthan a bad
The quarterly teachers’meeting
Green Beans
poet”— Martial
The service of worship in the skull fracture and the loss of sevRussel Boeve and wife. N% Lots
of Fourth Reformed church was
Bread and Butter
church calls for real reverence. eral teeth when his car struck a
1 and 2 Blk. 3 Prospect Park AdSEPTEMBER
held Friday evening at the home of Boiled Custard with Fresh Psadies
Why not accept the inviution and tree on US-31 near the junction of
dition Holland.
Miss
Necia
De
Groot.
John
Atman,
M-50
shortly
after
1
a.m.
Saturday,
Hot
or
Iced
Tea
go to church next Sunday?
John Pierson and wife to David
l&-Com«rston® of Ft SncDsuperintendent, presided.After a
was reported by Municipal hospital
inq. Minn., laid. IKft
Edstrom and wife. Sl/5 SI NWJ
Modhun
Cost
Diner
brief song service, the Rev. H. Van
authoritiesas being fair.
SW4
NEI
Section 33-8-16.
Swiss Steak
Dr. HarmTirElected
Dyke led in prayer, Mrs. A. De
The injured youth is the son of
Mary
Boer to Anna La
1-Battle raged am Wah
StuffedPotatoes
Root gave two readings, and MarRev. Major and Mrs. George Stein•aw. 1939.
Barge. Lot 95 Jenison Park Plat
. Head of Medical Staff inger, 208 Franklin St. Rev. SteinCreamed Carrots
ian Reus played {wo accordion
Township
'
Bread and Butter
•elections, Hpward played a saxainger, who is serving as a chaplain
Milo Heath and wife to L6uise
firit ““wd noting of in the anny, is stationed at Fort
phone solo and Eugene Van Dyke Plaik Pancakes with Hard Sauce
M.
Solomons. Lot 39 Goodenow
the Holland Medical staff held Ethan Allan, Vt„ and Mix. StelnHot or leed Coffee
also played the accordion.
Gardens Section 12 Township
Friday in Holland hospital, Dr. H. inger with her. two children,
During the business session it
Very Special Dinner
Tallmadge.
P. Hanna was elected president George and Helen, are making
1$-Battleof Quebec, ITSfli
was decided to give a Christiwts
Orange
and Maraschino Cup
Amos Nordman and wife to Nelfor the ensuing year.
program
during
the
holiday
season.
their home in Grand Haven.
Salt*
Carrot Curls
lie M. Eastman. PL NW1 Section
^Other officers are Dr. Harold
It was also decided to begin a
George was returning from HolPorterhouse Steak
1-7-13 Township Tallmadge.
De Vries vice-president,reelect- innd at the time of thf accident. '
nursery class for children three
French Fried Potatoes
Nellie M. Eastman to W. Wayne
ed and Dr. Nelson Clark, secreyears old and younger. Increased
Casseroled Squash
Smith. Lot 46 Shore Acres Subnumbers of young children coming
Sales of domestic electric ranges
Corn on the Cob
di vision Township Grand Haven.
1$-Nuttb»r of German Mbsjretiring officersare Dr. O. for the first six months of 1941
to Sunday schbol has made this
repoited sunk, 1939l
Bread and Butter
Velde, president; Dr. De
necessary.
totaled 291,603 unita as comCucumber
And Cress Salad
Jails
in
Nebraska
are
required
vice-president;
and Dr, John pared with 246,723 for the same
John Kobes closed with prayer.
Boston Cream Pie .
to provide labor for all prisoners.
__
II MimiW^wecftaebjg
•Wintef, secretary.
Refreshmentswen; served by Mrs.
J period in 1940. .
begwfcBalttaofel^
Hot 6r Iced Coffee r*
If
necessary, prisoners may be
— - ---- -- su. — .
Kleis and Miss De. Groot.
hired to private concerns.
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POST WAR TASK Mayor Geerlings to Quit
OF SCHOLARS IS

Bank

Position on Dec. 31

ZEELAND WOMAN IS
TAKEN IN HOSPITAL

ONE CHARGED

AFTER MISHAP

Zeeland, Sept. 11 (Special) —
Mrs. Elizabeth Hartgerink, 82,

11,

1941

ASSERTS DUTOI

Welcome Dutch Scholars

WILL NOT YIELD at

Informal Reception

widow of the late John P. HartPlans to Shovel Snow in Although his banking duties
An Informal reception on Sept.
gerink, died on Friday in Huihave kept him busy, Mr. Geerlings
4th in Voorhees hall on the Hope Friendship night Sept 30. Initiazinga
Memorial
hospital
here.
She
Celebrating End of 50
'The Netherlands will never college campus marked the open- tion for Star of Bethlehem chapter
has found time to serve as mayor, Auto Driven by Woman It lived In the community all her
ing or the fall meeting of the wa* set for Sept 18.
school trustee, library board presYears, Work
life, residing on the Hartgerink surrender nor make peace with
Involved in Colliiion
During the business meeting the
ident and supervisor and holds
farm northwest of Zeeland until Hitler," Dr. Alexander Loutjen, Dutch Scholars In North America.
Approximately
24
members
of chapter decided to purchase fir*
Uudon Siyi Society Can Almost 50 years of service — 49 numerous other official and civic
With Truck
a year ago when it was destroyed Netherlands minister to the United
the society from all parts of the U. S. defense bonds.
offices. As a result of his overby fire. She was a charter memyears and 11 months to be exact—
Stitca, told the Lotus club in United States attended the recepLead Rehabilitation
lapping duties he has devoted
as a commercial bookkeeperwill
Three accidentsin which no ber of Second Reformed church. Grand Rapids last Thursday night. tion which was given by The Nethnearly "300 years" to public serSurviving are six children; John
end Dec. 31 for Mayor Henry vice.
of Thinking
one was hurt were reported to
Describing The Netherlandsas erlands Pioneer and Historical Oliee Center Group Has
A. Hartgerinkof Zeeland, Anton
Geerlings.
Holland police Friday.
being
in a state of "extremely foundation in order that the city’s Oating at Beach
He was editor of a Reformed A truck-autoaccident Friday A. Hartgerink of Fruita, Cok>.,
The mayor has revealed that
About 20 members of Society of
active
passivity," he said the visitors could become acquainted
church paper 25 years and still
Bert H. Hartgerink of Manistee,
A group of neighbor* of Olive
Dutch Scholars In America attend- he has submitted his resignation writes on Christian Endeavor and at 10:30 a m. at 17th St. and Col- Mrs. Martin Ver Plank of Zee- Dutch had found ways of slowing with their hosts.
Center
enjoyed a wiener roaat at
lege involved a car driven by
to Henry Maentz, president of the
The program opened with a Harlem beach Wednesday, Sept
Sunday school topics for The Sen- Mrs. HenriettaGosselink, 38, 25 land, Mrs. Jozina Tofner of production in factoriesand of geted the opening session of their anHolland State bank, to become efting
information
to
the
royal
air
musical program which included 3. After the supper, game* were
tinel.
nual fall meeting on Friday in fectiveat the end of this year.
East 12th St., and truck driven Muskegon Heights, and Mrs. Tom force so that it may know which
piano solos by James Mearns and played.
by George L. Jasperse,40, of Ada. J. VenKuizenof Waverly; a sister, hospitals are being used for storthe basement of Hope Memorial
As best the mayor can rememAlvin Schutmaat, violin solos by
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Gosselinkwas driving Mrs. MaYy Hartgerinkof Kalama- age of munitions.
ber, he went to work in the formchapel.
Miss Pauline Loew, accompanied Mrs. Jake Kraal, Mr. and Mva.
zoo; and two brothers, Jacob and
north
on
College
Ave.
and
the
er
First
State
bank
Feb.
2,
1892.
A number of visitors were pres"We have made the Germans on the piano by Mr. Schutmaat,
Herman Vanden Botch and faa*
truck was west bound on 17th John Van Duine of Zeeland. Her feel ignored and hated. When
ent to hear the two papers which At that time it was located in the
and vocal solos by Robert Cavan- ily, Mr. and Mrs. A. Meenpi j
husband
died
19
years
ago.
St.
Police
were
informed
that
corner
building
which
is
now
ocGerman
officers
went
into
cafes
were delivered and the general disMr. and Mrs. Fred Nibbeliwk ataugh of the Hope college music Mr. and Mrs. Cornie Vanden
the Dutch left, so now the Nazis faculty, with Mrs. W. Curtis Snow
cussions which followed.
tended the annual meeting of the after she applied the brakes Mrs
Bosch and family, Mr. and Mn.
are enforcing a regulation which as accompanist.
A business session was also held
Elevator Exchange at the Olds Gosselink swerved to the left and
Jack Nieboer and family, Mr. and^
the
vehicle struck the truck’s
compels the people of Holland to
which was presided over by Dr.
hotel in Lansing Wednesday, Sept.
Greetings to the Dutch Scholars
cab.
remain 15 minutes following the were extended by Dr. Wynand Mrs. Franklin Veldheer and']
Adriaan J. Bamouw, president of
3.
Krystal, Mrs. Bert Vander 2
M. Frieber of Grand Rapids,
the society.
On Sunday, Aug. 31, the ser- entrance of an officer," he added. Wichers, president of Hope col- Alma Jane Slag, Harold Vi __
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lowing call- riding on the truck which was
"But the Hollanderstake their lege, who said Holland, Hope colDr. Alexander Loudon. Dutch
ed on friends in Holton and Fre- owned by Consumers Power Co., vices at the Reformed church
Zwaag, Mr. and Mn. Letter
minister to the United States,
were
conducted
by
Prof. Thomas alarm clocks, get them at 15 min- lege and the citizensof this city Veldheer and family, Mr. and
mont on Labor day.
was listed as a witness.The truck
spoke Friday on "Why a Society of
Weimers of Holland. He was a utes and when the bell rings— out were honored when the schol- Mrs. Henry Redder and Martha
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Winsink was carrying a load of poles.
Dutch Scholars” in which he exdinner
guest of Mr. and Mrs. they go."
ars decided to come here for their Redder, Jake De Jongh, Mr. and
and family of Grand Rapids and
Mrs. Gosselink was given a
In silent tribute to the House fall meeting.
pressed his pleasure at being in
H.
H.
Van
Der Moien.
Mrs. Harry Driesenga and fam* >
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Winsink of Kala- traffic violationsummons for failHolland.
Wednesday afternoon, of Orange, he said, the Dutch "We have been Interested in ily and Mr. and Mrs. Harm Kulte
mazoo called on old neighbors here ing to yield the right-of-way.
salute
the
orange
traffic
lights.
In these times of uncertainty,
preservingDutch traditions and and family.
Sunday, Aug. 31.
Fred Schurman,Jr., reported Sept. 3, the Ladies Missionary
Dr. Louden, defending Queen
"Hope,” the name of the college, is
society met at the home of Mrs.
culture In Holland," he said, addto
police
that
his
ca*.
which
he
Mr. and Mrs. Llyn Lowing of
Wilhelmlna against the accusasomethingthat "we are all bearing
had to stop suddenly on River H. H. Van Der Moien. Chester tion that she "fled" Holland when ing that Holland prides herself In IHitnonarietAddreu
Marne
called
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
in our hearts today." He pointed
Ave. near the Colonial theater, Postma told about his work dur- the Nazis arrived, declaredthat Its "Dutch hospitality" and that
Floyd Lowing Friday evening.
out that it was important, too,
had been hit from the rear by a ing the summer at Bornis, S.D. she actually escaped a German he hoped the visitors would enjoy Two Sodetiei Here
Mrs Harry Bennett and her sisthat Dutch thinking is rooted in
There were 14 present.
their visit in Holland.
car driven by Clifford B. Hopkins,
Seventy women ittended *>»•
ter, Miss Nettie Lawton, were in
Dutch traditions and that this
Mr. and Mrs. C. Postma at- plot to murder the royal family. The remainder of the program
671 Michigan Ave., Friday at 2
Grand Rapids Tuesday,Sept. 2.
thinking has brought to the world
tended the funeral of their She left, he said, after she de- was devoted to an 'Information meeting of the Women’*
p.m.
ary society of Flnt _____
cided she owed it to her country
new ways of instruction and exMr. and Mrs. E. G. Buhrer enJohn Paul, route 1, Hamilton, brother-in-law,Mr. Weemhof, in to go to a place whore she could Please” which was conducted by church held Thunday, Sept.
pression.
tertained about 30 young people reported his car was in an acci- Grand Rapids on Tuesday afterCornelius Vander Meulen. The purIn the church basement Mr*/
carry on the burden of governHe stressed that, after the war,
in their home Wednesday evening dent Friday on Eighth St. near noon, Sept. 2.
pose of this event was to enable
Nicholas Gosselinkpitsidedand
ing the empire rather than rethe youth in The Netherlandsas
Mrs.
William
Berghorst
spent
in honor of their son and daugh- the West Michigan FurnitureCo.
the scholars to appear before the
well as other occupied countries
Tuesday. Sept. 2 with Mrs. L. main and be forced to sign it audience and to give their ideas on Miss Nettle De Jong conducted de*1
ter-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Lome
away.
votlons. Mn. Gosselinkalio, acMulder near Zeeland.
will have to be "de-poisoned" and
Buhrer, who were married Aug.
various subjects on which they companied her husband,the Rev.
FOUR
ARE
FINED
that all thinking and education
Miss Anne Cotts spent Tuesday
25. Games and musig were enjoywere asked questions.
Mayor Henry Geerlings
Gosselink, who sang a vocal apla/
will have to receive the same
Sept. 2, in Holland with her
ed and retreshmentswere served.
Dr. Adrian J. Bamouw, presiTAKING
Aa speaker of the afternoon,
friend.
Mrs.
G.
Piers.
treatment. He said the society can cupied by Woolworth's Five and Gifts were presented.
dent of the society, explaining the Mn. Edgar Smith, missionaryto
Early Tuesday morning, Sept.
be a nucleus and enthusiastic Ten Cent store on the southeast
purpose of the organization, said the African Interior,told of her
Gordon Van Huizen who is emFour Holland youths, caught in 2, Francis Knoper, Henry Hoekworking group.
corner of Eighth St. and Central ployed in Pontiac spent the weekThe home which Mr. and Mrs. it had been founded "from a wish work in that area. She plaiw to
the
act
of
stealing
cantaloupes,
apman and Miss Thelma Kamps re- Arthur Smallegan have purchased among the Dutch scholars of the
This country, he said, which be- Ave.
end with his parents,Mr. and Mrs. peared before Municipal Judge
turned home from their western is being redecorated and remodel- cast to become better acquainted." return to the mission field next
lieves in democracy can do other
Later the bank was moved into John Van Huizen, Sr.
month. Mrs. Charles Kuyen
Raymond
L.
Smith
Friday
after- trip. They reported a fine time.
things besides sending bombs and the present building on the northed.
He said the organization had offered the closing prayer. •;!
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Smead spent noon for arraignmenton charges
Mr. and Mrs. C. Dalman and
planes, even though they are es- west corner of the same intersecThe local school has also been created a better comradeshipand
the week-end holiday with rela- of trespassingwith intent to steal
The social hour wa* In charge
childrenfrom South Bend In- improved by new cement steps friendship among its 80 members.
ntial, to save democracy throughtion. When the merger was formed tives in Chicago.
of Mn. A. Goulooze and her comand
each
entered
a
plea
of
guilty
diana spent Sunday afternoon, at both north and south entransential, to save democracy in September, 1936, between the
At the conclusion of Mr. Vander mlttee.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snyder
throughout the world. Through Holland City State bank and the and daughter, Phyllis,spent Sun- and received a fine and costs of Aug. 31 with their parents, Mr. ces.
Meulen’s program, he expressed
The Women’s Missionary socie$5.
and
Mrs.
G.
Dalman.
the cooperation of men of learning, First State bank, Mayor Geerlings
Henry Cook, who has been con- his thanks to Dr. Wichers and the
day with Mr. and Mrs. Charles
They were Ed Nyland, 18, route
Mr. and Mrs. P. Rezelman and fined to his home with infection committee for the reception given ty of Trinity Reformed churT
ried back to the youth of other remainedwith the new banking in- Snyder of Alpine.
Held its first meeting of the fi
6, Holland; RussellMulder, 17, and son, Alvin, of Holland and Mr.
parts of the world, now in distress, stitutionwhich became known as
in his hand for a few weeks, ex- his society.
Mrs. Henry Hazekamp has re- Robert Mulder, brothers,650 Michseason in the church
and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and baby pects to return to his work on
he stated.
"We all expect to return to our Thunday afternoon. Fifty
the Holland State bank.
turned home after spending two gan Ave.; and Vernon Kruithof, 17,
were
supper
guests
of
Mr.
and
Dr. Loudon, in a talk after a
Monday. He is employed by a homes in the United States with a were in attendance with ‘
Throughout his more than 49 weeks in Muskegon.
131 West 28th St.
Mrs. H. H. Van Der Moien on lumber company in Zeeland.
general discussionon the two pap- years as a bank employe, Mayor
knowledge that there is another D. Terkeunt presiding.1
The complaint was sworn to by Labor Day.
ers, stressed the point that while Geerlings has always been a bookMr. and Mrs. Donald Brower Holland than the one which Is now were led by Mn. O. W.
a
deputy
sheriff
who
charged
the
While
attending
the
Sunday
the Dutch in this country must be keeper.
and son, Roger, spent a few under domination,”Dr. Bamouw Rev. J. R. Kempen,
offense occurredlast Aug. 22 on school picnic Thursday afternoon,
Americanizedit is their work to
days in Chicago recently.
said.
"I never cared to have a winary for 16 yean, in
the farm of Louis Porr, located Aug. 28, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
preservethe language,literature dow at the bank although I have
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson SmalleAmong those who appeared on Mexico, gave an interesting Adi'
on
the
16th
St.
road,
east
of
HolHavedink were informed that the gan have purchased the farm of
and culture of the mother coun- tried it," he said. "As a bookkeep- Pvt. Harold Roelofs of Fort
Mr. Vander Meulen’s "Information Informative address of the
land. The officer said Porr caught latter's mother, Mrs. J. E. Overtry. He especiallystressed the fact
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kremers Please” were Dr. Nicholas A. C. Ized work among the 1
er, I found lots of work which Knox, Ky., spent the week-end
the
quartet
taking
the
cantaloupes
weg,
has
died
suddenly
although
that they should become informed kept me very busy."
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and will take possession soon.
Slotemakerde Bruine, Dr. Martin The Reformed church it
from his garden. He is said to have she had been ill a long time. The
on the work of The Netherlands
The Rev. John Wolterink has ten Hoor, Dr. B. Vlekke, Prof. Is- ting to build a national i
The mayor has worked in the Fred Roelofs.
fired
a
warning
shot
over
their
funeral
was
held
on
Monday
museum in Holland and cooperate bank under four presidents— the
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Tanis and
started his annual house visita- aac Kolthoff, Dr. J. Luyten, Prof. cal church in Mexico. In ipfte of
in the objectivesof establishingin late Isaac Cappon, G. J. Diekema, children were callers at the home heads with a shot gun but that the afternoon at Rusk.
tion.
N. Mogendorff, Dr. Henri E. Ent- the numerous persecutionsthe
Mr. and Mrs. P. Knoper from
Holland a center where these John Mathewson and Mr. Maentz of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Haveman, youths fled.
The neighbors of Willis Smalle- hoven, Dr. Samuel Zwemer, Dr. B. church has steadily grown.
They
left
their
car
behind
and
Zupthen
spent
Monday,
Sept.
1,
Saturday.
things can be preserved and stud- in the order named.
gan and Emerson Bos gathered Landheer, Jr. Schllt and Dr. Sam- Refreshments wen aervtd by
On Friday evening, Aug. 29, Porr called sheriff's officers who with their parents, Mr. and Mrs. for a farewell party for the two uel A. Goudsmlt.
Mn. A. C. Roos.
As to his future plans following
Dr. Wynand Wichers, president his retirement, Mayor Geerlings Miss Angeline Slotman, daughter identifiedthe group through own- P. Knoper.
boys who are leaving next week
of Hope college, spoke on "A has none.
of Mrs. John Slotman and Mr. ership of the car.
for camp.
Six Motoristi Fined in
Dick
Dykema,
son
of
Mr.
and
Dutch Settlement in the Midwest”
Local 0ES Chapter Has
"W^hat I Intend to do on Jan. 2,
Mrs.
Peter
Dykema
were
united Christian High Classes
in which he traced the background
my first day away from the bank
ILLNESS IS FATAL
Mnnicipal Court Here'
Opening Fall Meeting
of the immigrationto Holland and as Jan. 1 will be a holiday, will in marriage at the parsonage of
Followinga pot-luck dinner in
western Michigan as well as in be to shovel snow off the side- the Reformed church, Rev. J. Elect New Officers
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Driesenga
Six motorists paid fines and
other mid-westernstates.He also walks if there is any snow. I Ernisse performingthe ceremony.
Senior, junior and sophomore have moved their household goods
the Masonic hall last Thursday,
costa to Municipal Judge "
Miss
Ruth
Slotman
and
Alvin classes of Holland Christian high from North Holland to the house
told how these people quickly behaven't shoveled snow for several
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special) Star of Bethlehem chapter, O. E.
came Americanized but at the years and I want to see what it is Dykema were witnesses. The school had class elections Thurs- owned by Jake De Jongh, which —Mrs. Mary M. Peoples, 71. 425 S., held the first meeting of the L. Smith Friday for traffic violanewly
weds
will
make
their
home
same time maintained a definite like to keep my own sidewalks
day, Sept. 4. The freshman was recently vacated by Mr. and Fulton St., died on last Friday season with a large group present. tions. They were Frank C Shary,
22. 58 West Ninth SL, speeding;
south west of the village upon class decided to delay the elec- Mrs. Lester Veldheer.
appreciation for the mother counclean,” Mayor Geerlings stated in
in her home following an illness Arrangements for the dinner were 15; Roger L. Johnson,18, Grand
try.
completion of their new house.
tion a time so that the students
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Kulte drove of two years. She had been in a in charge of the Worthy Matron,
boasting that he still enjoys good
Rapids, failing to stop for
The Rev. E. J. Khrone led the might become better acquainted. to Grand Rapids to call on a rela- serious condition the past three
He also told of the development health.
Mrs. Alberta Simpson and her street, $5; Bertus Boersen,
Young Peoples Society at Zutof eoucation and the religious life
The
senior
election
resulted
as
tive, A. Klokkert,of Hamilton weeks.
committee.
"Working in a bank is the only
route 3, Zeeland, driving on tha
of the people. In the discussion job I ever had besides being a phon while Rev. S. Werkema oc- follows: Howard Koop, president; who has been confined to St.
Mrs. Peoples was born In Port
Mrs. Wilhelmlna Diekema of wrong side of the street,15; Elcupied the pulpit at the Christian Martin Sjaarda, vice president; Mary's hospitalfor several weeks.
which followed he described what preacher," he added.
Washington, O., Jan. 24, 1870, and Kalamazoo, Grand Ruth of the len Lardner, Muskegon, falling to
Reformed church here, Sunday Audrey Kalmink, secretary, and
the NetherlandsPioneer and HisSchool opened its doors Tues- lived in Grand Haven 24 years, Michigan Grand chapter, paid the
Mayor Geerlings was bom Feb. evening.
torical foundation and the NetherDell Boersma, treasurer. Miss day, Sept. 2. with 17 pupils pre- moving here from New Philadel- local chapter a surprise visit and have car under control, 85;
29, 1868, and for that reason has
ter James Watson of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Loeks Margaret Gerritsen and John sent. There are two new beginners,
lands museum were trying to do
phia, O. She was a member of the gave an Inspirationaltalk about
a birthdayonly once every four
passing on right, 85; James Smith,'
spent the holiday week-end in Tuls of the faculty will serve Clyde Nieboer and Ronald Driesto establishHolland as the center
Methodist church.
years. On his "17th" birthday Feb.
Eastern Star activities throughout 19, route 1, Zeeland, speeding, 85.
Jackson with their sisters.
of Dutch culture in America.
as sponsors.
enga. The school is being taught
Survivors are one son, John W. the state. The chapter accepted an
29, 1940, he was guest of honor at
Ben
Meinema
was
injured
In a paper prepared for delivery
The junior class elected Frank by Maurice Quinn of Spring Lake. Peoples of Grand Haven, five invitationto attend Friendship
a testimonial dinner given him by
A survey revealed that 77 ,
on Friday on "Islam and the the Holland State bank in the Labor Day when he was hit in Pettinga as president; Paul Cook, His wife teaches in the Ottawa grandchildren and two great- night in Muskegon, Sept. 11. Holcent
of industrial executives
the
eye
with
a
bat
which
acciWorld War," Dr. Zwemer discuss- Warm Friend tavern.
vice president; Evelyn Pieper, school and the couple have rented grandchildren.
land chapter O. E. S. will observe the U.S. are church members.
dently slipped from one of the secretary, and Gertrude Karstcn, the house of Chris Bloemers at
ed the Arab world and the part it
At this dinner were his fellow player’s hands. He was taken to
is playing in the world's affairs toemployes as well as other invited a hospital where some 40 stitches treasurer. Miss Bernice Bouwens Ottawa. Lois Bakker and Stanley
day.
and Raymond Holwerda of the Nieboer are again taking up their
guests. As a token of appreciation
He predicts that, if the Islamic for his long service as a bank em- were taken. Mr. Meinema later faculty are class sponsors.
studies at Holland high school.
THIS "tun Nttr <i «m «/ lb leaffc ft*
Sophomores named Glen Wynworld is united in sentiment ploye, a gold wrist watch was pre- returned to his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Schamper
reconnaiumc*ears being built far the Amy
garden president; Roger Zwemer, and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Nykamp
"which is very doubtful,"it is cer- sented to the mayor by the bank.
at the Fori Rouge piemt. They ten meneueer
An
average
scrapped
automovice
president;
Marjorie
Hopp,
tainly not united for action.
attended the wedding reception of
He also received a check for $72,
over the roughett terrain, climb Bleep gruim,
"There is no confidence in any one dollar for each year, from the bile yields 1,500 pounds of iron secretary, and Geraldine Kragt, Miss Janet Schamper and Abel
and
steel, 20 pounds of aluminum, treasurer.Faculty members Marand travel nearly a mile • minute,/' "
one leader and there is no great Holland Hitch Co. of which he is
Berkompas. The couple will ocand 60 pounds of copper, brass vin Baas and Herbert Bulthuis
leader on the horizon. Jealousies president.
cupy the upper apartment in the
and other usable metals.
will be sponsors.
rend the Arab world as they have
home of the bride's parents in
for centuries.No dynasty is safe
Pine Creek.
from family intrigue.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer,
"The history of nearly all MosAlice Bowman of Holland and Stan
lem states has been one of succesNieboer visited Fort Custer last
sion by assassination," he said.
week. They also drove to Jackson
"Times change but the elemental
where they saw the illuminated
Lr
heartbeat of the Moslem is scarceCascades.
ly altered since the Prophet set out
Mrs. Harm Looman was taken
on his amazing career in the sixth
to the Zeeland hospital SaturMORRIS KLEINSRT
century.
day, Aug. 30, for observation and
OP bOSTOH, MASSACHUSETTS,
"Today the western Asiatic is
treatment.
SEVEN
not concerned to revive some ex-
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tinct Oriental civilization, but he
is eager to reproducein the east
that form of our western civilization and those elements of it which
will further national pride and ambitioh. On these terms Moslems in
the Near East will give increasing
friendship to the west and even
tolerate as a necessary evil mandates and advisors to escape the
yoke of totalitarianism.Undoubtedly this is also true of the 77 million Moslems in India and the vast

FOURTEEN NAMED IN
COMING DRAFT CALL

MORRIS kleinert/

fHO**'
WMsur MAot tvtev

Moslem

populationof Malaysia
and the Dutch East Indies."
KAH€.P(>lnt?<1out that there are
po million Moslems who are sublets of Queen Wilhelrrtina. DividP^Per into three parts,
The attitudeof Islam toward war
In general," "The areas and population involved * in the present
struggle and "Islamicattitude
and reaction, Dr. Zwemer quoted
at length from various sources in

cLOTHm He wok rne
MV He was mueuMreo pksjmht.
bit of

!r*

to be

ter.

Fourteen men, a reductionof
eight from the tentative quota of
22, were named for the September call. They are: Allegan— Russell G. Blanz, Roy Sweezy; Wayland— Barney A. Zierleyn, Leonard E. Wisniewski,Lawrence W.
Jensen, Harvey Wykoski; Plain-

Room

draft board of the first group of
21-year-old men placed
in
Class 1-A, nine in 1-B, three in
4-F, and- three were ordered to
.return for another examination,
Mr. WUson reported.

16

the Holland Public
library will be open from 2 to 5
p.m. in a schedule that will continue throughout the winter and
spring. This convenienceis made
possible through the courtesy of
the library board and the local
chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. Mrs. R. F.
Keeler will be in charge of the
room,

1.4
K

9

S&s
CHINA/

mo

MOTORISTS FINED
The following motorists have
paid fines and costs to Municipal
Judge Raymond L Smith for traffic violations: James Smith, 19,
route

Section

1,

Zeeland, speeding.$5;

Becker, 45. Grand Rapids,

puktaiSL

Sam

illegal

THM STURDY ditch digger

prepuretthe trench far die

tvrying underground telephonecgUm,

50 Square Miles

Hamming

cmOAt
~

with Defense!;
s

yq
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THE Atlantic and Dearborn tele- ; Already, $11,000,000are bhlea 'S
phone exchanges, in Detroit, cover spent by this Company for equip- j ,
square miles* In this area are
ment to serve camps, arsenals, fandefense plants, among them the lories, and others engaged dir idly:
gigantic Ford River Rouge plant and in defense work. In addition, buti-1
the Ford airplane engine factory* nets and home telephone
And 550 city blocks of new housing are growing at tha fastest rate i*

14

are springing

up!

To supply the

Examinationby the AUegan

Open on Sundays

Beginning Sunday, the reading

room of

X

—

well
Leonard E. Whyment;
Saugatuck — Jack H. Powers,
Ernest J. Simonson; Bradley—Armon F. Mooney, Clifford Hazen;
Otsego-rPaul F. Nichols;Fennttlle— Herman E. Reimink; Caledonia— Leo T. Huver.

stressing his various points.

Library Reading

Allegan, Sept. 11 — Lowell L.
Wilson, chief clerk of the Allegan
county selective service board,
revealed Friday that no 21-year
old men are included in the
county’s September quota which
will leave here Monday. Sept. 15,
for the Kalamazoo induction cen-

u

swiftly

telephone needs of

this vital

defense

area, Michigan Bell has laid 62

na

history. To meet oU those telephone

increasing

more than 826,000,000

he spent for eonstracthm

Ihe telephone has a little part fas
almost every National Defense effort*

office.
Ml

year*

miles

of telephone cable and has practiealJy completeda new Dearborn And a little part
central
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INCOMES

church held in Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. William Van Huis,
119 West 13th St, announce the
birth of a daughter, Betty Lou, at

SCHEDOlfD FOR

home, Sept 7.
Miss Arlene Groten, who has
been confined to Holland hospital

URGE

their

Brower-

Avery Wedding

tl,

Sprai Lake Veterinary
Dead After Heart Attack

Sokmnbed

in

Jones

Grand Haven, Sept 11 (Special)

—Dr. Harry James Getman, 70,

In a setting of gladioli and
mobile accidentwas removed to ferns, Miss Evelyn Louise Avery
her home, 197 West 17th St., to- of Holland became the bride of
James G. Brower,- son of Mr.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Burton and Mrs. George Brower of route
have returned from a five day 2, Saturdayafternoon in the home
cruise aboard the S. S. South of the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Avery, in Jones, Mich
American.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Vande The Rev. Olive Knapp, aunt of
Water have returned from a the bride, read the single ring
week's trip to Washington,D. G, service at 3 p.m.
The couple was attended by
and other points of Interest.
George Althuis,1 West 19th St., Miss June Rockwell of Jones as
left this morning to enroll in the bridesmaid and by Lewis Prins of
University of Grand Rapids. He Detroit as best man. Peggy
was graduatedfrom Holland high Stroop of Holland played the
school in June and plans to study I^hengrin Wedding march as the
bridal party assembled. Miss
forestry.
Trixie Moore sang ‘‘Because," d'
Mrs. K. Bulthuis and sons, Glenn
and Donald, accompanied by Mr. Hardelot, and "God Sent You to
Me.”
and Mrs. Jerry Bulthuis of Ann
The bride, given in mariage by
Arbor, left Monday to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Bulthuis of Nor- her father, wore a floor length
since July 27 as result of an auto-

H41

Wide Variety Is Offered
in Programs for Club

veterinaryof Spring Lake, died un-

18

CHOSEN FOR

OTTAffADRAFT

A wealth of information about
John Stegenga and cons, James, expectedly in his home Friday of
Mr. and Mrs. John Sjoerdsma am a heart attack. He was born in current topics, and a wide variety on Feb. 17, arranged by Eugene
Heeter, head of the instrumental
family.
Tomah, Wis., April 28, 1871, and of entertainmentin the fields of
music
department A program on Grtnp WiU Depart Frtm
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pan Dyk, went to Spring Lake 15 years ago, literature,drama and music will
Mr. and Mrs. John Koning, Mr, am where he establishedan office and mark the season’sprograms of the Art in the public schools was an
Grand Haven Middle
.Craty Affeot Says Craps
Mrs. John Stygstra, Mr. and Mrs. home for animals, from Traverse Woman's Literaryclub as plan- important and interestingprogram
on
last year’s schedule.
John Nagelkerk of Zeeland,Mr. City where he had practiced his ned by Mn. John R. Dethmera,
of Month
aid Price Prospects
With a great deal of satisfacUon
and Mrs. Harold Terpstra am professionfor 20 years.
vice-presidentand program chair- the committee includes in its list
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
He is survived by the widow, man, and her committee.
Are Improved
Grand Haven, Sept 11 (Special)
of programs the reading of a play
Johnson of Muskegon, Mr. am Wilma; two daughters, Mrs. WilWith the annual fall luncheon by Mn. George A. Kollen on Feb. —Eighteen young jnen were selMrs. Moun of Grand Rapids, Miss liam Branstreter of Roanoke,Ind., arrangedfor Oct. 7 in the Warm
ected here by the local selective
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 — L R.
Fannie Laarman, John J. Laar- and Mrs. William Roeder of Cross Friend tavern, a busy schedule for 24, always a popular feature on service board to fill its September
r Arnold, agricultural agent, beman of North Holland, Mr. and Plains,Ind.; a sister, two broth- club membera will get under way the list. Following, on March 3, is quota.
lieves that 1941 will show a rathMrs. John Laarman of Cooper- ers, a half-brotherand a grandson. under the directionof Mra. George Mn. Longyear’s second appearThey have been ordered to reance.
sville, Mr. and Mrs. Tony Hesseler large farm income. The exA. Pelgrim, new club president.
A
lecture which promises some- port at 4 p.m. Tuesday, Sept 16,
ink, Mr. and Mrs. B. Lemmen ami
tremely hot dry spell this summer
Speaker for the opening lunch- thing out of the ordinary has been when they will leave for the Kalafamily, Mias Jennie Eastman and
did much damage but despite this
eon will be the charming Mra. arranged for March 10. Helen M. mazoo induction center. The list
the
five
Laannan
children.
the outlook is good. Better prices
Carveth Wells, world traveller, ex- Martin, research geoWist of the of selecteesfollow:
will have much to do in boosting
plorer and author, who will discuss Department of Conservationat
Marvin F. Schneider,Edward
the farm income.
“The New Asia" in a lecture that Lansing will speak on "Michigan, a Peter Lothschultz,Anthony W.
DelegationReturns
K. . At this time peach growers are
is neither pro-Japanesenor anti- Geologist, and a Camera,” illus- Speigl, all of Conklin; Robert
harvesting a bumper crop. Prices
From WaUenwoods
Japanese. Mrs. Wells will give an tratlhg her lecture with Koda- Kline, route 2, Grand Rapids;
gown
of
white
organdie
fashioned
are not as high as desired but folk, Va.
George L. Nordhouse, Daniel P.
Holland’s delegation to the
unbiased account of what is going chrotoe slides.
on princess lines with a sweetthe large volume of fruit will bring
Roetter, Francis Michael Boyle,
G. Vande Vusse furnished speChristian Endeavor Union Leadon behind the scenes in Asia today.
"Refurbishing
Your
Home
for
Seven applications for building
the tptal amount to a sizeable cial music in Bethel Reformed heart neckline,lace insertionsand ers’ retreat at Waldenwoodsre
Her materialhas been gathered Gracious Living," will be the sub- Glenn Haan, all of Grand Haven;
figure! Growers are enthusiastic church Sunday morning and the short puffed sleeves. She wore turned Sunday night after two permits, calling for ar expendi- from her own observations, from
ject of Mrs. Noyes L. Avery, Paul Elenbaas, Coopersville;Thadover the Hale-Haven peach, a Imperial quartet of Holland sang fingerless mitts and a fingertip days of inspirationalconferences ture of $9,272 were filed last interviewswith important officials
charming hostess and club woman deus Czarnecki,Marne; John J.
veil
held
in
place
with
a
halo
of
week
with
City
Clerk
Oscar
comparativelynew variety. This in the evening.
and fellowship. Included in the loand
from
conversations with sail- of Grand Rapids, in a program Kraker, Emerson Bos, and HarPeterson.
gardenias. Her flowers were red
variety likely wiU be planted in
cal group were Miss Inez Von Ins,
Ada Paauwe is visiting in the
ors, missionaries and hundreds of which promises to be of inteerst old J. Newhouse, of Hudsonville;
This is $24,923 less than last
great numbers during next few home of her sister and brother-in- and white roses.
Miss Mildred Borr, Miss Cornelia
everyday citizens from all walks of to every home maker, on March 17. James H. Vredeveld and Robert
Her attendant wore blue moire
week's figure of $34,195. Value of
years, he said. It is a fairly large law, Mr. and Mrs. R. Lievense and
Van Voorst, Charles Stoppels,Donlife.
CorneliaA. Robinson of Kala- Ver Plank, both of Zeeland; Justaffeta with a net skirt and carthe permits for the week of Aug.
weU colored peach with fine qual- family, of Bowling Green, Ohio.
ald
Lam,
Louis
Van
Dyk
and 16-23 was $20,075.
The return of Mrs. Caroline mazoo, who has travelled exten- tin W. Vryhof, and Raymond Morried
yellow
and
white
roses.
ity, an excellent canning peach
ren, both of Holland; Leslie D.
The Rev. and Mrs. Lambert 01A reception for 50 guests was Wayne Lemmen.
Includedin the applications Judkias Longyear, one of the most sively in South Africa, will discuss Whittet, Chicago.
After once canning this peach the gers and children have returned
Miss Von Ins, state junior superpopular commentators on current "The Union of South Africa— Anhousewife will demand this variety to their home at Sault Ste. Marie, held in the dining room of the intendent,and her assistant,Miss was one for a new home bringing affairs, is good news to club memother U. S. A.,’’ on March 24. She
Poes Baptist church. Waitresses
the year’s total to 65. The list of
he stated.
Canada, after spendinga month’s were Carry Stegehuisand Lilian Borr, conducted two conferences applications follows:
bers. She will speak on "World Af- will tell of the relationsof the
Taxi and Automobile
Strawberryand raspberry grow vacation in Holland.
for junior leaders and Miss Van
Kroll and Dicpenhorst,build fairs" in the club house on Oct. 14, white people to the natives,of the
en did fairly well this year. The Born Sept. 4 to Mr. and Mrs. C. Klein of Holland and Pauline Voorst conductedtwo conferences
and
again
in
March
on
"Affairs
in
Boers and the English and of the
Involved in Accident
dry weather cut the yield in some Venstra of route 6 a daughter Lampen and Eleanor Hardy of for union publicitysuperinten- home at 762 Central Ave., one Washington."
characteristics
of the country.
Jones. . Others present from Holstory, 24 by 30 feet frame conInstances but growers generally Shirley Mae.
Mrs. W. G. Winter and Mrs. L.
"Monsieur Claude," an unusual
land were Mr. and Mrs. George dents. Mr. Stoppels conducted a structionand asphalt roofing,$3,A taxi driven by Donald Vander
harvested a good crop.
An instrumentalquartet con- Brower, Mr. and Mrs. John Wes- single conference for church acti- 000, John Kroll, contractor.
G. Stallkamp are arranging a and clever piano sketch on the life Hill, 23, route 6, Holland, and a car
The wheat yield gave varying sisting of Evelyn Steinfort, Idatrate and children, Marilyn and vities superintendents on Sunday.
J. J. and Russell Boeve, build membership tea for Oct. 21, when of Claude Debussy, the famous driven by Raymond Van Ess, 16,
results. 'Hie total yield was about
belle Smeenge, Evelyn Vande Lune Janice, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Mr. Lam who attendedthe In- gasoline filling station at 100 they hope to secure a harpist to French composer, will be the pro- 333 West 17th St., were involved
normal. The price was held up
and Lucille Bruischartprovided Tenchinck, Mr. and Mrs. Willis ternationalChristian Endeavor West Eighth St., 48 by 60 feet, present a musical program. On gram feature for March 31. Flor- in an accident Saturday at 11:50
through action of the AGP. Many
music at the Wesleyan Methodist Jonker, Mr. and Mrs. Walton convention in Atlantic City in July tile and cement construction with the followingTuesday Barbara W. ence T. Efty of Grand Rapids has p.m. at 14th St. and Central Ave.
Bowers are taking government church Sunday night.
Tinker of Ann Arbor will speak on arranged the sketch and will preSchurman, Mr. and Mrs. Henry gave a short speech in a program asphalt roofing, $5,500.
Vander Hill was driving north
loans, storing the grain. Oats were
(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
Alfred Hossink,22 East Ninth "A Collector's Luck in China." sent it here.
Datema, Miss Catherine Hoek- of convention echos following dinon Central Ave. and Van Ess was
hurt considerably and the yield
ner Sunday. Mias Von Ins sang a St., interior remodeling of home Miss Tinker held a fellowship in
To heighten the interestin the driving East on 14th St. Polk*
President Henry Schultze of sema, Oscar Alberta and Mrs.
Was not up to normal.
Jennie
Moore.
Other
guests
at- solo at closing vespers Sunday and change windows $150; Mr. the West China Union university final meeting of the year, which were informedthat Van Ess first
Prospects for a bumper crop of Calvin college will preach at both
to carry on her research in Chinese will also feature annual reports, skidded seven feet In entering the
Hossink, contractor.
tended from Three Rivers, Dowa- night.
corn were bright a few weeks ago, services in Harderwyk church
The Rev. W. H. Watson of DeProtestant Reformed church, textiles, and had many interesting the Drama Work ship will present intersectionand then skidded angiac, South Bend and Constantine.
but dry weather did much damSunday. Rev. Cbmelius Witt will
Mrs. Avery, mother of the bride troit was the retreatguest speaker 19th St. and Maple Ave., reroof experiences directly connected a one-act play.
other 30 feet, in attempting to
age on many farms. On other
conduct services at Montello Park wore soldier blue crepe with a and gave three messages. Plans parsonage with asphalt roofing, with the war.
Mrs. Dethmers was assisted in turn left, before sideswiping the
terms the corn is in excellent
TalentedAmy Loomis of Grand arranging the club programs by taxi. The youth was ordered to rechurch in Christian high school. corsage of gardeniaswhile Mrs. were made for a recreationallead- $158; Holland Ready Roofing Co.,
conditionand if weather conditions
Rapids, actressand reader,will ap- Mesdames L. G. Stallkamp.John port to Municipal Judge Raymond
Mrs. Albert Kaper of Overisel Brower, the bridegroom’s mother, ers conference to be held Nov. 1 in contractor.
•re favorable up to Sept 15 a good
Mrs. I. Plagenhoef,302 East pear on Nov. 4 in one of her cos- K. Winter, Bruno Lundgreen,Roy L. Smith for failing to have his
and Mrs. George Reimink and wore navy blue and white with Grand Rapids. Methods on how to
yield will result despite the great
plan the year’s program for the In- 11th St., reroof home with
tume recitals "The American Wo- M. Heasley, J. E. Telling, and Ken- car under control.
daughters,Shirley and Eleanor, a similar corsage.
damage done in some cases. Farmof Hamilton were in Kalamazoo
The bride was born in Jones dividual unions were cited in num- asphalt roofing, $145; Holland man in the Drama,” with scenes neth De Free, and the club presiers are turning to hybrid strains.
Wednesday.
and has been in Holland for the erous assemblies and conferences. Ready Roofing Co., contractors. representative of various periods dent, Mrs. Pelgrim.
ASSESSED FINES
In those cases where farmers are
Motion pictures taken at the
Lane Kamerling 240 East 11th from 1792-1940.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poll and past five years. She attended
The following motorists have
not planting hybrid corn, Mr. ArnVirginia of Kingsbury,Ind., Mr. Three Rivers high school and Hoi- Benton Harbor conventicm in June St., asbestos siding on house,
Gladys M. Fetch of New York
paid fines and costs to Municipal
old urges them to visit farms on
$195; Holland Ready Roofing Co., city, whose color pictures of Norand Mrs. Ray Van Den Brink land Business Institute and has were shown.
AS RESULT
Judge
Raymond L. Smith for trafWhich hybrids are growing. A
The Young People’s society of contractors.
and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Harring- been employed in the pffice of
way fascinated club members last
fic violations: Richard Nykamp,
check will be this fall on Ohio,
OF
CAR,
BIKE
Third
Reformed
church
held
Its
the
De
Free
Co.
of
Holland.
Mr.
ton, residing just south of Holyear, will return on Nov. 11 with
22, route 2, Holland, failing to stop
Illinois, Wisconsinand Minnesota
land, have returned from a trip Brower was born in Holland, at- first meeting Sunday night with
her new lecture,"StrongerThan
for a through street, $3; G. J. Wiehybrids.
Bertus Boersen, 20, route 3. Zeeto the Niagara Falls, Ontario, tended Holland high school and Eunice Scholten conducting the deArmies." She has spent many
gerink, 53, route 4, Holland, failOne particularly fine stand of Canada, and other eastern states. Holland Business Institute and is votions.The Rev. William Van’t
months in Norway and is a promi- land, was given a traffic violation
ing to yield right of way, $5;
corn is found on the Scott HolThe H. H. Boeve family attend- employed as bookkeeper at the Hof led the Labor day topic on
nent lecturer on platform and ticket by Holland police after his Mary Buitendyk, 20, Grand Rapmes farm, Nunica. Mr. Holmes is ed the Daining reunion at the Holland Motor Express office.
Work and Its Meaning.” John
car
was
involved
in
an
accident
at
radio.
ids, no operator’slicense, $5.
trying out an Illinois hybrid. N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Brower will leave Kleis played two trombone selecAlbert Daining home on Brower
"American Odyssey"by Dr. Leon- 17th St. and Van Raalte Ave. with
Wilkinson nearby has an Ohio hyWednesday on a southern wedding tions, accompanied by his sister
two
bicycles
about
4:15
p.m.
lake on Labor day.
MORTGAGE SALE
ard A. Parr of Ann Arbor on Nov.
brid which has given good reDefault having been made In the
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Mannes and trip during which they will visit Miss Myra Kleis.
18, will depict the pageant of Am- last Thursday.
conditions of 4 certain mortgage
sults. Other good hybrids are to be
son, Bobby, spent Sunday at the the bride's brother at Camp WalMatilda Sikkel. 23, and Scottie nlgned and executed by Abraham
erica as seen in its literature,
Weather conditionsIn Holland
found in all parts of the county. home of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson ters, Tex. For traveling,the bride
drama and poetry. Dr. Parr will be Sikkel were riding their bicycles Peters, Jr., a single man, to the PeoA fine hay crop was harvested. Boeve, in Khlamazoo.
for August were about the same
Stale Bank, a Michigan corporhas selecteda burgundy crepe HndsonviUe Couple Is
remembered for his "Piccadilly and Scottie suffered minor injuries. ple!
ation located at Holland Michias for the same month of past
Many fanners are now turning to
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Broydyke dress with a jacket and blue and Named 25 Years
Bookshop"
program
here three Boersen told police he saw the two gan. on the 26th day of March, A.
use of fertilizer on grass lands. and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brondyke burgundy accessories.They will
years, the monthly weather report
on their bicycles but thought D. 1941, whlQh said mortgage was reyears ago.
This is a practice which should and son spent Sunday with Mr. make their home at 19 East
Mr. and Mra. Lambert Meyaard of Bert Smith, local weather obcorded In the office of the Register
Philip Cummings, a thoroughgo- they would stop.
Deeds for Ottawa County, Michiof Hudson ville celebrated their server, revealed today.
be increased,Mr. Arnold said.
Neal Exo, 205 West, 17th St., of
and Mrs. Bill Brondyke !n Ionia. Eighth St. after Sept 25.
ing analyst of world problems in
gan on the 27th day of March, A. D.
There is an apparent increase of
25th wedding anniversary recent- The maximum temperature for
Mr. and Mrs. C. G Harris of
their relationshipto peoples, will and John Beltman were listed as 1941 In Liber 164 of mortgagee on
ly by entertaininga number of rel- the month was 92 which was reglivestock In the county. With a San Francisco, Calif., who have
page 387, on which mortgage there Is
be the distinguishedspeaker at an witnesses.
to be due at the time of this
atives and friends.
large supply of feed and with high been spending a week in the Mrs. William
istered on Aug. 4. 5, and 30 while
Robert Barton of Muskegon re- claimed
evening meeting to be held in Holnotice for principal and Interest the
meat prices this should result in homes of the former’s brothers,A.
Among those present were their in past years it was 94 on Aug. 13,
ported
to
police
Sept.
4
that
his
sum
of
Forty-four
Hundred Seven and
land High school auditorium in coadding thousands of dollars to F. Harris and the Vande Water Honored at Shower
children,brothera and sistersand 1940, 89 on Aug. 15. 1939, 92 on
automobilestruck the automobile 60/100 64,407.60)dollars, and an atoperation
with
several
other
civic
Mrs. D. Kluitenbergentertain- nephews and nieces who included Aug. 3, 1938, and 91 on Aug. 29,
torney fee as provided In said mortthe term income.
families, left yesterday for Sigorganizations of the city on Nov. of Ray Knooihuizen, route 4, Hol- gage. and no suit or proceedingsat
Truck termers did quite weU A ourhey, la., to spend a week with ed Friday evening at her home on Harvey and Vernon Meyaard, Mr. 1937.
25. His interesting topic will be land, which was parked in front law having been Instituted to recover
good celery crop was harvested. Mrs. Harris’ family before leaving route 4 with a miscellaneous show- and Mrs. Louis Cotts and Barbara,
The minimum reading was 42
monies secured by this mortgage,
"The Outlook for Modem Youth." of his implement shop on West the
er
honoring
Mrs.
William
Mokma,
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
Onions are about normal The for their home in California.
Mr. and Mra. Frank Waldo of on Aug. 28 while in past years it
Eighth
St.
A book review by Mrs. Edward
by virtue of the power of sale conformerlyBetty Mae Brewer. The Zeeland,Mr. and Mra. Andrew was 44 on Aug. 21, 1940. 54 on
string bean crop was cut but these
Mr. and Mrs. J. Brown and
Albert Vanden Brink. 29 South tained In said mortgage and the
Donivan on Dec. 2, and the return
growers who did have a crop en- Gene Brown of Flint spent the bride was presented with gifts. Re- Popovich of Roseland, 111., Mr. and Aug. 30, 1939, 49 on Aug. 25, 1938,
statute In such case made and providof Cleveland P. Grant with his col- State St., Zeeland, reportedto
ed on Friday,the 2Sth day of Novjoyed high prices. Melons did well week-end and Labor day at the freshmentswere served.
Mn. Joe Zwien and Mr. and Mrs. and 51 on Aug. 22, 1937.
police Sept. 4 that while he was
or
motion
pictures
of
bird
life
on
ember. A. D. 1941, at two o’clock la
CUcumbers, a very important cash home of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Among the invited guests were Tom Ver Hage of Zutphen, Pvt.
August's average maximum temstanding
on
the
running
board
of
the afternoon. Eastern Standard Time,
Dec. 9. bring the club schedule
Mrs.
John
Brewer,
Sr,
Mrs.
John
crop, looked well but naturally the Nies, East 20th St.
Oiarles Waldo of Ft. Knox, Ky., perature was 81.2 and for past
his car in front of the Model Drug the undersigned will, at the North
close
to
the
Christmas
holiday
seaBrewer, Jr., Mrs. Bert Brewer, Mildred Popovich, Harold Popo- years was 79.5 in 1940, 81.9 in 1939,
front door of the Court House in the
crop was hurt by excessive dry
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brondyke of
son. Mr. Grant will lecture on store, holding open the door, the City of Grand Haven. Michigan, Bell
weather. However, those growers Flint, Mrs. Glen Fynewever of Mrs. Herm Brewer, Mrs. Cornell vich, Mildred Ver Hage, Beatrice 83.1 in 1938 and 85.1 in 1937.
car
of
Benjamin
Timmerman,
at public auctionto the highestbid"Wings of the Western Wastewho had cucumberson low ground Coopersville and Mr. and Mrs. Brewer, Mrs. William Brewer, Zwien, Merritt Zwien, Mr. and
Average minimum temperature
route 5. Holland, ran into the car der the premises described In said
Mrs. Mannas Brewer, Mrs. Peter Mra. Harris Zwien of Zeeland, was 59.2 and for past years was lands." Alice Ingersol, dramatic
mortgage, or so much thereof as may
did well
Ben Boeve and family and Mr.
door. He claimed that Timmerman
neceasaryto pay the amount due
Bean growers received a hard and Mrs. A. Teerman and family De Young, Mrs. Cornell Groten, Mr. and Mn. Julius Dannenburg 60.7 in 1940. 71.3 in 1939, 64 in actressof Chicago, has been secur- did not stop. Ivan Siam and Wil- be
on said mortgage with interest and
ed for the Christmas meeting on
jolt There was a great increase in were entertained in the home of Mrs. William Bosma, Mrs. Harry and Marilyn of Hamilton,Mr. and 1938 and 63.3 in 1937.
liam Bowie, 179 East Eighth St., taxes, together with all legal costs
Dec. 16.
nnd said attorneyfees, the premises
acreage due to a pegged price and their parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hopkins, Mrs. Ed Siegen, Mra. Mra. Marvin Zwien, Mr. and Mrs.
The month's average temperawere listed as witnesses.
Lieut.
Harold
Mulbar,
deputy
being describedas follows:
Evert Bredeweg, Mn. D. Kluiten- Harvey Ver Hage, Mildred Ver ture was 70.5. 70.1 in 1940, 71.6 in
prospects for an increase of thou- Bceve, on Labor day.
Lots seventeen (17) and elghty-one
chief of detectives, Michigan State
sands of dollarswere bright.The , Ha Harringsma of Montello berg, Mrs. William Timmer, Marie Hage, Donald Ver Hage, LaVem 1939, 73.6 in 1938 and 74.2 in 1937.
(81), Plat of Waukasoo, Township
VISITS
HERE
Police,
will
appear
before
the
club
of Park, Countv 0f Ottawa, State
dry weather did irreparable dam- park has returned to her home Bosma, Ruth Groten, Norma Ap- Ver Hage, Theodore Ver Hage and
Absent this past month was the
John Nordhouse of New York of Michigan.
on Jan. 6 to tell the inside story
age and few fields show well pod- after spending about three weeks pledom, Hazel Timmer, Donna Mr. and Mrs. Si Huizenga of Zee- heavy rains which featured the
PEOPLES STATE BANK,
of "SubversiveActivities in the city, who will be remembered in
ded viens. In many cases plants at the home of her sister, Mrs. and Betty Brewer, Mn. J. Bosma, land.
August weather last year. Last State of Michigan."
Mortgagee.
Holland by the older residents, arMn. H. Van Den Brink, Mildred
Lokker and Den Herder
have no pods at all After the re- Harmon, in Pontiac.
month only 2.3 inches of rain fell
rived
Friday
for
a
visit
with
his
"The Development of an EffectAttorneys for Mortgagee,
cent rains many fields showed new
while in August, 1940, the rainfall
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Steggerda Brewer and Lillian McFalL
Business Address:
ive Personality"is the topic chosen brother-in-law,James A. Brouwer,
AS amounted
blossoms but it is doubtful wheth- and son, George, have returned
to 11.27 inches. Rainfall
Holland, Michigan.
by Arthur Secord of Ann Arbor 54 East 12th St. He retired last Dated: August 26, 1941.
er these blossoms will bring forth to their home in Lansing after
IT CROSSES BRIDGE In past years was 3.31 inches in for his lectureJan. 13. Mr. Secord Jan. 1 after being associated with
Olive
Center
Gronp
a yield even though the weather visiting for a short time in the
1939, 3.5 inches in 1938 and 5.08
is a teaching fellow in speech and a New York insurancefirm for
Is favorable.
home of relatives and friends Has Hamburger Fry
An automobiledriven by Wil- Inches in 1937.
manager
of the Michigan High more than 30 years as a private
here.
secretary.Mr. Nordhouse is a broA hamburger fry was held at liam Barense, 37, route 6, Hol- In August the rain fell on six School Forensic association.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Helder and Harlem beach Friday evening for land, and containing several cases differentdays, 16 days in 1940. 10
SERVICE
Of vital current interest is the ther of the late Mra. Brouwer.
family of Lansing spent the persons who assisted in making of chickens in the rear, tipped days in 1939, nine days in 1938
29 Eait 9th
Phona 8141
lecture scheduledfor the annual
week-end with their parents, Mr. the Olive Center float for the over on its side Friday about and eight days in 1937.
There is enough iron and steel
evening guest meeting Jan. 20 by
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
During the past month there
and Mrs. H. H. Boeve. and family. Fourth of July celebrationin 6:45 p.m. at 20th St. and Ottawa
Dr. Charles T. Goodsell, professor in 20 scrapped automobiles to
(From Monday's Sentinel)
Gilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ten Cate and North Holland.
Ave. as it crossed a small bridge were 21 clear days, eight partly of history at Kalamazoo college. build one light tank.
Mis. Earl Ragains of Owenscloudy
days
and
two
cloudy
days;
sons, Harold and Jay, have reat
the
intersection.
As
he
turned
Those present were Mr. and Mn.
boro, Ky* and her two sons, TomHe will speak on "Basic Factors
1940, 12 clear, 13 partly cloudy
turned from a trip to the Bad
my and Philip,are spending a lands and Black Hills, visiting Frank VeWheer and Crystal and to the right side of the street, and six cloudy days ; 1939, 23 clear, in the World Crisis."
Elaine, Mr. and Mn. M. Vinke- the car struck a soft shoulder
week with her mother, Mrs.
Also of interest in the modem
seven states. They also saw Rush
five partly cloudy and three cloudy
mulder, Mr. and Mn. H. Kuite, and dropped down, causing the
Deters, 188 West 13th St Mrs.
Memorial,Needle’s Eye and other Mr. and Mn. M. Barkel, Mr. and car to overturn. A wrecker was days; 1938, 22 clear, four partly scene Is the lecture the following
Ragains is the former Georgia points of' interest.
week by Lt. Commander Carlos
cloudy and five cloudy days; 1937,
Mn. H. Vanden Bosch, Albert called to remove the car.
Deters.
Fallon, M. G, of the Colombian
22
clear, seven partly cloudy and
Mrs. George Ziel of Verginia Mulder, Harold Vander Zwaag,
Rudolph Mattson, 198 West
Robert Verburg,105 East 14th park visited in the home of her
Navy, S. A., who will talk on
two
cloudy
days.
St, left Friday to enter Amherst daughter, Mrs. Mitchell, in Grand Anne Jane Slagh, Joye Poll, Justin 15th St. reported to police FriThe prevailing wind last month "Totalitarian Influencein Latin
Poll, Robert De Weerd, Gerald, day that his automobile, while it
college,having won a scholarship
Haven Tuesday.
was
from the southwest, the same America." Commander Fallon is
Marvin ,and Joyce Vanden Bosch. was parked in front of the Henry
there. He was accompaniedby his
the proverbial South American
Miss Lois Nyboer left today for
Ter Haar Motor sales, 224 Cen- for 1939, 1938 and 1937 but the Irishman, though as typically Latmother, Mrs. Martin Verburg, and
a few weeks’ visit with her
prevailing
wind
for
August,
1940,
tral Ave., was struck by the car
his sister, Miss Jean Verburg.
in American as he is Irish, and he
brother and sister-in-law, Dr. and Past Noble Grands Meet
of Henry Thias, route 1. Holland, was from the northwest.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kammer- Mrs. Jan Nyboer, and daughter,
speaks English without trace of an
being driven by a woman.
accent.
aad and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stokes in Hartford,Conn.
in Bnrrows Home
spent the week-end in Detroit, The Rev. and Mrs. J. Vander- The Past Noble Grands club of
For the celebration of the club
G.H. Youth Is in Hospital
visitingthe airport and attending beek of Sixth Reformed church the Reutha Rebekah lodge met in Local Doft Win Prixei
house birthday on Feb. 3, the comAfter Automobile Crash mittee has secured Lillian Beall
the Detroit-Cleveland baseball left today for Urbana, III Next the home of Mra. Blanche Burrows
at
Keane!
Skew
in
G.R.
game.
Hicks o' Dayton, O., charming actMonday they will leave for Friday afternoon with 18 present.
Week-end guests of Mrs. George Panama. Neb., where they will After the business meeting five
Grand Hayen, Sept. 6 (Special) ress and soprano who will present
E. Kollen were her son and his spend two weeks. Rev. Vander- hundred was played with prizes
Holland entries in the Grand —George Steininger, Jr, 19, son Virginia Balinger’s solo drama,
family, Mr. and Mrs. John L. Kol- beek was granted an extra going to Mn. Blanche Shaffer and Rapids Kennel club show Satur of the Rev. and Mrs- George “Jenny Lind.”
len and children of Ann Arbor.
day at Grand Rapids received Steininger,208 Franklin St, Grand Of special artistic interest will
month's vacation by the church Mra. Cora Hoffman.
A ton was born this morning due to his health.
Refreshmentswere served in the some of the prizes in competition Haven, suffered lacerations and be the program on Feb. 10, when
at Holland hospitalto Dr. and Mrs.
bruises about the face and the loss Samuel N. Manierre of MilwauMr. and Mrs. J. C. Van Leeuwen beautifullydecorated dinning room with more than 300 animals.
Chester Van Appledom, 219 West have received word of the safe with Mn. Martha Vander Hill asA cocker spaniel, owned by Wil- of several teeth when he lost kee, Wis., extension lecturer for
WthSt
arrival home of their son-in-law sisting the hostess. The October liam Buis, route 4, Holland, won control of the car he was driving the Milwaukee Art institutewill
Born Sunday at Holland hospital and daughter, the Rev. and Mrs. meeting will be held in the home first in the winner's bitch solid and struck two trees near the lecture on "Treasuresof the Nato Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Davis of William E. Gaston and son, David, of Mn. Cora Hoffman^ Van Raal- color. Mr. Buis also handled a junction of US-31 and M-50 short- tional Gallery,Washington,D. C.,”
Lavador retrieverfor William Car- ly after 1 a.m. today..
Baugatuck,a son.
of Schodack,N. Y., after spending tc Ave.
illustratedwith unusuallybeautiter of Castle parte, the only dog of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rose, 179 a month with their parents here.
11 Windstorm losses occur, in MichiHe was taken to Municipal hos- ful colored slides.
this breed in the show.
Wast 19th St, are announcingthe
pital where he is still confined.
Illustrativeof the work being
gan, every week in the year. Asingle
Couple Celebrates 25th
Ralph Bowman, 285 East 13th Stats police investigatedthe acci- carried on in the local public
birth of a son last Friday at HolG.H.
Injarcd
windstorm
(November 11, 1940)
land hospital.
St., entered a male and female dent
schools, will be a musical program
Wedding Anniversary
Chow Chow -in the American bred
Bam Sunday at Holland hospital
caused Statfe Mutual Cyclone InsurWhen Struck by Car Mr. and Mn. John Laarman of male and female classes. The male
to. Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Van
701 HighlandAve. celebrated their
ance Co. policyholdersover $500,000
went as far as winner's dog and
LangeveMe, 25 East 10th St, a
Grand Haven, Sept 11 (Special) 25th wedding anniversary Irf their the female was bept of the oppoin losses. $100 worth of windstorm insuri The Rev. William G. Flowerday -Mn. Olaf Johnson, 74, 115 North home Friday evening. TTie couple site, sex.
was presented with gifts and flow- . At the annual field trials last
ance, for one year, costs* only 15c. Don’t
attend the “SpiritualRetreat" Third St., was struck by a car
era. A two-course lunch was servweek of the West Michigan Beabe held in Lake Odessa Tues- driven by Floyd Potter, 20, of
wait
'til it's too late! See your local State
ed.
gle club, Baker’s Tobl a beagle
ind Wednesday when about Muskegon, about 7:45 pjn. Friday
Mutual agent, today, or write us direct.”
Those present were Sheriff and hound owned by Ted. Baker, 690
j* the Grand Rapids as she was crossing a local InterMn.
William
Boeve
and
family of State St, won high dog ip the 13it will gather for this annual section.
Grand Haven, Mr. and Mra. John inch bitch class and was beaten
lal inventory. Rev. FlowerItffttTAtl
Potter' claimed he did not see Fik Mr. and Mn. Martin Woudwyk
out of first place by Wolverene.
attend the meeting of Mn. Johnson under the street
of Holland, Mrs. Albert Chadwick The field trials were held at Amon
Board of Missions in lights and, when he first observed
ursday to her, he slowed to avoid striking and daughten of Grand Rapids, park, Grand Rapids.
Mr. and Mrs. G Maddocks, Mr.
at the recent her, but she was struck with his
m™' c^wyd*r“f’ Mr« ,*nd Tuscaloosa was Alabama’s capi--------- the Methodist bumper.
Mra. M. Laannan and family, Mn. tal for 20 yean, from IBM to 1846.
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Hamilton USOFUNDHERE Local Chamber

The local school opened last
Monday morning, with the four

EXCEEDS

GOAL
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Plays Its

Part in Defense Contracts

Personals

SCOUT COUNCIL

WANT-ADS
«

fFrora Wednesday’sSeattnel)

The American Legion auxiliary
will elect officers at a meeting
Monday at 8 p.m. in the club

WILL

JNLARGE

Instructorsin charge, MarVin
LOANS - *38 to *300
Smallegan as principal and in
No Endorsers — No Delay
structor of the ninth and 10th
Activitiesof Year Shown with various local activitiesthat rooms.
Holland Loan Association
grades. Jay Folkeat, grammar
the chamber would like to sponsor.
Mrs. E. V. Hartman, chairman
10 West 8th, 2nd floor
Mr. and Mrs. Spriggs Te Roller
in
Stephan’s
Report
To
Seek
Two
Hundred
and
We receive two or three times a motored to Frankfort Saturday to
room, Mrs. George Van Den Bosch, of the U.S.O. drive fn Holland,
Intermediate room, and Miss Wil- reported today that total contriweek bulletinsfrom the national return with their daughter, Lois
to Board
Twenty New Scout*
WANTED — Movie operators and
ma Tagg, primary.
butions had reached *3,038.40.
defense bureau, showing lists of Jane, who spent the summer at
managers. Holland district
material on which the government Three Pines Inn on Crystal lake.
Ptsition of Indiei !• Told The* Misses Blanche Rigterink The city’s goal was $2,500.
by
Dec.
31
The Holland Chamber of Com- is calling for bids.
movie cirouit work. 803 Steuben
and Viola Maatman attended a
She said the drive throughout
Miss Te Roller left today for a viat Closiig Senior! of
Bldg., Chicago, BL
farewell party last week Thurs- the United States reached its merce has been doing its part to
‘These lists are sent only to sit in Jackson and Battle Creek
A comprehensive growth proday
evening
in honor of Jean originalgoal of $10,765,000 during help industries obtain defense con- chambers of commerce and kin- before resuming her last year of
Dutch Scholar*
gram was outlined Tuesday night THE BUTTON Problem - Every
Brinkman and Theresa Van Houw the summer but with the rapid tracts, Secretary-ManagerE. P. dred organizations,hut not to the study at Western Michigan Col- by the members of the sub-com- housewife knows this problem.
manufacturersor producers. Wc
at Miss Brinkman's home. The latButtons are an extremely imThe Dutch hope for an exten- ter two expect to enter a hospital increase of men In the enlisted Stephan told the chamber's dir- check them carefully and when lege of Educationat Kalamazoo. mittee of the executive board of
service, the original goal had to
The Royal Neighbors society the Ottawa-Allegan Boy scout
portant detail in mry wash
ectors Tuesday in a review of the anything shows up that we believe
sion of economic and cultural re- in Muskegon for nurse's train- be greatly increased.
will meet Thursday night in the council.
garment you purchase.
lation* between the Netherlandsing.
Buttons meet every
As one of the means for raising organization'sactivities during the some local company might be in- hall Beginning the first part of
Hie plans call for addition of
terested in we notify the company September, the society resumed
Mrs. Dowd of Kalamazoo was the extra funds, the national past fiscal year.
East Indies and the United States,
ul, his- 9
new personnel to the executive ment. They’re beautiful,
"Much time and energy is given and it contacts the powers that be. its weekly schedule. During the board and various other volun
a guest in the home of Rev. and committee arranged a Labor day
trous, durable. They will outDr. N. A. C. Slotemakerde Bruine
Mrs. I. Scherpenisse and children week drive in theaters throughout these days to defense work," he; This is highly appreciatedby summer the group had been meet- teer positions,the creation of an
wear the garment itself. Launof the Netherlands Information the past week-end.
dering does not injure nor dint.
the country. Holland again coop- said, "and this probably will be them.''
ing twice a month.
advisory committee to the execubureau told the Society of Dutch
In his review of the year. Mr.
For your own protection,insist
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kaper erated In this work for the boys greatly increased in the days to
A son. Jack Dennis, was born tive board to be composed of
Scholars in North America Satur- and baby of Holland were Hamilcome, which Is bound to interfere Stephan said:
on Pearl Buttons.
Sept. 5 in Mt. Pleasant hospitalto former members of the board and
in uniform.
day at the final session of its ton visitors last Sunday.
"It has not been as spectacular a
The following girls, under the
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Scrier of Mt. a series of special meetings for
three-day fall meeting here.
year as 1940. No new industries Pleasant.
The Rev. and Mrs. Rozeboom direction of Mrs. Ed Donivan,
planning and training purposes.
The convention was declared to and children returned last Thurs- assisted Henry Carley, local theahave come to Holland this year. It
Mrs. Ernest Poet and Mrs. Anna
Present at the meeting were Dr.
be a success with members of day from their summer vacation ter manager, in the collectionof
has been a year of stabilization. Barkcma of Holland and Miss
IS
A. Leenhouts, president; A. E.
the society expressing thanks for which was spent with relativesIn funds: Marjorie Vaupell, Rose
Our endeavor has been to hold Martha Barkema who has been
Van Lente, vice-president;Wiliam
a pleasant time in Holland. Wil- Iowa and Minnesota. The former Mary Ruch, Ruth Marie Ruch,
Mrs. Henry Klumper entertain- ateady the industrialgrowth of our visitinghere left Tuesday morn- Vande Water, district commislard C. Wichers, secretary of the resumed his pastoral work upon Ella Belle Kars, Rose McCormick, ed her Sunday school clau in her city. We must not allow our mat- ing for Texas where Miss Barksioner and M. P. Russell, execuNetherlandsPioneer and Histor- his return and conductedthe ser- Nona Ver Meulen, PhylLs Hey- home last Saturday afternoon. erial development to get out of ema is a music instructorIn Baytive, all of Holland; Stephen Mead,
ical foundation which sponsored vices the past Sunday at First Re- boer, Delores Hcyboer, Julia Ver Those present were Dorothy Pitt- hand, and destroy our social and lor universityin Waco. Mrs. Post
vice-presidentof Grand Haven tothe session, pointed out.
spiritual
life.
Our
only
aim
should
formed church.
man,
Marian
Albers,
Lois
Folkert,
Hoef, Kathryn Hartman, Marand Mrs. Barkema will return gether with Area Commissioner
Dr. S. Goudsmit of the UniverMr. and Mrs. George Rigterink garet Hartman, Phyllis Pelgrim, Jewella Hulsman, Hazel Nyhuis, not be to make this a bigger city, here by train after spending about
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special)
W. P. Bllz of Spring Lake.
sity of Michigan, speaking Sat- and Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Rigter- Betty Hurlbut,Charlene McCor- Evelyn Kroeze, Mildred Maat- but h better one. A city of good a week there.
—In an opinion filed in circuit
Among
recommendationsof the
urday on "Holland’s Contribution ink a*- ! son Norman visited with mick and Glendora Locw.
man, Eleanor Hoffman, Irene Fol- people, having a good time and enPrayer meeting in Fourth Re- committee is one that a search- court Tuesday, Judge Fred
to the Exact Sciences." discussed Mrs. ^ena Rasmussen at Murray
Constructionhas already been kert and Luella Pyle. Gezlna joy living in it.
formed church will be resumed ing review be made of all present Miles denied a writ of certiorari
in the case of the people vs. John
the numerous contributionsof Lake during the past week.
"In doing this, there Is not the Thursday at 7:30 p.m. and prayer
started on the first 18 govern- Bronkhorst,Eileen Lampen and
personnelto see that each man Oppenhuizcn,22, of Lament, and
Dutchmen to the exact sciences The Ladies Adult Bible class of ment-builtU.S.O. centers. Plans Elgene Barkel were unable to be acclaim that there is when you do meeting will follow at 8 p.m.
is working In the job which he
the case was remanded bade to
from about 1600 to the present. He the American Reformed church for the remaining buildingsto present. Games were played and something tangible,but in the long
J. Barr of Chicago is visiting in can do most effectively.
the justice court of Howard W.
pointed out, for example, the met in the home of Mrs. George be constructed are being rapidly prizes won by Marian Albers, Lois run may be much more beneficial. the home of J. Nyboer this week.
First order of business in the
methods used in physics nowadays Sehutmaat last Monday evening. brought to a conclusion. In addi- Folkert, Jewella Hulsman, and
"We had our annual memberRoger William Brower, three- council is to be the filling of all Erwin of Coopersville, and the
penalty impoaed by the justice
in high schools and colleges. Text
The first meeting of the Music tion, 89 temporary U.S.O. centers Luella Pyle. A lunch was served ship drive in January.The result year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Arbooks were originally introduc- Hour club, organized last June will are now operating in rented quar- by the hostess, Mrs. Klumper. of the drive was 353 members at nold Brower of route 4, suffered vacancies and the replacementof Will stand.
all Inactive board members and
Oppenhuizen was convictedIn
ed by Simon Stevin around 1625. be held next Monday evening at ters. These will continue to oper- TTie class presented a useful gift $25 each, or a total of $8,875. a leg fracture Saturday when he
other leaders. A nominatingcom Justice Erwin's court June 12 of
Numerous importantdiscoveries the home of Mrs. H. D. Strab- ate until permanent structures to one of its members, Eileen Twenty-six new memberships were fell from a chair. He was taken to
mittee including B. Bolling of
and contributions were made dur- bing. Nineteen members have been have been built or acquired.
Lampen, who has been sick for added during the year, bringing Holland hospital where the frac- Spring Lake. John Van Tatcnhove reckless driving and waa fined
*25 plus *37.75 costs, with an
The 89 U.S.O. clubs, now being several weeks but Is improving. the total to $9,525. plus $2,500 ture was reduced and cast made
ing the last 50 years and many enrolled in the group.
of Holland and Floyd Holland of alternative of 30 days in the
Nobel prizes have been awarded
The local rural mail carriers operatedby member agencies, as
from
the
city,
making
a
grand
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Plasman
and later returned to his home.
Allegan will submit a slate of county jail Oppenhuizen immeto Dutch scholars.
and wives attended a regularmeet- announced by Campaign Chair- and family. Mr. and Mrs. John total of $12,025.This is $475 short
Donald De Fouw is spending a new officerswhich will be voted
diately furnisheda *300 appeal
One Nobel prize winner. Prof. ing of the county group at Plain- man Thomas Dewey, are listed Plasman, Jr, and son, Mr. and of our budget setup. There is still few days visiting his grandparents,
upon at a special annual meeting bond and arguments upon tbs
below. The Y.M.C.A. is operating Mrs. Jake Vanden Brink, Mr. and about $1,000 dues unpaid. How
Peter Debye, now at Cornell uni- well last Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Dombos, in Grand to be held Nov. 12. This meetgrounds set forth in a writ qf
versity, was present at the meetMiss Verleta Klomparens is en- 21, the National CatholicCom- Mrs. John Plasman. Sr., Dorothy, much of this will be collected is Haven.
ing was moved up from January certiorariissued in circuit court
ing.
gaged as instructorin the Sauga- munity service,28; the Salvation Juella and Junior Plasman recent- problematical.
Mrs. J. D. French was In Jack- so that the new officers would
June 21 were heard in circuit
army 13; the Y.W.C.A. one; the ly enjoyed a picnic supper at
Dr. de Bruine, before speaking tuck school.
"Tlie ciiamber sponsored the son Tuesday to visit her mother
have an opportunity to start court Sept. 2. An affidavitfor a
on the Dutch East Indies, explainThe Christian Endeavor service Jewish Welfare board 19; and the Johnson'spark.
purchase of additionalproperty at who is seriously111 In Foote hospitheir work at the earliest pos writ of certiorari was filed by the
ed briefly the purpose and work- of First Reformed church last Sun- National Travelers Aid associaTunnel park by the county, and tal there.
The
teachers
from
this comlible
moment.
defendant and later the writ was
ings of the NetherlandsInforma- day evening was in charge of Mrs. tion seven.
this is now an accomplished fact.
Wilma Harriet and Ethel Van
munity have all resumed their
A
special meeting of the execu- issued by the court On Aug. 15,
tion bureau in New York, of M. H. Hamelink.The topic for dis"The chamber sponsored the Asselt of Zeeland and Angelyn
work and are teaching in the foltive board of the council will be Prosecuting Attorney1
which he is the director. This bur- cussion was, "How to Handle
lowing schools: Janet Kollen, purchase of the Tannery property Hohlfeld spent a week's vacation held Oct. 4 at which time Re- Fant filed a motion to
eau was establisheda few months Handicaps."
Dr. E. A.
by the city, and by a vote of our in the east visiting relatives in
Plainwell;Cynthea Schipper, Rusgions! Executive C. J. Carlson will writ.
ago by The NetherlandsgovernMr. and Mrs. A. P. Rasselman
citizens it was approved and Is now Philadelphia,and making a sight
scher; Amy Slotman, Brookside;
The case is the result of ah
be present to further assist in the
ment in London and the govern- of Pella, Iowa, parents of Mrs. N.
city property.
seeing tour of New York city.
Hulda Rigterink, Highland; Marie
accident which occurred last May
development
of
the
local
growth
ment of The Netherlands East Rozeboom are guests in the Rev.
"We have had two general memA daughter was born Sunday in program.
14, when, the sheriff* department
Word has been received here to- Folkert, Drenthe; Francis Folkert, bership banquets during the year,
Indies to meet the apparentneed Roozeboom home.
Holland
hospital to Mr. and Mrs.
Vriesland;
Jay
Folkert,
Hamilton;
alleged, Oppenhuizenstruck a car
The
aim
of
the
growth
program
for more knowledge about The
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Shafer and day announcing the approaching
one on January 6, 1941, with H. M. Lawrence Priem, route 2, Holland.
Loralne Pomp, Reed City; Evelyn
driven by Stewart Bremer.
is
to
organ!?
10
additional
troops
marriage
of
Vera
Ragan,
courier
Netherlands and the Indies.
baby of Allegan have spent sevTaliaferro, president of the AsRussell Slighter,son of Mr. and
'There is hiueh interest and eral days in the home of Mrs. nurse on the streamliner El Capi- Folkert, Sandy View; Loia Voor-. sociation of Commerce in Grand Mrs. John Slighter, arrived In and ships and to increase the
horst, Hudsonville;Dorothy Ira-,
tan
and
The
Scout
for
the
past
sympathy in the United States Shafer’s grandfather, W. C. MonRapids, as our guest speaker, and Holland Monday for a furlough. membership by 220 scouts and sea CONTEST STAGED
three years, to Dr. Elmer A. Lor- mink, Beechwood; Amy Koolker, one June 12, with Harold Hunt, a
scouts by Dec. 31. The quota for
for The Netherlands kingdom."he roe, Sr.
He will leave Sept. 15 to return
Hawthorne; Juliet Kooiker, Valley
EX-CLUB PRESIDENT
said, "but from many sides lack
Miss Fannie Bultman was in dahl, Chicago dentist, which will
former Holland boy, and now sup- to Camp SL Louis in Obisco, Calif. the Waukazoo or central district
View; Mrs. Ruth De Roos, Borculo.
of which Holland Is a part Is 95
of adequateinformation had been charge of the Christian Endeavor take place at 8 p.m. Sept. 20 In
erintendent of public school* In
The bi-monthly meeting of the scouts and four scout units. The
The Sandy View school has one Kansas City, Mo., as speaker.
pointed out. Strongly advocated by service at the Bentheim Reformed First Christian church of SigourDr. H. J. MuwUnk. th* fint
Alethea Bible class of Trinity
ney,
la.
new
pupil
in
the
kindergarten,
the minister at Wa.>«^ngton. Dr. church Sunday evening.
"We sponsored another success- church will be held Friday night Rix Robinson or north district president of the Holland Kiwinii
Followingthe wedding a recep- KatherineLampen, and 37 In the ful Fourth of July celebration for
quota is 57 scouts and three units, club, is conducting an essay conLoudon, the bureau was establishJimmy Clough, young son of Dr.
in the church parlors. Miss Jean
one new unit having recently been test in which he is offering oarii
ed in June, 1941. It has an exten and Mrs. William J. Clough of tion will be held in the home of primary room. The following com- the benefit of our resorters.
Nienhuis, missionary to China, will
organized there. The Pokagon or
give library’, a journalistic depart- Saugatuck is spending a few days Miss Ragan’s parents, Mr. and pose the eighth grade class: Ivan
"We played a large part in en- be the speaker.
prizes to underprivilsged children
south district comprising Alle- for the best manuscriptson hoar
ment and department for broad- in the home of his grandparents, Mrs. Grand Ragan. After Oct. 1 Wolters, Junior Kleinheksel,Wen- tertaining Princess Juliana and
"Seeing Through the Eye* of
the
young
couple
will
live
at
7515
gan county is to add 68 Scouts they liked the club's drily outinap
dall Pyle, Bernard Nyhof, Juella the prince.
cast. film and pictures.The pub- Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing.
Others," 1* the theme of the proPlasman, Rosalyn Wolters, Hep*
lications and other material issuBurial rites were held at the North Winchester Ave., Chicago.
at pttawa beach and If they would
"We royally entertained the gram to be presented at a meeting and three troops.
Mias Ragan was born in Blakes- mina Nyhof, Arlene Hulsman)
When all scoutmasterpositions like for the club to sponsor them
ed so far, have been received by local Riverside cemetery Monday
menibers of the National Press as- of the Gleaners' class of Third Rehave been filled a specialmeeting again next year.
the American press and public in afternoon for Arthur Slikkers,son burg, la., and attended high school Charlotte Folkert and Lois Lub» sociationwhen they viiitedour
formed church to be held In the
of this group will be called and a
of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Slikkers,who In Sigourney, la., before attend- bers.
a very encouraging way.”
Throughout the summer, the
City.
home
of Mrs. Bert Naberhuis, 212
Dr. de Bruine said he called up- died unexpectedly a few days prev- ing Cook county school of nursing
The families of Martin and'
"We contacted the Ottawa and West 10th St., Friday at 7:45 p.m. special program of recruiting local Klwanis dub, as a project
within present units will be pre for underprivileged children,took
on all sympathizers with The Neth- ious, as he was working at the in Chicago. Following her gradua- Maurice Nienhuis attended the Allegan county road commissionAssisting the hostess will be Mrs.
sen ted.
erlands to cooperate with the bur- Heinz plant in Holland. He had tion from the nursing school she Nienhuisfamily reunion at Hoff- ers in regard to improvingthe sounderprivileged children to the
A. B. Van Dyke and Mrs. John
eau in distributingbetter know- suffered with a heart ailment for was employed as surgical nurse man's park near Grand Haven on called Drenthe road, and have a Mills.
beach. The project was concluded
ledge about the resistance in oc- a long time. The Slikkers family there, ’ater accepting a positionat Labor day.
with a picnic outing at TUmMl
tentative promise that it will be
(From Today's Sentinel)
CLASSIS
cupied Holland and about the has resided in Hamilton for many the HuntingtonMemorial hospital Garret Vande Riet has accepted done in 1942.
park.
The Rev. C. A. Stoppels, pastor
splendid contribution,moral as years. Besides the parents, sever- in Pasadena, Calif.,which posi- the call extended to him by the
Dr. Masselink is offering 81 for
"This has been a great resort of Bethel Reformed chiirch, unwell as economic, given to the war al brothers and sisters survive, as tion she held at the time of her Christian Reformed church of Bi- season, best we have had for years,
the best essay written by a boy or
derwent
a
major
operation in
effort by the Dutch Indies.
also an aged grandmother, Mrs. employment by the railway.
jou, Minn., and expects to leave and to the tourist and resorter the Holland hospital this morning. He
At a meeting of the Holland girl under 10 years old and a simDr. Lordahl was born in Hol- for that place within a few weeks. Chamber of Commerce is a great
Coming to his theme, "The in- Slikkers of Holland. Funeral serwill remain in the hospital for a classls of the Reformed church in ilar prize for the best one to bs
ternational policy of the Nether- vices were held in the Adventist land and attended high school
Mae and Hazel Lampen, employ- boon. In their travels the first week or ten days and then return Hudsonville Tuesday,decisionwas written by a child over 10 ytars
here. He attended the Chicago ed at the Blodgett hospital in place they call for information is
lands East Indies," he pointed church in Holland on Monday.
home for convalescence. He will made to effect the organization old. Deadline for the filing of the
out that such a thing essentially
The Women s Church League of school of dental surgery at Loyola Grand Rapids, spent part of last the local Chamber of Commerce. be absent from his pulpit for
essays is the last of gaptember
of a new Reformed church south
does not exist. The foreign policy First Reformed church met Tues- university and was graduated in week at home.
after which the various entriss will
Hundreds of them have been In three or four weeks.
of the city limits at 34th St. and
of the whole kingdom is part of day evening in the church par- 1926.
be judged.
Miss Lois Kronemeyeris at- our headquarters and they surely
Bom this morning to Mr. and Columbia Ave.
the task of The Netherlands Gov- lors.
tending the Allegan Normal school. are profuse in their expressions of Mrs. Andrew Smeenge, 369 West
Classls approval was granted
ernment, now acting in London,
Mrs. H. J. Lampen and daughter,
The Mission Circle met last appreciationof servicesgiven them 18th St., a daughter.
Officers Elected by
on the basis of requests from Funeral Rite*
which continued to be responsible Evelyn, were Grand Rapids visitSet i
week Thursday afternoon for their everywhere by chambers of comA daughter was born Wednes- several families in the commun
for this policy also now when the ors last Saturday.
Virginia Park Club
regular monthly meeting. Mrs. nierco.In addition to this we have day in Holland hospitalto Mr. and ity. During the summer, meetings
for Railroad Brakeaan
Dutch Parliament temporarily On Monday evening an Allegan
Rex E. Chapman was reelected George Haverdink,the president, hundreds of mail inquiries come Mrs. Gordon De Vries, route 4, were held in a large garage concannot speak or act, he said.
County Christian Endeavor rally president at a business meeting of had charge of the business meet- in during the year which only an Holland.
structed on the property with
Coopersville,Sept. 11— Funeral
"Therefore the better expression was held in the Bentheim Reform- the Virginia Park Community club
ing. A quartet, composed of Mrs. organization of this kind can and
Born today in Holland hospital Henry Ten Clay, seminary stu- services will be held Saturday at
would be: The foreign policy of ed church, sponsored by the county Monday evening. Other officers re- John Voorhorst, Mrs. Ray Buss- will answer.
to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Van Huis, dent, in charge of the work. He 2:30 p.m. from the Kammcraad
The Netherlandswith regard to union. Rev. C. A. Stoppels of Hol- elected are Dick Miles, vice presi- cher, Mrs. Gerald Kleinheksel.and
"The listing of cottages and cab- route 1, Holland, a daughter.
also organized vacation Bible funeral home here for Bert C Van
The Netherlands East Indies."
land was scheduled as guest speak- dent; Dee Bolhuis, secretary, and
Mrs. Stanley Kleinheksel, sang. ias in our office has been very
Carrol Herlein, for the past school. From now on the pulpit Dam, 44, Pere Marquette brakeer.
He explained this policy in outA. Brinkman, treasurer. R. Cook Refreshments were served by helpful to tourists.
11 years with the American will bo filled by classical ap- man, who died Tuesday in Chi*
line as it has been during the last
Rev. N. Rozeboom and John was named correspondingsecre- Mrs. James A. Kleinhaksel. Mrs
"In addition to all this, our local Laundry of Grand Rapids, has pointmentsand by seminary stucago after completing his run freoi
decades: The period of neutrality, Tams represented the local First tary to succeed J. H. Teusink.
Gordon Nykerk and Delia Agteres people are getting Chamber of been engaged as superintendent at dents.
Grand Rapids.
till May 10, 1940, the status quo Reformed church as delegates at
L. Cook led community singing The afternoon was spent in sew- Commerce minded, and we have the Model Laundry.
The extension committee in Mr. Van Dam was a resident of
policy guaranteed by America, the fall meeting of the Holland with Clifford Onthank at the
daily telephone calls asking lor inMr. and Mrs. Julius Drost, 95 charge of the work consists of Grand Rapids, where he waa born
ing for the Kentucky mission.
Great Britain and Japan and, fin- classls,held at Hudsonvillelast piano. Tellerswere G. Bolhuis and
East 2Lst St., announce the birth the Rev. John Wolterink of ForMr. and Mrs. George Ihrman formation of all kinds.
Dec. 28, 1897, until three years
ally, the pasition as an allied Tuesday.
B. Nyland. Lester Cook headed the have returned to make their home
"The chamber sponsoredthe or- of a son, Dellas J., Sept. 6 at the est Grove, chairman, the Rev. C. ago when he moved to EastmanMr.’ and Mrs. John Nyhof of nominating conunittee.
force with Britain.
ganizing
of
the
coast
guard
power
Lampen
maternity
home,
117
A. Stoppels and Prof. Garrett ville. He was a World war veterhere after having spent ten years
Dr. de Bruine also considered Rock Valley, Iowa were recent
squadron.
West 17th 9t.
Vander Borgh. To assist in the an. a member of the Brotherhood
in Sarcoxie,Mo.
the Dutch Indies which arc im- visitorsof local relatives.
The Rev. Howard Teusink, pas- special work of this project, Dr. of Railroad Trainmen and of Grand
"The chamber contributed $250
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Brink and
portant for the attitude of the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Krone- Employee Have Picnic
daughter, Alice Marie, and Mr. to the West Michigan Tourist and tor of Ottawa Reformed church, Seth Vander Werf and Martin River F. and A. M. lodge.
meyer of Grand Rapids were week- at Cottage on Lake
Indies in this policy.
William Brink called on Mr. and Resort association, $600 lo the will preach in the 34th St. Re- Oudemool were added to the com
Surviving are the widow, Beul"A clear responsibilityhas been end visitorsin the home of their
Employes
of
the
James
A. Mrs. Harold Kronemeyer last Sun- Hope college 75th anniversary, formed chapel Sunday night. Dr. mittee.
lah; two sons, Roy and Roger; two
felt since May, 1940, among Dutch parents,Mr. and Mrs. John Krone$100 to the Christian school debt, Seth Vander Werf preached last
Brouwer FurnitureCo. and their day.
daughters, Marian and Dorothy,
as well as native and Chinese meyer.
wives and guests, numbering Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wolters $500 to the Fourth of July cele- Sunday.
at home; three sisters, Mrs. John
groups of the population. One of
EXPIRES
IN
about 30, were entertainedat and Ivan accompanied Mr. and bration,$100 to the Junior Cham- Erutha Rebekah lodge will reDeVoogt of Muskegon, Mrs,
. the nationalist leaders said only BUSY
their annual picnic Wednesday Mr*. Julius Kleinheksel and family ber of Commerce for the Hallo- sume regular meetings Friday at
Ann Trass and Mrs. Jake VanNEAR
CITY
a few weeks ago: ‘First things
afternoon and evening in the of Holland to Chicago last Wed- ween celebration,$50 to Nether- 7:30 p.m. in the hall.
Portfliet of Grand Rapids and four
ALSO IS
have to come first, and now the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brummer
Cook cottage located two miles nesday to see the ball games be- lands museum to pay freight on
Mrs.
Ro*e
Pstrong. 63, of Chi- brothers,Anthony Fox of Detroit,
allied victory is to be first! Afternorth of Lakewood farm. Games tween the Chicago Cubs and the exhibit, $25 to the polio campaign returned to their home on route
Jerry, Peter and John VanDara of
wards we shall come to other inCadillac,Sept.
-Proseand raised by subscription$535 for 6 W'ednesday after taking their cago, died this morning in the Grand Rapids.
were played including a ball game BrooklynDodgers.
home
of
her
daughter,
Mrs.
J.
ternal problems.' Any agression cutor J. W. Korn of Wexford coundaughter,
Jean,
to
Greencastle,
and horseshoes.Dinner was served
Mr. and Mrs. John Schaap spent home guard uniforms.
Zeyman, route 1, after a lingering
would be met with strong resis- ty was a busy man yesterday and
at 6 p.m. in charge of Mrs. Fred the week-epd with relatives in
"There has been throughout the Ind., for her third year at De illness. Mrs. Pstrong had been
tance from a united front. We do the law punished him for it.
ENLIST IN NAVY
Pauw
university.
On
their
return
Beeuwkes and Mrs.
J. Grand Rapids.
year a spirit of good will and ready
staying with her daughter.
not know what will happen. The
Grand Rapids, Sept. 11 — John
After pressing a round of suits Brouwer.
Miss Haiel Folkert had charge cooperation between our city gov- trip, the Brummers visitedfriends
Surviving are another daughter. M. Masuga, 26. and Jay E. Scott,
admiration for the United States in recorder’scourt he stepped outof the Christian Endeavor society ernment and the chamber. 'Hus is and relativesin Chicago.
Mrs. H. F. Brandt of Detroit: a 22, both of Holland, have enlisted
is growing and there is a strong side to his car and found he had
The
USWV
auxiliary
will
have
on Tuesday evening. The topic importantand must be maintainfeeling that now, as well as after been ticketed for overtime parka special meeting Friday at 7:30 son, Oliver of Chicago; three sis- in the U. S. navy.
was. "Work and Its Blessings.
ed. The chamber must ever be
ters. Mrs. A. Beyers. Mrs. J. Wojthe victory, intense economic and ing.
Will Eskes is confined to his mindful that they arc the chosen p.m. in the GAR room.
cultural relationsshould be mainHe returned to the courtroom
Miss Mary Jane Miles of Cen- talewiez and Mrs. M. Burke, all of
Notice of Special Assessments.
home
with illness.
representatives of the people and
tained and even extended.
and added his own name to the
tral park is leaving Friday for Chicago.
Holland, Mich., Sept. A 194L
Mrs. Fannie Hulsman visitedin are accountable to them for their
"The situation of The Nether- day’s list of law violators, paying
Funeral senices will be held
Greencastle, Ind., to resume her
Alfred Kieft, 21, and Vivian the home of Mr. and Mrs. Marius actions.
Compulsory Sewer Connections
lands ‘East Indies in the South Judge Fred M. Breen the custom- Henry, 19, both of Grand Haven;
studies
in
the
conservatory
of Monday at 9 a.m. from the St. Roll No. 24.
Mulder of Holland on Tuesday.
"This is not a report to get en- music at the De Pauw university. Francis de Sales church. Rosary
PacificU very important. We feel
Jay Schutte, 21, route 2, Zeeland,
To: Jacob D. Jonker, Henry Van
thusiastic about, but let us not
it our duty to keep the heritage
services will be held Sunday at 8
ANTIC8 MYSTERIOUS
and Lucy Victory, 19, route 1,
Voorst, Ed. Evenhuis, John Wierforget
that
it
is
easy
to
start
a
p.m. from the Nibbeliink-Notier
which was extended to governPueblo, Colo. )— The ac- Hudsonville.
Three Ante Accidents
da. John Van Null, and all other
parade, but it is much more diffi- Thatcher Accept* Call
ment and peoples undamaged by tions of a prowler who broke into
funeral chapel. The body will reJack Lloyd Haan, 30, and Hazel
persons interested.
others.
cult
to
keep
it
moving
in
an
orderAre
Reported
to
Police
pose
at
the
funeral
home
Saturday
his home last week has Cecil WalPlockmeyer,23, both of Holto First Baptist Charch
MiscellaneousAssessment Roll
ly manner, with everybodyin step.
Mr. Wichers today expressed the don completelybaffled. The in- land,* Henry H. Resseguie, 27, Fort
evening and Sunday afternbon.
for 1941. (For pavement repairs.)
appreciation of the foundation’s truder ransacked dresser drawers, Brady, and Rose Vandenberg,22,
Burial will bq in Pilgrim Home
Three minor automobile acci- This has been the steadfast and
To: Mrs. Margaret Stacey, and „
The Rev. Frank M. Thatcher,
members and officers for the coop- looked through a trunk, burned Holland; Wendall Koning, 26, dents were reported Wednesday to earnest aim of the chamber. We
cemetery.
all other persons interested *
a
graduate of the Jdoody Bible
eration received from The Sen- some papers on the kitchen floor,
are building slowly, but soundly. I
Coopersville,and Wilma Beld, 23, Holland police in which no one was
TAKE NOTICE: That the rolls a
tinel and other newspapers,the ate a piece of cake and stole four Nunica.
am Confident that when the day Institutein Chicago, has accepted
injured.
CHARGED IN CRASH
of the special assessments hereto- *
a call extended by First Baptist
city and board bf education and, pennies.
Alvin Bos, 50 East 19th St., re- arrives that will end the war, and chufch and will preach his first
Grand Haven, Sept. 11 (Special) fore made by the Board of ASMsGordon Donald Naber, 2Q, route
particularly, the Holland Chamber
5, Holland, and Gertude Wilma ported to police that his car had peace is again restored, Holland message as pastor of the church -Percy M. Guillion, 44. 1625 Peck sors for the purpose of defraying
of Commerce and individualswho
APPLE TREE IN 'BLOOM
SL, Muskegon, received a summons that part of the cost which the
Brandt, 20, route 2,, Holland; struck an unidentifiedgirl on a will be less affected than most cit- on Sunday.
assistedon the committees.
An apple *tree is blooming at Louis Wilbur Fowler, 23, Holland, bicycle at 17th St. and River Ave. ies a* we have not encouragedthe « Rev. Thatcher has been doing from state police Saturday after* Council decided should be paid and
"We cannot measure the bene- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter and Mary Alice Young, 19, route but that she was not hurt and the building of plants for defense pur- assistant pastorate Work in Ann noon after he struck the barrier borne by special assessment tor j
fits to the city which result from O. Klein on North Shore drive. 2, Newaygo; Raymond J. Green, bicyclewas hot damaged. '
poses
«
on the south side of the US-31 the Compulsory Sewer Conneo J
Arbor since his graduation.
the visit of these men," he said. Half of the tree is dead and the 21, Grand Haven, and Dorothy
L. Eugene Pierefton,*85 East
swing bridgq^nearGrand Haven. tions and also for pavement re"I want to express my apprecia"Very few. had ever been in* Hol- other half is full of blossoms and Shall, 18, Ann Arbor; Henry Eighth St., reported his car crash- tioa of the good will and cooperaOfficers claim the lights were on, pairs, are now on file in my office
CABS COLLIDE
land before and most intend to buds. The Kleins purchased the Doornbos,21, and Minnie Veene- ed into the rear of a second car tion I have received,from every
Automobiles,driven by P. W. the barrier .was up, and the siren tor public
1' 4
come again.”
property from R. Otteman about man, 19, both of Coopersville. whose driver was not learned at member of the board. You all have Benson of Andover, 111, and Henry was blowing when Guilliqn struck
Notice is hereby also given that
a month ago. They came here * John Roelofs, 23, and Gertie 14th St. and River Ave.
been most wonderfullykind and Japinga, route 4, Holland, were in- the obstacle.Guillion admitted to the Council and Borird of AssesNINE GERMANS HELD
from California.
Jean Schut, 18, both of Hudson- 1 Oars driven by Esther Scho- considerate. To PresidentClar- volved in a minor accident on East officers"he wasn't looking.’sors of the City of Holland
Santiago, Chile, Sept. 11
ville.
field, route 4, Holland, and Harm ence Jalving I owe a debt of gratW Eighth SL In front of Haber's marmeet at the Council rooma ’in
—Nine Germans were arrested to^
KILLED IN CRASH
Elmer Donald Johnson, 22, Hol- Slenk, 109 East 28th St, were tude. It has been a pleasureto ket about 4:45 pjn. Tuesday when
SEEK
PROWLER
City on'^Wl
day in an extended roundup of
Flint, Sept
‘-Alfred O. land, and Violet Jean Schoenmak- Involved in an aeddent at Eighth serve under him. Easy to contact, Japinga attempted to drive away
Holland police reported having 1941, at 7:30 P. *t*D
fc alleged Nazis ordered detained Looks, 35, Flint, was injured er, 17, route 1, Holland; William and. Mill Sts. Wednesday night. and always ready to give of hit
the curbing, local police re> been called to 377 West 22nd SL assessmentsat
w for questioning by the courts in fatally Wednesday when his truck Frederick Toogood,21, and Doris Mill St runs from Seventh to time, sodhd counsel and advice, he from
ported today.
Sunday at 2:30 am. to search for place opportunity
Ith subversive activ- collided with a Genesee county Margaret Yost, 22, both of route 2, Eighth St. between Pine and has been a real help to me in the
a "peeping Tom" who had left all
Manlp
* ' /
Coopersville,
discharge of my duties."
TEY THE NEWS CLASSIFIEDS when officers arrived.
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NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITY
Wieren's home run to right field,
scored Becksfort ahead of him. De
Neff, the next batter up, also connected for a home run to left field.
Runs were scored by J. Scott
and T. Scott in the third inning

DUTCH LOSE TO
GJl.

CLUB,

TO

11

9,

1841

11,

Ucal Heriemn Hart

HAKES URGES

in

Piers Being Repaired

Personals

BANQUET HEU)

Hart Track Miskap

at Entrance to Harbor

EARLY ACTION

while Hazely, Miller, the two
Scotts and Neuman scored for the
visitorsin the fourth inning.
The Dutchmen’s single run in
the third inning was made on a
home run by Ingraham, left fielder. to left field.
In the ninth inning, Brenner,
shortstop, reached first on a sin-

DESPITE RALLY

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

A warning was

(From Taeadajr*a Sentinel)

W. M. Weaver of Waukazoo has
been released from Hart hospital
and has returnedto his home to
recover from head Injurieswhich
he suffered last Thursday during
a harness race at the Oceana State Officers Present at
county fair.
First Fall Meeting in
He was injured when he was
hurled from his sulky. Mr. Weaver
Hotel Here
has been training horses for the
past three years at the Park townThe Holland Junior Chamber of
ship track. He is greatly improved
Commerce marked the opening of
from his hurts.
its 1941-42 fall and winter programs with a dinner meeting

BY LOCAL ICC.

Mias Toni Sikkel, 63 West 17th
•is recuperating in her home

O crew ot

workers from the
army engineer’s department
went to work on Monday in re-

a

LONG RECORD

UA

St.,

following

SMTEEHAS

•

tonsillectomylast

Issued today by
Saturday in Holland hospital.
pairing the north pier, opposite
the Mannes Super service station,
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Hadden, the coaat guard station.
A record of 31 years is the elec581 State St., of which Glenn ManSr., and son, T. S., Jr., of St.
They arrived Sunday aboard the
trical contracting business in Holnes is owner and operator, that
Louis Mo., left today for their Cumberlandwhich also had in
Ucals Close Season With
any motorist in need of tires
home after visiting in Holland as tow two deck scows, Nos. 21 and land is the record of Peter Stekeshould buy them now because of
guests
of their mothers, Mrs. 22, and the quartermaster's boat fee, owner and operator of the
; Dozen Victories, Seven
the shortage of rubber which will
George
Hadden, 300 West 11th No. 2 upon which their meals will Commercial Electricshop.
gle through third baseman. He
Commercial lighting of all kinds
be definitely acute.
St., and Mrs. John Jekel, 74 West be served while working in the
Defeats and Tie
advanced to second on a single to
and the serviceon store motorized
He also advised motorists about
Ninth
St.
local harbor.
left field by Wenzel. Driscoll’s fly
equipment constitutes no small
A son was bom Monday in HolThe Flying Dutchmen of Hol- hall to left field advanced Bren- having cars serviced regularly,
part of the firm's business. Mr.
putting
emphasis
on
the
fact
that
land
hospital
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alland ended their 1941 season Sat- ner to third base.
Steketee is still serving many of
Monday night in the Warm bert Bakker, route 1, West Olive.
urday afternoon at Riverview A double by VandenBerg scored they have real money invested in
the oldest and most reliable ortheir cars and due to the shortage
Born
today
in
Holland
hospital
Friend tavern with about 25
park by losing a close game to Brenner and Wenzel. Vanden Berg
ganizations in the city.
of materialsthey may have to
to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Czerkies,
members in attendance.
Jess Elster’sColored Athletics of then scored after Ingraham had
In the residentialwiring field
drive them for the next few years.
The meeting was attended by route 5, Holland, a daughter.
Grand Rapids, 11 to 9, despite a filed out to center field.
the
company’sexperience has been
The
super
station
is equipped Tor
A son was born Monday in Holtwo state officers, State President
ninth inning rally which netted
A summary of the game follows:
extensive. From the time of the
such servicing so that motorists
land
hospital
to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter
Bass
of
Grand
Rapids
and
the locals three runs on three hits. Athletics (11)
R H E can get many miles of carefree
old drop cord in the home to the
District Vice-PresidentArt Ca- Leonard Mulder, 264 East 11th St.
The loss gave the Dutchmen a Hawkins. 3b ..... ..
1
3 • 1 driving. Mr. Mannes advised and
present day full convenient wiring
The
Woman’s
Society of Chrishow
of
Muskegon.
Hazely,
ss
.........
season'srecord of 12 victories, sev..
2
2
0 invited local motorists to stop in
Grand Haven. Sept. 11 (Special) President Bass addressed the tian Service of First Methodist
Grand
Haven,
Sept. 11 (Special) system, he has installedwiring of
en defeats add one tie in 20 con- Miller, cf .............
2
2
1
soon for a completecheck-up.
-Levi J. Fellows. 78, died in his group on the fundamentalreasons church will have a regular meet- —Mrs. Minerva Irene Schroeder, all kinds.
J. Scott, 2b ...........
tests.
3
4
0
Consult the Commercial Electric
Along with the station's com- home, 908 Fultcn St. about mid- for a Junior Chamber of Com- ing Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
who would have celebrated her on your new installationsor elecThe visitors took an early lead T. Seott, c .............
2
3
n
plete line of Texico products it night, Friday after an illnessof merce.
pointed out that church. Mrs. ClarabelleWright
Saturday by pushing across four Neuman, lb ....... ...
1
2
0 carries shotgun shells and issues six weeks.
86th birthday Tuesday, was trical problems of any sort.
the training the young men re- will take charge of the program
runs in the first, two more in the PiRgir. rf .......... ..
n
1
0 hunting and fishing licenses for
Mr. Fellows came to Grand ceive in J.C.C. enables them to on 'The Bible." Mrs. E. V. Hart- found dead in bed at her home,
third and five runs in the fifth Hoffman, rf ........ ..
0
0
0 sportsmen.
193? to the end of May
Haven 10 years ago upon his re- become the leaders in the years man will lead devotions and Mrs. Cole's park in Spring Lake tpwnBalder, rf ...........
inning.
0
0
0
1941, exports of gold from Japan
tirement from farming in Olive to come.
Harry
Watrous
and
her
commitship, at 9 a.m. Monday by her
The home town boys took the Love. If ................
n
0
to the U.S. amounted to a total
township where the family was
Mr. Cahow invited the Holland tee will serve refreshments.
son, Burton Schroeder, well known of about $700,000,000.
lead in the second inning on a five- Jones, p .............
0
i
0
one of the earliest to settle in Jaycees to attend a meeting in
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
William
contractor and builder of Spring
run rally, then tied the score in
that Vicinity.Mr. Fellows was Muskegon Oct. 27 when Walt Ooms of Nova Scotia. Canada, Lake.
the third inning at 6-all. The Totals .........
44 11 18 2
bom- Dec. 16, 1862, on a farm and Finke. national J.C.C. president, have returned to their work after
y«o
Ike ICE
Mrs. Schroeder retired about
Dutchmen were not able to score Dutchmen (9)
R H E
was reared there in Olive town- will be present ns guest of honor spending a few weeks with Mrs.
11:30
p.m.
Sunday
in
apparently
again until the ninth. They were De Neff. 2b
..
1
1
0
CeriitineilREFRIGERATOR?
ship. He was a great sportsman, of the Muskegon Junior Chamber Ooms' mother, Mrs. B. Olgers.
perfect health.
held hitless in the fourth, fifth, Brenner, ss ......... .
1
2
1
No
Nolle, No Defroitlng, No
spendingmuch time hunting and of Commerce.
The
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Alexander
She was well known in this
seventh And eighth innings but Wenzel, c
..
1
0
1
Machinery or Expeneive Repair*^
fishing. He never missed hunting
William
Meengs
explained
the Albert Pieters, missionaries for comrminity as an ardent fi^lierwoDriscoll,
rf.
connected for two hits in the
.
0
0
0
In order that the players may be during the deer season for nearly organization’sprogram which many years at Seoul, Korea, are
man. Last week, she Spent sever- Superior Pur© Ice & Mach. Co.
aixth and three hits in the third Vanden Berg, 3b ..
2
2
0 in ''tip-top” condition for the open- half a century and invariably reseeks to secure the adoption of a spending a few days in the home al days fishingin Spring lake. Un9th A Van Raalto Ph. 2863
inning.
Ingraham. If ..... .
2
2
0 ing contest Sept. 19 under the turned with his deer. He was a bicycle, ordinance by common
of Dr. and Mrs. AlbertusPieters til two years ago she had spent
Van Wieren started as pitcher Teusink, lb ...... .
0
2
0 floodlightsof Riverview park spiritualist.
council as a safety measure for in this city.
much of her time fishing in the
for the Dutchmen but was reliev- Becksfort,cf
1
1
0
Mr. Fellows' father,Joe M. Fel- Holland. He urged the Jaycees to
against Creston high school of
Mr. Fish of Detroit and W, S. winter.
ed in the third by Driscoll.The Van Wieren, p, rf
1
2
1
Grand Rapids, Coach Malcolm lows. was one of the earliest set- call on members of the police and Lockwood of Allegan, oil promo- She was bom in Toronto. Cantwo pitchers allowed 11 hits, one
& TITLE CO.
Mackay
has scheduledsix prac- tlers of the township and it is said fire board which is now consid- tors. have been leasing land on ada, Sept. 9, 1855, and moved to
of them being a home run by J. Totals .............
9 13
2 tice workouts this week ^r the that his wife gave the township ering the ordinanceand urge
All Matter! Pertaining To
sections 3 and 10 in Fillmore Spring Lake township 20 years
Bcott, visiting second baseman, in
ABSTRACTS of TITLE
Holland high school varsity foot- the name of Olive. He was the first them to approve it.
township and on other farms near- ago from Grand Rapids. She was
the fourth inning with two men on
Given Prompt Attention.
ball.
supervisorof the township. During
E. P. Stephan,secretary- man- by. Some machinery has been set
LITTLE
IS
a member of the Order of Eastern
base.
PHONE
CITY HALL
He sent his squad of ,35 players the early years the Fellows family ager of the Holland Chamber of up ir the W. J. Vanden Belt farm Star of Spring Lake.
Van Wieren connected for a
furnished
the
township
with
many
Commerce,
spoke
briefly,
urging
through a strenuous workout Monand
work
in drillingis expected
Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
home run to right field in the secday afternoon at the 23rd St. prac- of its officials. Edwin F. Fellows, closer cooperation between the to begin next week.
Beulah Weiland of Grand Rapids;
ond inning and De Neff, the next
brother
of
Levi,
who
died
some
senior
and
junior
organizations.
Norman Overway. son of Mr. and two sons. Percival of Grand
Two wind and rain storms tice field. Additional practice sesbatter up. also poled out a homer
F. B.
sions will be held each afternoon years ago, was at one time coun- He announced that the senior and Mrs. Garry Overway of East
struck Holland and vicinityMonRapids and Burton of Spring Lake.
to left field.
group is planninga big program 17th St., underwent a tonsillectoPainter • Decorator
after school for the remainder of ty drain commissioner.
Jones, pitching for the visitors day, but apparently no serious
Mr. Fellows is survived by his lor the coming year, the new my last week.
the week. No rest will be allowed
DEALER
In WALLPAPER
allowed nine hits. Both teams damage resulted.
the grid candidates on Saturdayas widow. Nora. 82; and two daugh- community center being foremost Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Lievense, Surprise Farewell Party
“We Beautify Hornet
were charged with two errors.
The first storm struck about he and Assistant Coach Carl Van ters. Mrs. Bessie Glanvillg, of and a bandshellto be another route 1. Holland, went to MuskeInaide and Outelde"
In the first inning, Hawkins,
Held lor Miss Brinkman
Lente will hold another practice at New York city, and Mrs. Lily project.
429 College Ave- Phone 2810
gon this afternoon to attend funthird baseman, reached first on a 1:15 p.m. and was followed by 9:30 am.
A surprise farewell party was
Chapel of Detroit.
A musical program was provid- eral servicesfor Mrs. Minnie Venanother about 8:30 p.m.
tingle to left field, then scored on
held last Thursday evening in the
ed by Doug Gordon, soloist. Gor- ters, cousin of Mrs. Lievense.
Coach Mackay reported the
For
the
24
hours
ending
7
a single by Hazely, to center field
don Berkel, clarinet solo, and Bob
John Arendshorst.Charles H Brinkman home in Virginia park
p.m. Monday, the rainfall here squad is coming along "in good
Haaely reached second on a single
Arendshorst, soloist, with Gerrard McBride and Frank M. Lievense, honoring Miss Jean Brinkman who
amounted
to
1.53
inches. Since shape” with no one having sufferthrough first baseman by Miller
Hanchett furnishingthe accom- local insurance agents, are plan- left this morning to enter Hackley
VISITING
ed any pre-season injuries. A few.
5
and then the two runners scored that hour, it totaled .55 of an though, are complainingof sorepaniment for the three.
School of Nursing in Muskegon.
inch.
ning to attend sessions of the anon a two bagger by J. Scott to
President Melvin Van Taten- nual convention of the Michigan Gifts were presentedand a twoness.
The
municipal
dock
slips
at
KolA few limbs were blown from
For Prompt
left field. Scott then scored on a
His chief problem is to line up len park received considerable hove who presided over the meet- Association of Insurance Agents course lunch was served.
trees Monday night,•accordingto
Efficient
•ingle by Neuman, first baseman,
ing
announced
the
following
comGames
were
played
in
which
the
reports. The coast guard station two tackles and the job is "wide praise in an article which appears
to be held Wednesday, Thursday
to center field.
Dry Cleaning
mittee appointments for the ennursing
profession
formed
the
open”
for
the
various
candidates.
and Friday in Grand Rapids. A
no damage along the
in the current issue of ''MotorKen Vanden Berg, local third reported
suing year;
Service
Mackay also pointed out that all boating."
lake front.
banquet will be served Thursday theme. Prizes were awarded to
baaeman, second up in the second
Americanism
Bob
Gordon, night with State Commissionerof Misses Lois Martinus, Marjorie
positions
are
“wide
open”
as
he
A
large plate glass, about 6 by
Written by W. D. Todd, the arttoning, reached first on single,
chairman,Jim Zwier and Steve Insurance Berry and Governor Van Steketee,Theresa Van Houw, Har10 feet, was blown in by the wind has made no decisions as to who icle told of a trip from Detroit
IDEAL
then scored on a single by IngraWaskenvitz.
riet Kleinheksel, Shirley Vander
Wagoner as speakers.
Monday
afternoonat the store, will receive the starting assign- to Red Wing, Minn, from .April 27
ham to center field. Teusink filed
Sports— Ben Timmer, and WalWerf,
Blanche
Rigterink
and
Dor“The Houee of Service”
ments
for
the
first
game.
operated by the Castle Park
Mrs. Ralph Jones of Bay Citv
to May 15.
out and Bedorfortconnected for
lace Dykhuis, co-chairmen.Leon
othy Ladewig.
Corner
Sixth and College Ave.
Within a few days, he plans to
hotel and located on the lake
The
1,250-mile trip took them
relativesand frienda in
a single, scoring Ingraham. Van front.
Kleis, Herb Marsilje,Gary Jalving Holland.
Other guesti Included Misses
cut the squad to about 30 players from Detroit,where Mr. Dodd had
FREE
DELIVERY SERVICE
and Don Thomas.
Viola Maatman. Carol Meppelink,
for the season'sopener. After that purchasedthe boat, to Port HurChristmas
Activities
Nelson
Cleone Topp, Bernice Kleinheka further reduction Mill be made on. Harbor Beach. Alpena. MackiCRASHES REPORTED
f loarnre
Bosman and Hugh De Pree, co- Cement Cargo Brought
sel, Betty Martinus, Hilda GenBrainard Clarke of Grand Rap- lo bring the squad down to about* nac Island. Charlevoix. Manistee,
Dlnlqp
chairmen, Ray Elferdink and
zink and Betty Brinkman.
ids reportedto police Monday 28 players for the remainder of Holland, Chicago, down the ChiRalph Brouwer.
Here
by
Lake
Freighter
at ths
the
season.
that he backed his car into ancago river, the Chicago sanitary
Conservation*— James Boter,
DUTCH other vehicle at Sixth St. and
Considerable time was spent at canal, the Des Plaines river, the
chairman, Phil Van Hartesveldt
The lake freighter Daniel Mc- Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
City Property, SuburRiver
Ave.
Three
cars,
bearing
last
week's
workouts
in
blocking
Illinois-Mississippi canal to DavGRILL
and Elmer Wissink.
Oldest Lumber Co In Holland
Cool. used in transporting bulk
bans and Business propMichigan. Kansas and Illinois lic- which also will be featured in this enport, la., and up the Mississippi
Coffee
l Public Health
Duff Wade,
LUMBER A BLDG. SUPPLIES
ense plates, were involved in a week's practices.
river to Red Wing.
cement, arrived in Holland harbor
erty. Farms and Vacant
chairman, Harold Yonker and Leo
Equipped to handle Building
Shop
minor accident at 10th St. and
Ploegsma, the squad's main
Of his visit to Holland, Mr. Todd Ebel.
Lots, Rentals, Property
about 6:30 p.m. Saturday with a
under FHA Plan
River Ave. Monday night.
punter, and Wheaton. Rotman and wrote:
Management. Frontage,
Safety— George Copeland, chair- cargo of 4.200 barrels of cement
- SPECIAL
140 River
Phone 3496
Milewski,other punters, are re"That evening, in the harbor at man, and Char lei Cooper.
for the local silos of the Medusa
Macatawa
and
Noonday Lunche ......
ceiving considerable attention Holland, we found a marvelously
Youth Welfare
Raymond L. Portland Cement Co.
Evening Dinners ....... 85c
Michigan.
from the coaches.
equipped dock with all modern Smith, chairman, and George
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OTTAWA COUNTY

ABSTRACT

41

DAMAGE

9561

CAUSED BY STORMS

KAMMERAAD

DOCKS PRAISED BY

PHONE
246

BOATMAN

—

DRY CLEANERS

“

—

—

wMlMi-A

REAL ESTATE

—

—

Ave.

...

SUPER SERVICE

Warn Friend Tarorn

TIRES

BATTERIES
GREASING

WASHING
B°dy

A

Pender Repairing

USED CARS
Phono 4551
Columbia Ave. and 8th St

SPREADERS

Jthn Deere

Unema’s Shoe Service

Appliances

230 River Ave., Holland, Mich.

ABC WASHERS

#

KmH
85 W. 8th

I:

® CALE

Knooibuizen

«t

Opposite Pott Office

Electric Refrigerators

O ESTATE

Phone 8505

While Coaches Mackay and Van
Lente supervise the workouts of
the varsitysquad. Coach Ed Damson is working with the school's
second team. Because of numerous
replacementsfrom last year's reserves to this year’s varsity, Coach
Damson has numerous new candidates on this year's squad.

Electric Household

for Longer Lift!

Electric Ranges

HOLLAND BATTERY
STATION

West Michigan Laundry

Walter Van Meeteren

PHONE

3691

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
DRY CLEANING SERVICE
Called For and Delivered

WELL PREPARED!

j

TEXACO
a

MARFAK

Cushion The Moving Parte
of Your Car
Hive leas trouble and expense.
It lasts twice at long.

Mannes Soper

Service
581 State Street,on M-40

dally except Sunday

2

59 E. 8TH ST.
.......

to

—

Z
».c.

Palmer Graduate
X-Ray and Neurocalometer

Keeps Out
Squeaks

Service

190 RIVER

Twice as Long.

44 River

Ave.

AND INSURANCE

WOOD
8L

See C.

REAL

!

ESTATE

!

85 W. 8th

Phone 2948

INSURANCE

•
j

MORTGAGE LOANS

•
•

Dnat Timed

REAL ESTATE

Phone 3457

j JOHN GALIEN

Brake

PH. 2464

17

j

HENRY

J.

ENGELSMAN

j

WEST 8TH STRAET*3 5
PHONE 2512
|

t

CommercialPhotographer
48 West 8th 8t, Tslephone3W2

'.f

peeeeeeieeoopMMaejiMi^trteieeeiiir,

Brake Shoes Raliaad

conveniencessuch as electricity
and water. The local taxicab operators even had station wagons
especially for serving cruisers
docked at the harbor. The McGraths, our Chicago friends,were
on hand to welcome the ‘sailors
home from the sea.’
"Holland, like the country the
name of which it bears, is known
for its tulips; the annual festival

—

•

:

getting in readiness for the festival made a colorfulsight.
“We pulled away from the dock
at Kollen Park in Holland early the
next morning and shortly after
leaving the light at the harbor entrance,set our compass course for
Chicago directlyacross the lake."

Mrt. Dronkers Feted

Frank Bolhuis, Jr., co-chairmen,
Jim Zwier, Leroy Naber, Irving
Lemmen, Gerrit De Leeuw, Russell Langeland and Nelson Bosman.
Program— Sept. 8. Bob Arends
horst and Bob Gordon; Nov. 10,
Harold Yonker and Duff Wade;
Jan 12, Bill Meengs and Melvin Van Tatenhove; March, Herm
Vander Leek and George Cope-

land.
on 85th Birthday
A birthday supper wax held
A new Italian plane is powered
Monday night in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Bouwman. 87 by a charcoal burning motor.
West 20th St., in honor of their
mother, Mrs. John Dronkers. who

celebrated her 85th birthday anniversary.
those present
were her children, grandchildren
and great grandchildrennumbering 40. She was presented with a
purse.

QUALITY FOODS

Among

AT MOST

REASONABLE PRICES

Those present were Mr. and
Mrs. John Slighter. Mr. and Mrs.

IMOTIVE

Pint

YOU SAVE CASH!

Rhone 2351

HOLLAND READY
ROOFING CO.
NorthshoreDrive Phone 9061

New

PHONE

• Stoker Coal - Coke
RED COMB CHICK STARTER
FARM and GARDEN SEEDS
MILORGANITE FERTILIZER

for your lawni

L COLTON —

H.

P.

J

\ege

•

7133

ELZINGA —

DESIGNS

Draper’s Market
84

£

8th

John Bouwman

and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Garry Vanden Berg and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Hoek, Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Van Dyke, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Ver Hage, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Slighter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Don Slighter and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Mike Essenburg and
Noreen and Paul, Miss Alma
Bouwman, Miss Lois Te Roller,
Miss Virginia Adams and Norman

8L

Phone 2172

TMdM

Yard— 192 E. 10th St

For

PLANS

SANDING

Scrubbing

Polishing

NEW FLOORS SURFACED TO

Sc

Wiring

—
INTERSTATE COMMON

PETER

{79

£

24th

STEKETEE

St

STULL

GIFTS

* SON
UPHOLSTERING SHOP

DU SAAR

G. BUIS

PHOTO A GIFT SHOP
10

£

8th

St

Phona 2230

CARRIERS
BETWEEN HOLLAND
— and —

*

Phone 3368 j

Henry Oosting

Footstooli

MODERN MOTOR
TRANSPORTATION

Commercial Electric Shop:

:

Sc

REALTOR

CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
FORT WAYNE SOUTH BEND
KOKOMO MARION
MUNCIE ANDERSON
HOLLAND MOTOR
EXPRESS, INC
Central Phone
HOLLAND, MICH.

5th and

Attachabls oil filters pro*
tact your motor and get
most out of any oil. Get
your filter today!

PRINS
180

£

8th

SERVICE A

St

Phone 4342

TWO

K Chicks.

FOR
EVERY
PRINTING

$2.40 par 100

lbs.

NEED

PRICES J!$2.35 per 100

Ibi.

SEE

1

For Farmers Feeding Their Own Milk
JL Wo Have a Mash @> $2.15 per 100 (bo.

Holland Co-Operative Go.
’88 £ 7TH
PHONE 2281

i

and*

INSURANCE

Grower* Special

FERTILIZER

THE DUTCH BLOCK

8T.

IMPORTANT 70

REMEMBER
That our service, despite
its deserved reputation
for high quality, may be
had for a very reasonable sum.

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS
Prating Horn, Inc.
Holland’s Uadlng Printers
Ph. 4337*8231 8 £, 10th St

*

V

3101*2

REAL ESTATE

use Dolomite, which la

Umestone Filler and

BREEDING MASH

-

20th St., Ph. 4529-2848

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

Jc+n

2402*4498

,

Phono 2187

•

£

place.

Motors

FINISHING

For Needlepoint Handicraft

8L.

Industrial- Store Fronte
26

Lillian Beauty Shop
210 Rivr Ave. Phono 2980

WORK

FOR EVERY OCCASION
Kodaks, Film, Photo
Finishing,Framing

81 £ 8th

Commercial and Residential

LILLIAN

/y

prob-

lema.

VAN DYKE-VOLKERS
Builders

Get A

Reliable Bicycle Shop
Open Even'ge Edw. Voe, Prop.
136 West 19th Street
Phone 3492 For Reservations

bW

Let ui help you with

your Building

Eatlmates CheerfullyGiven

curia Into

PHONES

Nyland.

-

and Sport

For Rent— 25c and 15c per hour

I

?

Swimming

aid Silgle licydet

HAZZARD

and Chairs

OWNING YOUR
OWN HOME

Permanent
Easy to brush

PERIOD DESIGNS
Hand Carved

LIFETIME

HU1ZENGA
River Ave. Phon* 8476

209

•

SUPERVISION
207-208 Dutch Block Ph. 3312

PERFECTION.
Old Floora Made Lika New!

In

THE THRILL OF A

J. Y.

Architect
Designer

—

—

Coal

;

LENTE

Location— 177 Cv

Lead-

To Last

USED CARS OF ALL MAKES

S

-

FLINTKOT* PRODUCTS

Built

Office

Ws

Parts

Roofing and Asbestos Siding

J
5

FLOOR

Balance For Vitamins and Mlnaralo
FortifiedWith Cod Liver Oil
For Hatehabllity and ' Starting.

J

BEN L VAN

And Save

land, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Kruid, Mr.

The most powerful of modern
microscopesare able to magnify
up to 100,000 times. They use
electrons instead of the conven-

Styled To

Insure Now With

•

ISAAC KOUW
2364 Home 3014

MOTOR SALES
YOUR OLDSMOBILE DEALER

Time

NINE”

tional optical lens.

Distributor Far
Hasting Steel Vent Rings
•tohBard Line Replacement

Dealer

HENRY TER HAAR

Shop Here

Don Nyland, Mr. and Mrs. John
Overway, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Bouwman, Mr. and Mrs. Spriggs
Te Roller, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ny-

STARTING

Aak Your

She departed about 9:30 a.m.
Sunday after unloading the ce-

Heeringa.

Junior Acievement
Harold ment. The trip to Holland harbor
Yonker, chairman, and Leroy was the ninth of the current seaNaber.
son for the Daniel McCool.
National Defense—Russell Klaasen, chairman, and Art Smith.
PROWLER HUNTED
Civil Identification—Jack LeLocal police reported having
vendowski and James Boter.
searched the alley at the rear of
Publicity— Ralph Brouwer and Borr’s bootery about 10:15 p.m.
Jim Zwier.
Monday for a prowler.
Tulip Time — Harold Klaasen.
held there attractsnation-wide at- Bill Meengs, Peter Jonker and
tention. The profusion of tulip Russell Langeland.
“A Stitch In
•
SAVES
blooms which the people were
Halloween— John Van Dyke pnd

and Mrs.

Peloa’e Super Service

Hair by youraelf. Nor act It
and achieve beautiful results.
The dividends are great

AVE.

§1

Only 75o

THOROUGHLY
shampoo your

Phone 2212

8L

Lubrication

can't expect to

Ave.

J. WESTENBROEK A CO.
82 E. 8th
Phone 3394

ROCK-A-CAR

youu can do at
home, but you

SHOPPE

Phone 9767

Sheet Metal Work of All Kinds

TULIP RESTAURANT

Half the Job

IMtt River

St

At Reasonable Prices •
2 OPEN 7.00 ^.M. to 8:00 P.M. *

A

HOLLAND BEAUTY

407 W. 17th

MEALS

.............

Lake

—

VEEN ud MANNES

NIBBELINK-NOTIER
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
II W. 8th Street

a

hat thrss

dlstlnfct phases.
1. Controlled Acidity.
2. .Calcium

*’

^

and Magnesium are

necessary plant foods.
3. Aids In controllingtoxle sub*

stances In ths

soil.

HAMILTON
FARM BUREAU
PHONK

70

J

i

